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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

The thesis deals with deatailed electronic structure studies of several recently discovered

families of Fe based superconductors like i) Ca1 – xRxFe1 – yTy(As1 – zSbz)2 [112-family] (R

= Rare Earth metals: La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd; T = Transition Metals: Co, Ni, Mn), ii)

AeAFe4As4 [1144-family] (Ae = Alkaline or rare earth metal: Ca, Sr or Eu; A = Alkali

metals: K, Rb, Cs), iii) ACa2Fe4As4F2 [12442-family] (A =K, Rb, Cs). Several important

aspects of these large number of iron based compounds are addressed with regard to their

evolution of electronic structure with doping, chemical pressure, electron correlation and

spin orbit coupling. Many important new results are emerged from our discussions in the

previous chapters of the thesis.

A detailed electronic structure investigations on Ca1 – xLaxFeAs2 [La-112] compound pre-

sented in Chapter-3 correlates the evolution of electronic structure with the phase diagram

of this compound. In the theoretically computed electronic structures of 112 compounds,

there exists three hole like bands and two electron like bands crossing the Fermi level

(EF). The orbital resolved electronic structure reveals that the two upper lying hole like

bands have dominantly dxy and dxz/yz character respectively, whereas the lower lying hole

like band above the EF possess dominant As-4pz character. The hole like bands around

the Fermi level starts shifting below it with gradually increasing La doping. At about
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15% doping, the hole like band having 4pz character just touches the EF leading to a band

singularity at this doping where the highest Tc is observed experimentally. If we increase

the doping further, the 4pz band shifts below the EF causing segregation of the inner most

Fermi surface (FS). This kind of electronic topological modifications are known as Lif-

shitz transition (LT) which is found/predicted to have a great impact on physical properties

of different compounds. In iron based superconductors the highest superconducting tran-

sition temperature is found in close proximity to LT. When La doping is increased upto

25%, all the three hole like bands are drifted below the EF leading to full disappearance

of hole FSs around the Γ-point. At this particular doping where Lifshtz transition occurs,

superconductivity is completely suppressed. Our study on La doped 112 with Ni, Co co-

doping at Fe site also disclose same kind of correlation among superconductivity, band

singularity and Lifshitz transition. Therefore, interrelationship between superconductivity

and Lifshitz like topological transition in this compound is established by comparing the

experimental phase diagram with electronic structure. Our ab initio spin polarised elec-

tronic structure calculations with striped antiferromagnetic state as magnetic ground state

show significant reduction in local Fe magnetic moment due to Co doping with small Co

local moment. Therefore, Co doping favours superconductivity by reducing Fe magnetic

moment. On the other hand, the presence of large Fe as well as Mn magnetic moment in

Mn doped 112 compounds explains fatality of Mn doping regarding superconductivity.

Chapter-4 is attributed to the discussion on evolution of electronic structure of different

rare earth doped 112 compounds. The superconducting transition temperature in 112

compounds with rare earth doping Ca1 – xRxFeAs2 (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd) (R-112),

is observed to gradually decrease as one moves from the left (La) to right (Gd) of the

lanthanides series. Inspired by the success of electronic structure calculations on La-112

compounds, we extended our investigations on the electronic structure of each R-112

compounds with varying rare earth doping. A common characteristic in the electronic

structure of all the RE doped 112 compounds is a gradual disappearance of the hole like

Fermi surfaces near Γ-point with increased doping leading to Lifshitz transition. A sys-
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tematic trend of Lifshitz transition at lower doping as we gradually move from left to

right of the lanthanide series may explain the relative occurance of lower Tc at a particu-

lar doping in R-112 compounds consisting rare earth ions with higher atomic number. A

delicate inter connection between the bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz transition is

established where “orbital selectivity” is in built. These suggests that “orbital selectivity”

would also play a decisive role in the superconductivity of the RE doped 112 materials.

To demonstrate the connection between bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz transi-

tion and their implications on superconductivity of these compounds we have calculated

the bandwidth of the hole like bands derived from dxy, dxz/yz and 4pz orbitals. Rare earth

doping does not affect all the bands equally. The renormalization ratio (RR) defined as

the ratio of bandwidth of dxy band to the bandwidth of dxz/yz band shed light on the or-

bital selectivity of the bands. The variation of RR with different rare earth doping is very

much similar to the variation of bandwidth of dxy. The RR vs doping plot shows that the

onset of the Lifshitz transition corresponds to the change in sign of the slope of RR vs

doping plot. This indicates to the fact that there is a connection between orbital selectivity

and Lifshitz transition. The RE doping at the Ca site renormalizes the bandwidth of the

Fe-3d derived hole like bands around Γ-point in such a way that it in turn influences the

topological changes in FSs leading to orbital selective Lifshitz transition.

The effect of Sb doping at As site is the main topic of discussion of Chapter-5. It is very

interesting that the 112 compounds posses As atoms at two different crystallographic po-

sitions – i) at FeAs-layer with valency -3 and ii) at As-chain in between the FeAs-layers

with valency -1. The As-chain in between the FeAs-layers is conducting. As the elec-

tronic structure investigations on La-112 compounds reveal a significant contribution of

As-4pz orbitals to the hole like bands around the EF as well as to the density of states

(DOS), the effect of Sb doping at both the As sites is worth investigating. The modifica-

tions in FSs of the La-112 with Sb co-doping are found to be significantly different for

Sb doping at the As site of As-chain and FeAs-layer. The hole like FSs around Γ-point

and electron like FS around X-point diminish due to Sb doping at As-chain. These mod-
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ifications are quite different for Sb doping at FeAs-layer. In the later case, both the hole

and the electron like FSs surge in size and become more 2D like. From the diminishing

electron pockets around X-point due to Sb doping at As-chain it may be concluded that

the nesting exists only between the 3D hole like pockets around the Γ/Z-point and the 2D

electron like pockets around M-point. This observation is confirmed by neutron spin res-

onance experiments where only a 2D spin resonance around Q = (1,0) corresponding to

the wave vector Q from Γ/Z to M is found. These experimental observations supported by

theoretical results lead to the denouement that the s± pairing may only happens around the

3D hole pockets around the Γ/Z-point and the 2D electron like pockets around M-point.

Experiments also show Sb doping at As-site to be very much impactful to the enhance-

ment of superconductivity. Sb doping at both the As-sites increases the partial DOS of

As at the EF . Increment in DOS is larger in case of As-chain site doping. The enhanced

superconductivity due to Sb doping at As-site can be attributed to the increase in partial

DOS of As at the EF . Similar kind of evolution of the electronic structure due to Sb dop-

ing is found in 112 compounds with other rare earth elements like Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd doping.

Our electronic structure results also predict possible preference of Sm doping over other

rare earth elements (like Pr, Nd, Sm) as far as the enhancement of superconductivity via

Sb doping at As-chain is concerned.

The electronic structure of nine different hybrid 1144 compounds which are concoc-

tion of two different 122 compounds, is discussed in Chapter-6. The 1144 compounds

(AeAFe4As4) have alternate Ae and A atoms in between the FeAs-layers. Due to vary-

ing atomic radii of Ae and A, there exists a natural internal chemical pressure on the

FeAs-layers. Our study reveals its multi-orbital derived multi-band nature of electronic

structure where the orbital contributions are mainly from Fe-3d orbitals, but finite con-

tribution also from As-4pz. This leads to multi Fermi sheets (usually six hole like and

four electron like), orbital characters of which changes from one family member to an-

other orbital selectively. Due to natural chemical pressure an orbital selective evolution

of electronic structure is observed. There is hole doping to the dx2−y2 derived hole like
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bands and electron doping to the dz2 , 4pz derived bands. Different chemical potential of

different orbital derived electron/hole bands i.e., self doping causes the bands with dz2 ,

4pz character to shift below the Fermi level, leading to orbital selective chemical pressure

induced topological Lifshitz transition. This natural chemical pressure induced orbital

selective Lifshitz transition of hole bands is a unique characteristic of 1144 compunds.

The robustness of these modifications in the electronic structure is further confirmed by

DFT+U simulation together with spin-orbit interaction calculations. Moderate electron

correlation as well as spin orbit coupling do not act as impediment to Lifshitz transition.

This orbital selective Lifshitz transition may limit the highest possible superconducting

transition temperature in 1144 compounds. The orbital resolved FSs confirm existence

of strong intra orbital inter band nesting between the electron and hole FSs which hints

towards s± type pair mechanism of superconductivity. Our study with bandwidth of dif-

ferent orbital derived bands reveals orbital selective bandwidth renormalization in these

compounds.

Chapter-7 presents detailed discussions of hybrid 12442 iron based superconductors which

are synthesized by the mixture of compounds from two different family of IBSCs – 1111

and 122 with lattice mismatch tuning. Mixed multi orbital character of the electronic

structure is revealed by our ab initio electronic structure calculations. In contrast to the

hybrid 1144 compounds, negligible contributions from As-4pz orbital is revealed in 12442

compounds. These compounds are also example of self-doped systems due to existence of

natural chemical pressure. Due to the presence of atoms with gradually increasing atomic

radii, chemical pressure is exerted on the FeAs-layers. This chemical pressure influences

electronic structure orbital selectively. As K is replaced by Rb or Cs, the peak of Fe dxy

partial DOS shifts towards EF indicating electron doping, whereas the dyz partial DOS

peak displaces away itself from the EF towards higher energy indicating hole doping. The

orbital resolved Fermi surfaces reveal very weak intra orbital inter band nesting between

the inner most hole like and the outer most electron like FSs which is also observed in

experiments. Contrary to most of the Fe based superconductors very poor nesting be-
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tween the electron and hole like FSs exists leading to an incommensurate neutron spin

resonance mode. In all the three 12442 compounds two nearly degenerate electron like

bands with dxz/yz nature show band singularity and are in close proximity with Lifshitz

transition. Even a small electron correlation (U) of 1 eV to the Fe 3d orbitals pushes

the two nearly degenerate electron bands above the EF leading to correlation induced

Lifshitz transition. The electron correlation also affects the electronic structure orbital

selectively. The bandwidth of the hole like bands having orbital nature other than dxz are

increased due to increased onsite electron correlation, whereas it is decreased in case of

bands with dominant dxz character. Therefore, orbital selective bandwidth renormaliza-

tion is very much apparent in these compounds. The Wannier fitted tight binding band

structures reveal some unique character of the nearest neighbour hopping in these com-

pounds. Unlike other iron based compounds, the intra-orbital hopping in dz2 is larger than

the intra-orbital hopping in dx2−y2 . Orbital selective decrease in the intra-orbital hopping

of dxy and dyz due to change in chemical pressure induced by substitution of alkali atoms

Rb or Cs is disclosed in these compounds. Due to C2v symmetry of Fe atoms, degeneracy

of the dxz/yz orbitals are lifted in tetragonal phase of these compounds. The detailed elec-

tronic structure investigations reveal orbital anisotropy and band reconstruction leading to

nematic like splitting of electron bands having dxz/yz character around Brillouin zone cor-

ner. Although this kind of splitting generally features close to tetragonal to orthorhombic

structural transition in 122 and 1111 compounds, its appearance in the tetragonal phase

in 12442 compounds (even in absence of any structural transition) is a remarkable fea-

ture. Our crystal field splitting calculations with maximally localized Wannier functions

further confirms the degeneracy lifting of dxz/yz orbitals.

Therefore, Lifshitz transition is established to be a common feature of the electronic struc-

ture of all the discussed Fe based superconductors. The correlation between superconduc-

tivity and Lifshitz transition in these newly discovered compounds set up a firm ground on

the role of Lifshitz transition on superconductivity of iron based superconductors which

was already predicted in most of the previously discovered compounds. The inter connec-
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tion among orbital selectivity, bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz transition in iron

based superconductors is also entrenched for all the studied compounds.
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with the detailed study of electronic structure of several recently discov-

ered Fe based superconductors like i) Ca1 – xRxFe1 – yTy(As1 – zSbz)2 [112-family] (R = Rare

Earth metals: La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd; T = Transition Metals: Co, Ni, Mn), ii) AeAFe4As4

[1144-family] (Ae = Alkaline or rare earth metal: Ca, Sr or Eu; A = Alkali metals: K, Rb,

Cs), iii) ACa2Fe4As4F2 [12442-family] (A = K, Rb, Cs) with Density Functional Theory

(DFT) based first principles calculations.

A) A unique inter connection between superconducting phase diagram and electronic

structure of 112 compounds is revealed for rare earth doping at Ca site and Co, Ni, Mn

doping at Fe site. Superconducting transition temperature (TC) is found to be directly

connected with band edge van Hove singularity and Lifshitz transition.

B) The evolution of electronic structure of 112 compounds with rare earth doping is dis-

closed to be orbital selective in which bandwidth renormalization of dxy is much more in

comparison to dxz/yz orbital.

C) Increased As/Sb partial density of states at the Fermi level due to Sb doping at As chain

site hints towards increased TC due to Sb doping. A possible preference of Sm doping

over other rare earth doping is predicted in case of enhanced superconductivity due to Sb

doping. The diminishing Fermi surface (FS) around X-point due to Sb doping at As-chain

signals towards the fact that nesting between electron FS around the M-point and hole FS

around the Γ point is responsible for superconductivity. This theoretical fact is verified

with Neutron Spin Resonance (NSR) experiment where only one 2D spin resonance mode
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is found.

D) Lifshitz transition driven by chemical pressure induced orbital selective self-doping

– hole doping to dx2−y2 derived bands and electron doping to dz2/4pz derived bands is

revealed for hybrid 1144 Fe based superconductors through our electronic structure cal-

culations. Superconducting transition temperature in all the compounds of this family is

found to be limited by Lifshitz transition.

E) Band edge van Hove singularity near Fermi level of the two nearly degenerate bands

having dxz/yz nature and correlation induced orbital selective Lifshitz transition is the main

feature of electronic structure of all 12442 compounds. Orbital anisotropy in electronic

structure and nematic like band splitting induced by degeneracy lifting of dxz and dyz due

to reduced Fe site symmetry is revealed in 12442 compounds. This degeneracy lifting is

also reflected in the calculated crystal field splitting of Fe-3d orbitals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 High temperature superconductivity

The discovery of superconductivity in mercury at liquid He temperature in 1911 was a

landmark event in the field of condensed matter Physics. It made the impossible pos-

sible: the dc resistivity vanished at finite temperature. This event led to very dedicated

research in this direction and many compounds were discovered in subsequent years.

Also the mechanism of superconductivity was understood by means of electron-phonon

interaction leading effective attraction between two electrons (Cooper pair) by Bardeen-

Cooper-Schriefer (BCS) and coherent motion of these Cooper pairs lead to zero resistivity

at finite temperature. But it was the work of Bednorz and Müller in 1986 where they dis-

covered superconductivity in non-stoichiometric cuprate lanthanum barium copper oxide

with a superconducting transition temperature (Tc) above 30K, that brought about a surge

in the research of high temperature superconductivity. It also challenged the conventional

mechanism of Cooper pairing. In next ten years thousands of papers on cuprate super-

conductors were published and it was possible to raise the Tc upto liquid nitrogen as well

as liquid carbon tetrafluoride (CF4). Subsequent theoretical works hinted towards the im-

portance of electron correlation and electronic structure on superconductivity. In the year
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of superconductors showing yearwise evolution of superconducting
transition temperature in different materials.

2008, physicists were in another juncture of the history when Y. Kamihara, H. Hosono

and co-workers reported high temperature superconductivity in iron pnictide LaFeAsO(F)

[1]. At that time, it was a very significant incident to get a superconducting compound

which comprises an element like Fe having large spin magnetic moment. Following years

saw a surge in the research of iron based superconductors and the copper age of super-

conductivity was replaced with iron age. Many iron based superconductors have been

discovered till today with Tc as high as liquid N2 temperature range with another advan-

tage over cuprates i.e., its very high critical current density. From theoretical point of view

it was even more important because it revealed superconductivity and magnetism are inti-

mately connected with each other rather than being independent. The modern methods of

electronic structure investigations also disclosed an inter relationship between electronic

structure and superconductivity.
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FeSe

Figure 1.2: Different families of Fe based superconductors.

1.2 Iron based superconductors

In the subsequent years after the discovery of superconductivity in LaFeAsO(F), several

families like REFeAsO(F) (RE=rare earth elements) [1111-family] [2, 3, 4], AEFe2As2

(AE=alkaline earth metals)[122-family] [5, 6], FeSe [11-family] [7], AEFeAs [111-family]

[8, 9, 10] were tracked down. One very common feature in the structure of all iron based

superconductors (IBSC) is the presence of FeAs-layer which is visible from Fig.1.3. Now

we will discuss about different families of IBSC.

1.2.1 1111 family

This family includes compounds like LaFePO and REFeAsO(F).

Structural aspect:

Negatively charged FeP or FeAs-layer with Fe atoms in square planer lattice and posi-

tively charged REO-layers are present in all the 1111 compounds. Undoped LaFeAsO

undergoes structural transition from tetragonal (P4/nmm) to monoclinic (P112/n) phase
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at about temperature 155K [11].

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

LaFePO is nonmagnetic and superconducting with transition temperature (Tc) 4K without

any doping. On the other hand, superconductors like REFeAsO are antiferromagnetic in

undoped compounds. Superconductivity can only be introduced in these compounds by

suppressing magnetism with electron or hole doping. For example, the measured Tc value

of different 1111 compounds are – 26K LaFeAsO0.89F0.11, 41 K in CeFeAsO0.84F0.16, 52

K in PrFeAsO0.89F0.11, 55 K in SmFeAsO0.9F0.1 [11, 12, 13, 14].

1.2.2 122 family

Compounds like AEFe2As2 where AE = Ba, Ca, Sr or Eu are members of 122 family.

There exist over 450 distinct 122 compounds [15]. All of them are not Fe based super-

conductors though.

Structural aspect:

Unlike 1111 family, the spacer blocking layer in between FeAs-layers consist of alka-

line earth metals like Ba or Eu in 122 family. At room temperature, 122 compounds

crystallize in tetragonal structure (I4/mmm) and undergoes a structural transition to or-

thorhombic phase (Fmmm) at lower temperature. For example, BaFe2As2 goes through

this kind of transition at about temperature 140K [16].

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

A systematic doping at all the sites in BaFe2As2 like the alkali metal K at Ba site, tran-

sition metal Co, Ni at Fe site, or Sb, P at As site almost universally suppresses the

non-superconducting antiferromagnetic state of parent compound to a superconducting

nonmagnetic phase. This kind of transition from antiferromagnetic to the superconduct-

ing state can also be induced by applying external hydrostatic pressure. The measured

Tc in 122 compounds are – 38 K in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2, 32 K in Sr0.6K0.4Fe2As2, 26 K in

Sr0.6Na0.4Fe2As2, and 21 K in Ca0.6Na0.4Fe2As2 [17, 18, 19].
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1.2.3 111 family

Compounds like LiFeAs, NaFeAs belongs to 111 family.

Structural aspect:

These compounds resemble the CeFeSi tetragonal structure (P4/nmm) with each alkaline

earth element of the 122 compounds substituted by two alkali elements. NaFeAs shows

structural transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic phase at 53K [20].

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

NaFeAs shows a magnetic transition from paramagnetic to spin density wave (SDW) at

temperature 40K, whereas the suppression of SDW and emergence of superconductivity

occurs at 23K. Transition metal doping like Co, Ni at Fe site can further enhance super-

conductivity in these compounds. Measured Tc in 111 family materials include 18 K in

LixFeAs, 9 K in NaxFeAs [21, 22].

1.2.4 11 family

This family includes iron chalcogenides like FeSe, FeTe1 – xSex, FeTe1 – xSx .

Structural aspect:

11 compounds have simplest structure in comparison to other IBSC, iron chalcogenide

layers are simply stacked together. Structural transition is observed in superconducting

Fe1.01Se at 90 K from tetragonal to an orthorhombic phase [23]. But its nonsuperconduct-

ing variant Fe1.03Se doesn’t show any structural transition.

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

In 11 compounds no magnetic ordering is observed. The superconducting transition tem-

perature is 8K of FeSe at ambient pressure and 36.7 K in FeSe under pressure of 8.9 GPa,

and 14 K in FeTe0.5Se0.5, 2 K in Fe1.13Te0.85S0.1, and 10 K in FeTe0.8S0.2 [24, 25, 26].
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Ca(RE)FeAs2 (112)
RE = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd

ACa2Fe4As4F2

(12442)

Figure 1.3: Recently discovered families of Fe based superconductors.

1.3 Some recently discovered Fe based superconductors

In recent years some new iron based superconductors have been discovered which are

quite different from the previously discussed compounds in many aspects like – they do

not show many exotic phases like magnetism through spin density wave (SDW), or struc-

tural transitions.

1.3.1 112 compounds

The recently discovered 112-family (that has chemical formula Ca1 – xRExFeAs2) is quite

different from other iron pnictide families in various aspects.

Structural aspect:

These compounds crystallize in less symmetric monoclinic structure P21 [27, 28] (for La,

Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd-112) or P21/m [29] (for Pr-112) whereas other iron pnictide families

have usually tetragonal or orthorhombic structure. The 112 compounds also have layered

structure with alternate stacking of FeAs planes. But the blocking layers are composed

of Ca(RE) spacer atoms and specially, the As2 zigzag chains which are absent in all other

classes of Fe-based superconductors (Fig.1.3). For iron based superconductors other than
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112 the spacer layer is insulating and acts as charge reservoir whereas the CaAs layer is

metallic and couple strongly with the FeAs layers in case of 112 IBSCs [30].

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

The latest available phase diagram of 112 iron pnictides with La doping at Ca site shows

doping enhanced antiferromagnetism [31] with superconductivity which is quite different

from other families where superconductivity emerges only after suppressing antiferro-

magnetism by doping [32]. Established phase diagram of 112 compound with rare earth

doping other than La is not still available. The 112 compound with La doping level x =

0.27 at Ca site which is non superconducting, has monoclinic to triclinic phase transition

at temperature 58 K [33]. But the superconducting phase doesn’t show any structural

transition.

The parent compound CaFeAs2 is unstable. It can only be stabilized by doping rare

earth atoms (like La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd) [28, 34]. The highest critical temperature

(Tc) for the La-doped 112 superconductor is achieved at La-doping level ∼ x = 0.16

with critical temperature 35 K. The critical temperature decreases with increasing La

concentration further and superconductivity is eventually destroyed if La concentration is

greater than 0.25 [35]. For other RE doped 112 compounds the transition temperatures

are 24K, 11.9K, 11.6K, 9.3K and 12.6K for Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu and Gd respectively [29,

28]. There is no understanding developed so far as to why Tc gradually reduces as the

nature of doping changes. There is a general trend of decreasing critical temperature with

decreasing radius of the lanthanide. This is in contradiction to already known behaviour

of Tc (that rises with decreasing lattice constant) with RE in 1111 compounds [36] where

Tc is believed to be related with Pn(Ch)-Fe-Pn(Ch) angle (α) corresponding to a regular

tetrahedron and pnictogen (chalcogen) height (hPn). Whether such factors (α or hPn) are

important in determining superconductivity in RE doped 112 compounds, is still not clear

[35]. In another class of Fe based materials like CaFeAsH, CaFeAsF which are non-
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superconducting in ambient conditions but produces strong superconductivity (Tc = 47

K) when La is doped at Ca site. Thus electronic structure of IBSC with RE-doping is

extremely important and is the subject matter of the present thesis. Our doping dependent

theoretical study of electronic structure shed light on these aspects.

Highest critical temperature upto 47K was achieved so far in 112 family for Sb doping

at As-site with doping level 0.10 in x=0.12 La-doped compound [37, 38]. Such studies

on the effect of Sb doping on critical temperature of RE doped 112 other than La is not

known so far. Experimentally, the effect of Co and Mn doping at Fe site in rare-earth

(La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd ) doped CaFeAs2 compound was studied [34, 39]. The

enhancement of superconducting transition temperature was realized in Co-doping at the

Fe site whereas superconductivity was suppressed by Mn-doping [34]. Superconductivity

was also induced in the Ce doped compound with transition metal codoping at Fe [39].

The phase diagram of CaFeAs2 with Ni doping at Fe site for a particular La doping at Ca

site has been studied experimentally [40].

1.3.2 1144 compounds

More recently, a new family of IBSCs CaAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs), SrAFe4As4 (A =

Rb, Cs) [41] and EuAFe4As4 (A = Rb, Cs) [42] [1144] was discovered which gained a

significant attention among the scientific community due to its interesting properties.

Structural aspect:

This 1144 family are the sandwich of two different kinds of 122 compounds where al-

kaline earth element and alkali element occupy different atomic positions in its crystal

structure (Fig.1.3). There is alternate alkali metal (K, Rb, Cs) and alkaline earth metal

(Ca, Sr) or Eu spacer layer in between the FeAs-layers. Unlike the 122 compounds which

crystallize in body-centered tetragonal structure with space group I4/mmm, 1144 com-

pounds crystallize in primitive tetragonal structure having space group P4/mmm [41].

There are two in equivalent atomic sites for As-atoms in FeAs-layer.
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Magnetism & Superconductivity:

The AeAFe4As4 (=AeA44) iron pnictides show quite similar superconducting transition

temperatures 33.1K, 35K, 31.6K, 35.1K, 36.8K, 36K, 35K for CaK44, CaRb44, CaCs44,

SrRb44, SrCs44, EuRb44, EuCs44 compounds respectively. Recent experimental studies

also revealed difference in vortex dynamics indicating distinct origins of vortex pinning

in 122 and 1144 superconductors [43]. The iron based superconductors in general show

diverse types of magnetic orders. Magnetic order in iron based superconductors can be

described by the spatial variation of Fe magnetic moments at position R,

m(R) =M1 cos(Q1.R) +M2 cos(Q2.R) (1)

, where Q1 = (π, 0) and Q2 = (0, π) are symmetry equivalent propagation vectors related

to antiferromagnetism. The magnetic order parameters M1 and M2 defines three types

of magnetic orders in Fe based compounds. In case of orthorhombic striped spin density

wave (SSDW) order only one Mi � 0. A spin charge density wave (SCDW) corresponds

to the superposition of two contributions with M1 = ±M2 � 0 (M1||M2). The tetrago-

nal spin vortex crystal (SVC) order corresponds to |M1| = |M2| with noncollinear vectors

|M1| ⊥ |M2|, both in the Fe-plane. Although SSDW type magnetic order is observed in a

majority of the IBSCs, some hole doped 122 compounds show a transition from SSDW

to SCDW magnetic states [44, 45]. The magnetic ground state of 1144 compounds is

also very interesting in this regard. Although the parent compounds AeAFe4As4 (Ae=Ca,

Sr) do not show any magnetic order [46], Hedgehog SVC type magnetic state was ob-

served to be stabilized in hole compensated (Ni or Co doping at Fe site) 1144 compounds

[47, 48]. Thus, all the three types of magnetic order i.e., SSDW, SCDW and SVC are

possible for IBSCs. The SVC magnetic phase is stabilized by the reduced symmetry of

the AeAFe4As4 crystal. The existence of large configuration space for magnetic fluctua-

tions is believed to promote high temperature superconductivity [48]. In 122 compounds
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a collapsed tetragonal (cT) phase transition is observed due to variation of chemical or

mechanical pressure leading to a modification of the whole structure and suppression of

superconductivity [49]. Unlike 122 family, 1144 family show half cT (hcT) transition

with external pressure and the transition is layer selective. The first collapsed tetrago-

nal transition is observed at an external pressure 4GPa where the transition is induced

due to As-As pz bonding across Ca layer with suppression of superconductivity. The

second cT transition appeared at the pressure of 12GPa across the K-layer [50]. This hcT

phase transition can be predicted by DFT based ab-initio calculations only by invoking the

Hedgehog type long range spin order which is not found experimentally in the supercon-

ducting states of the undoped 1144 superconductors [50]. This magnetic order has only

been realized experimentally in hole compensated CaK44 superconductors. Recently,

layer selective two consecutive hcT transitions at different pressures were predicted in all

the 1144 compounds [51]. On the other hand, The EuA44 (A=Rb, Cs) superconductors

got much attention due to its peculiar magnetic properties in the superconducting phase

[52]. Experimentally it was found that EuRbFe4As4 shows superconductivity with transi-

tion temperature (Tc) 36.5K and Eu spin ferromagnetism with Curie temperature (TCurie)

15K [53]. Thus, EuRb44 is a ferromagnetic superconductor (FMSC). In EuCs44 com-

pound ferromagnetic superconductivity was observed with Tc=35.2K and TCurie=15.5K

[54]. Experimental phase diagram with respect to Ni doping at Fe site of EuRb44 reveals

that from FMSC EuRb44 gradually transform into superconducting ferromagnet (SCFM)

with Tc=11.2K and TCurie=15.1K at around 7% Ni doping. The superconductivity is com-

pletely suppressed when Ni doping is greater than 8% due to compensation of self hole

doping with the addition of extra itinerant electrons of Ni. The hole depletion also seems

to recover the SDW order at Ni doping greater than 5%. This might improve our under-

standing about the interplay between superconductivity and magnetism. Therefore, the

overall dynamics of magnetism of 1144 compounds seems very different compared to that

in other iron based superconductors; most of the undoped compounds other than EuA44

do not show any long range magnetic order. Also in EuA44 compounds no magnetic
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order of Fe is observed. Furthermore, irrespective of the underlying magnetic structure

or structural details superconducting transition temperature is nearly uniform in all the

1144 family members suggesting magnetic structure may not influence superconductivity

in these compounds.

1.3.3 12442 compounds

More recently, a copious amount of IBSCs were discovered from concoction of two dif-

ferent families of iron based compounds – 1111 and 122 with lattice mismatch tunning.

Structural aspect:

The KCa2Fe4As4F2 compound is the inter-growth of CaFeAsF and KFe2As2 [55]. Soon

after the discovery of KCa2Fe4As4F2, two more 12442 iron based fluoride superconduc-

tors were synthesized – RbCa2Fe4As4F2, CsCa2Fe4As4F2 which are hybrid mixtures of

CaFeAsF with RbFe2As2 and CaFeAsF with CsFe2As2 respectively [56]. The crystal

structure of 12442 fluorides consist of Fe2As2 double layers with alkali metal (A = K, Rb,

Cs) atoms sandwiched and separated by Ca2F2 layers (Fig.1.3). This resembles the CuO2

double planes in high Tc cuprate superconductors. All the 12442 iron based compounds

crystallize in body centered tetragonal structure with space group I4/mmm [55, 56] in

contrast to 1144 compounds which crystallize in primitive tetragonal structure with space

group P4/mmm. As atoms occupy two in equivalent crystallographic sites in the FeAs-

layer very similar to that in 1144 compounds. Thus, it is a legitimate issue to verify

whether As atoms play a significant contribution to the electronic structure in these com-

pounds like that in 1144 compounds or not.

Magnetism & Superconductivity:

The superconducting transition temperature in KCa2Fe4As4F2, RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2

Fe4As4F2 was observed to be 33K, 30.5K, 28.2K respectively. The exotic phases like spin

density wave (SDW) [57, 58], nematicity [59, 60], tetragonal to orthorhombic structural
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transition [61] etc. are absent in both the hybrid family compounds, 1144 and 12442

although they are derived from 122 compounds that exhibit these various exotic phases.

To explore the nature of superconducting gap in these compounds µSR experiments were

performed which revealed multi-gap nodal superconductivity with (s + d)-wave nature in

both KCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 compounds [62, 63]. This is in sharp contrast

to the other hybrid 1144 compounds where multi-gap nodeless superconductivity with s±

symmetry just like that observed in 112 compounds was found from neutron spin reso-

nance measurements [64, 65]. However, the gap probed by heat transport measurements

in CsCa2Fe4As4F2 showed multiple nodeless superconducting gaps which are quite sim-

ilar to that in CaKFe4As4 [66]. The 12442 compounds are self hole doped compounds

with 0.25 holes/Fe2+ and superconductivity is believed to be induced due to this self hole

doping in these compounds. Electron doping with Co at Fe site was proved to be fatal to

superconductivity as far as KCa2Fe4As4F2 compound is concerned [67]. It also did not

induce any structural transition or spin density wave (SDW) like order in this compound

which is in contrast to the most of the iron based superconductors. Theoretical stud-

ies on KCa2Fe4As4F2 indicates striped antiferromagnetic state as the magnetic ground

state [68] which is very different from Hedge-hodge spin vortex state in 1144 compounds

[69]. Muon spin resonance measurements also reveal some magnetic phase below 10K

but it does not compete with superconductivity [62, 63]. Thus the evolution of electronic

structure in non magnetic phase might reveal sufficiently correct information about super-

conductivity in these compounds.

1.4 Lifshitz transition and Superconductivity in iron based

superconductors

Lifshitz transition is an electronic topological transition at absolute zero temperature at

which Fermi surface topology of metals change abruptly. In this kind of tansition there is
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not any spontaneous symmetry breaking. Lifshitz transition is observed in different con-

densed matter systems like Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ cuprate superconductor [70], 3D Dirac Semi

metal Na3Bi[71], bilayer graphene [72], quantum hall liquids [73] etc. Iron-based su-

perconductors (FeSCs) are multiple-band superconductors. Although typically Fe based

superconductors have multiple hole as well as electron like Fermi surfaces, however there

are a number of materials in which the hole Fermi surface is probably missing. For ex-

ample, Ba1−xKxFe2As2 near x ∼ 0.8 [74], LiFe1−xCoxAs for x ≤ 0.1 [75], FeSe single

layer grown on SrTiO3 (FeSe/STO) substrate, [76], K-dosed FeSe thin films [77, 78], the

intercalated compound (LiFe)OHFeSe [79] etc. Because of multi band nature of elec-

tronic structure close to the Fermi Level, it is possible to drift (top or bottom of) any

one or a number bands upward or downward depending on which high symmetry points

in momentum space it crosses the Fermi Level through various perturbations caused by

doping [80], pressure [81] or even magnetic field [82] etc. causing Lifshitz transitions.

Most of the Fe-based superconductors in which the hole FS is missing (or not detectable

by ARPES) have quite high Tc e.g., the record high Tc 100 K in FeSe/STO [76]. This

is probably due to consequence of Lifshitz transition [83]. As a result, Fe-based super-

conductors have become proto-type systems where Lifshitz transition and its probable

heed to superconductivity may be studied [84]. Superconductivity in (LiFe)OHFeSe ex-

ists beyond 50% electron doping [85, 86], in a rigid band description this should result

in a complete wipe out of the hole Fermi surface. Due to absence of good single crystal

this is not yet confirmed experimentally however it is proved in case of KyFe2 – xAs2 [13],

KyFe2 – xSe2 [87] and FeSe/STO [76, 78, 88] as mentioned above. We systematically show

through out this thesis that the electronic structure modifications in whether doped 112

or undoped 1144/ 12442 are very similar to the above scenario where a fine tuning of

the edges of several bands, pushed across the Fermi level with doping, chemical pressure

or electron correlation leading to Lifshitz transition where high Tc are found separately

experimentally.

Detailed studies on the electronic structure of a large number of Fe based superconduc-
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Table 1.1: Highest Tc and Lifshitz transition
IBSC Tcmax in K Doping(x) at Tcmax LT at doping(x)

Ba1 – xKxFe2As2 ∼ 38 ∼ 0.50 ∼ 0.50 [89, 90]
Ba1 – xNaxFe2As2 ∼ 34 ∼ 0.50 ∼ 0.50 [89, 91]
BaFe2 – xCoxAs2 ∼ 26 ∼ 0.10 ∼ 0.10 [89, 92]
BaFe2(As1 – xPx)2 ∼ 27 ∼ 0.35 ∼ 0.37 [89, 93]
Ca1 – xLaxFe2As2 ∼ 35 ∼ 0.16 ∼ 0.15 [94, 95]

Ca0.82La0.18Fe1 – xNixAs2 ∼ 35 ∼ 0.005 ∼ 0.005 [94, 96]

tors have given a clear indication of interconnection between the highest Tc and Lifshitz

like topological transitions at an optimal doping [97, 98]. Highest superconducting tran-

sition temperature is observed to be in close proximity of Van Hove singularities (VHS)

at the Fermi level where the edges i.e., top or bottom of certain bands are in the vicin-

ity of Lifshitz transition (LT). The electronic structure of Fe based materials are of multi

orbital nature having contributions mostly from dxy, dxz, dyz. But the bands with dxz/dyz

character have the largest superconducting gaps [99, 100, 101], making them the most

important as far as superconductivity is concerned. These kinds of empirical correla-

tion between LT-Tc is observed in most of the Fe based compounds like optimally hole

doped Ba1–xKxFe2As2 [102], Ba1–xNaxFe2As2 [103], Ca1–xNaxFe2As2 [104] etc. as well

as optimally electron doped Ba(Fe1–xCox)2As2 [105]. The same trend holds for LiFeAs

[106], NaFeAs [107] and AxFe2–ySe2 (K, Rb, Cs) [108]. Furthermore, it has also been ob-

served that transition temperature also increases with the increasing number of band edge

VHS on the verge of LT. For example, the 1038 family compound (CaFeAs)10Pt3.58As8

which have three band edges VHS at EF, has a Tc of 35K. This is greater than that of

(CaFe0.95Pt0.05As)10Pt3As8 having only one band edge VHS at EF [109]. The same argu-

ment goes for SmFe0.92Co0.08AsO [110] and NdFeAsO0.6F0.4 [111], where two to three

bands are found to be on the verge of LT. In Table. 1.1, we have presented experimental

Tc, doping percentage at which the highest Tc is observed and the doping at which the-

oretical calculations show LT. It is very much evident that there exist a close proximity

between theoretically predicted LT and the highest transition temperature at a particular

doping. The LT has very important impacts on the electronic properties like heat capacity,
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magnetic susceptibility, thermo electric power etc. which has been discussed [112, 113]

in a great detail and is beyond the scope of this thesis. One point worth mentioning is that

LT causes giant anomaly in kinetic characteristics of metals like thermoelectric power and

the growth of thermoelectric power is correlated to the changes in Tc.

Although the study of Fermi surface topology and Lifshitz transition is widely accepted

to understand the phenomenon of superconductivity in iron based superconductors, the

study of bandwidth of different orbital derived band can also enhance our understand-

ing to superconductivity in these compounds [114]. Recently thorough experiments on

(low temperature) electronic structure of various Fe-based superconductors are performed

based on ARPES and DFT studies. From phosphides to arsenides to chalcogenides band-

widths decrease orbital selectively. In the same sequence band renormalization increases

also to specific electronic bands with selective orbital weight e.g., bands with dxy or-

bital character only. An orbital selective strong renormalization of dxy bands leading

to orbital selective Mott phase, is observed in some of the iron chalcogenides. In fact,

it is shown that the orbital selectivity is at the heart of all the realized phases namely

the magnetic spin density wave (SDW) state, the orbital order, nematic order and super-

conductivity too. On the other hand, band width reduction (or renormalization) in gen-

eral is usually visualized as manifestation of overall electron correlation. For example,

a systematic angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy study of the electronic struc-

ture of Rb0.8Fe2(Se1 – zSz)2 (z = 0, 0.5, 1) reveals that superconductivity is continuously

suppressed into a metallic phase [115]. In this superconducting to non-superconducting

transition little change in Fermi surface topology is observed, but a reduction in overall

bandwidth is significant. This leads to the conclusion that the study of bandwidth which is

one of the manifestations of electron correlation might be an important tuning parameter

for superconductivity. It is also found that moderate electron correlation is favourable to

high TC in iron chalcogenides. The low temperature electronic structure study on iron

chalcogenides FeTe0.56Se0.44, monolayer FeSe grown on SrTiO3 and K0.76Fe1.72Se2 by M.

Yi et al., reveals the fact that there exist a universal strong orbital dependent correlation
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effect in iron chalcogenides [116]. Although role of Fermi surface topology, Lifshitz

transition and the ensuing orbital selective bandwidth renormalization for the occurrence

of superconductivity is well accepted in literature, RE doping induced electronic band

renormalization and its effect on FS topology of 112, 1144, 12442 superconductors is

not available yet. From above discussion there is a clear demarkation between the two

classes of Fe-based superconductors (pnictides and chalcogenide) exist as far as evidence

of electron correlation through band renormalization is concerned. Fe-pnictides show

very weak renormalization as compared to the Fe-chalcogenides. Therefore such studies,

both experimental as well as theoretical for all these compounds are very much desirable.

It is very much conspicuous from the above discussion that it is worth investigating the

details of electronic structure of the newly discovered three iron based superconducting

families – 112, 1144 & 12442; and possibility of LT in them. Detailed theoretical investi-

gations on these compounds reveal many important conclusions which will be discussed

in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Computational methods

2.1 Lifshitz Transition (LT)

Lifshitz transition is related to the electron transition at T = 0 in metals at which topol-

ogy of the Fermi surface changes abruptly leading to gradual reduction (or vanishing)

of some Fermi surfaces (FS) at a particular point of the Brillouin zone or emergence of

new FSs at another point. It can be induced in a metal by isotropic compression, uniaxial

deformation, a gradual change of composition or even magnetic field. LT occurs in close

proximity to van Hove singularities (VHS) at the Fermi level (EF) where the edges i.e.,

top or bottom of certain bands crosses the EF . It has been noticed both theoretically as

well as experimentally that the LT like topological transitions have great impact on the

electronic properties like heat capacity, magnetic susceptibility, thermo electric power and

superconductivity. In the Fig.2.1 we have shown the evolution of 3D FSs in LT. LT can

be demonstrated with –

�(p) =
px

2 + py
2 − pz

2

2m
± µ (1)

where µ is the chemical potential of the system. The system has parametric dependence

on µ. It can be manipulated with external pressure, chemical doping etc. Now if we look
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Figure 2.1: Example of the Lifshitz transition with the change of the Fermi surface
topology (disruption of the "neck" of a Fermi surface).

into the FSs in Fig.2.1, we have the following observations –

i. The complete FS at µ > 0 (Fig.2.1(a)) forms a ’neck’ when µ = 0 (Fig.2.1(b)) and is at

the verge of Lifshitz like topological transition.

ii. At µ < 0 (Fig.2.1(c)), the neck is disrupted and the FS gets separated leading to LT.

iii. There might also be creation (or destruction) of new (or old) FSs during LT. Fig.2.1(d),

(e), (f) show gradual appearance of new FSs at the cost of old one in the process of varia-

tion of chemical potential µ.

2.1.1 Lifshitz transition in weakly interacting electron gas

Let us consider a weakly bound electronic system so that their interaction with the crystal

may be considered as a perturbation. Free electron wave function in case of one dime-

sional chain of atoms can be written as ψ(x) = 1√
L
e

ipx
� , where L is length of the chain.

Energy of electrons is �(p) = p2

2m . Let us consider periodic potential in the lattice to be
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U(x) =
�

n Une
2πinx

a , where 2πn
a is period of the reciprocal lattice. The matrix elements of

U(x) considering free electron wavefunction may be written as –

U(p, p�) =
1
L

�
U(x)e

−i(p−p�)x
� dx (2)

Condition for the matrix elements U(p, p�) to be non-zero is

p − p� =
2πn�

a

It is also clear that U(p, p�) = Un. First order correction to the energy �(0)(p) is �(1)(p) =

U(p, p�) = U0, which is a constant. This can shift only the origin of energy scale. So, we

conider the second-order correction term

�(2)(p) =
�

n�0

|Un|2
�(0)(p) − �(0)(p − 2πn�

a )
(3)

In case of a simple weakly interacting periodic system, if we consider only the two pos-

sible states which have energy splitting at the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary, the energy

dispersion is –

� =
�1 + �2

2
±
�

(�1 − �2)2

4
+ |Un|2 (4)

where, �1 & �2 are energies of the two states at the first BZ boundary and Un is the periodic

potential of the crystal. Any electron moving in the lattice is characterised by its crystal

momentum p� → p−�K. So, every energy eigenvalue at any point of the reciprocal space

can be represented by its value inside the first BZ (reduced zone). In three dimension as

the potential is periodic, we can represent it as U(r) =
�

K UKeiK.r, where K is lattice

translation vector in reciprocal lattice space. At the BZ boundary,

�(0)(p) = �(0)(p − �K) (5)
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⇒ �2 p2

2m
=

�2(p − �K)2

2m

⇒ �2K2

2m
=

�p.K
m

⇒ p.K̂ =
�K
2

⇒ p cos θ =
�K
2

(6)

The above equation represents a plane in momentum space which is perpendicular to K

and intersects it at a distance �K
2 from the origin. Just like in 1D case, there will be energy

jump in the plane. If K is the smallest period in the corresponding direction, the plane

represent BZ boundary. If we consider only the first BZ i.e., smallest period in K, the 1D

dispersion can be applicable to 3D also [117]. Therefore, we can write –

�(p) =
1
2

[�(0)(p) + �(0)(p − �K)] ±
�1
4

�
�(0)(p) − �(0)(p − �K)

�2
+ |UK |2

�1/2
(7)

Now choosing pz along �K, introducing a new variable pz1 = pz − �K
2 and substituting

�(0) =
p2

2m , we get the energy dispersion of a weakly interacting electron gas –

�(0)(p) =
p⊥2 + pz1

2 + (�K/2)2

2m
±
�� pz1�K

2m

�2
+ |UK |2

�1/2
(8)
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Figure 2.2: Example of the topological transition with the change of the Fermi surface
topology (disruption of the "neck" of a Fermi surface).

If pz1 = 0, pz =
�K
2 ⇒ pz1 = 0 plane represents boundary of the Brillouin zone. At BZ

boundary, pz1 = 0 & p⊥ = 0

⇒ �(0) =
(�K/2)2

2m
± |UK | (9)

These are energy eigen values at which the surface �(p) = constant, passes through the

point pz1 = p⊥ = 0.

Case-1:

If, � < (�K/2)2

2m − |UK |
the surface �(p) = const. does not intersect boundary.Therefore, the constant energy plane

looks like Fig. 2.2(a). The 3D visualization would just look like Fig. 2.1(c) where the FS

segregates into two parts due to LT.

Case-2:

If, (�K/2)2

2m − |UK | < � < (�K/2)2

2m + |UK |
the surface �(p) = const. intersects the boundary at some points and the constant energy

plane near pz1 = 0 looks like Fig. 2.2(b). This would correspond to the 3D Fig. 2.1(a).

Case-3:

If, � > (�K/2)2

2m + |UK |
the surface �(p) = const. intersects the boundary at several points and some new constant

energy planes near pz1 = 0 appears (Fig. 2.2(c)).
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The weak coupling theory provides a good description of the qualitative behaviour of

energy dispersion in the vicinity of Brillouin zone boundary. We have shown how exter-

nal conditions like isotropic compression, hydrostatic pressure, uniaxial deformation, or

gradual change of composition can entail modification on the topology of Fermi surface

by means of tuning chemical potential of the system in Fig. 2.1. Now we will find the sin-

gularity in total energy while changing shape of the FS from 2.2(a) to 2.2(b). The number

of states corresponding to the interior of the FS is given by,

n(µ) =
2

(2π�)3

�
2πp⊥dp⊥dpz1 =

1
4π2�3

�
dp2
⊥dpz1 (10)

Integral over pz1 is taken

i. for Fig. 2.2(a), finite value (lower limit) pz1
0 → P (some upper limit),

ii. for Fig. 2.2(b), 0→ P. From energy dispersion of weakly interacting system we get

2mµ = p⊥2 + pz1
2 + (�K/2)2 ±

��
pz1�K

�2
+ 4m2|UK |2

�1/2
(11)

The value of pz1
0 is determined by the above equation by putting p⊥2 = 0. We are

interested in small values of pz1 (→ 0) and Δµ = µ − µc, where

µc = (
�K/2
2m

)2 − |UK |

where µc is the value of µ at which there is tangency. Now, we know

p⊥2 = 2mµ − pz1
2 − (�K/2)2 +

��
pz1�K

�2
+ 4m2|UK |2

�1/2
(12)

= 2mµ − pz1
2 − (�K/2)2 + 2m|UK |

�
1 +

�
pz1�K

�2

4m2|UK |2
�1/2

� 2mµ − pz1
2 − (�K/2)2 + 2m|UK |

�
1 +

1
2

�
pz1�K

�2

4m2|UK |2
�
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= 2mµ − pz1
2 − (�K/2)2 + 2m|UK | +

�
pz1�K

�2

4m|UK |

= 2m
�
µ − (�K/2)2

2m
+ |UK |

�
− pz1

2 +

�
pz1�K

�2

4m|UK |

= 2m
�
µ − µc

�
− pz1

2 +

�
pz1�K

�2

4m|UK |

= 2mΔµ +
(1/2)

�
pz1�K

�2 − 2m|UK |pz1
2

2m|UK |

= 2mΔµ +
pz1

2
�
(1/2)(�K)2 − 2m|UK |

�

2m|UK | (13)

If we set p⊥ = 0, we get

2mΔµ =
pz1

(0)2
�
2m|UK | − (1/2)(�K)2

�

2m|UK |

pz1
(0)2
=

(2m)2Δµ|UK |�
2m|UK | − (1/2)(�K)2

�

⇒ pz1
(0) = 2m(Δµ)1/2|UK |1/2

�
2m|UK | − (1/2)(�K)2

�−1/2
(14)

The number of states corresponding to the interior of the FS is given by

n(µ) =
1

4π2�3

�
dp2
⊥dpz1 (15)

The main part of the above equation correspond to large pz1. But here we are interested

in the singular part which depend on Δµ; it is determined by the value of the integral at

lower limit. Thus we have Δµ < 0 and the conditional upper limit to be P = �
a . Therefore,

n(µ) =
1

4π2�3

� P

pz1(0)

�
2mΔµ +

pz1
2
�
(1/2)(�K)2 − 2m|UK |

�

2m|UK |
�
dpz1 (16)
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⇒ n(µ) =
1

4π2�3

�
2mΔµ(P − pz1

(0)) +
(P3 − pz1

(0)3
)

3

�
(1/2)(�K)2 − 2m|UK |

�

2m|UK |
�

(17)

⇒ n(µ) = nreg − 1
4π2�3

�
2mΔµpz1

(0) +
pz1

(0)3

3

�
(1/2)(�K)2 − 2m|UK |

�

2m|UK |
�

(18)

Putting the value of pz1
(0) in the above equation we get

n(µ) = nreg +
1

6π2�3 (2m)2|UK |1/2
�
(�K)2/2 − 2m|UK |

�−1/2|Δµ|3/2 (19)

When Δµ > 0, only nreg part of nµ exist. An increment in the total energy is given by

−
� µ

n(µ1)dµ1. Therefore, the singular part exists at µ < µc and is proportional to |µ−µc|5/2

on one side of the transition point.

n(µ) ∝ |Δµ|3/2

⇒ n(µ) ∝ |µ − µc|3/2 (20)

Now an increment in energy

ΔE = −
� µ

n(µ1)dµ1

ΔE = −K|µ − µc|5/2 (21)

i. At µ > µc, ΔE < 0

ii. At µ < µc, ΔE > 0

Therefore, there is a discontinuity in derivative of energy at µ = µc. If we choose the vari-

able external factor to be isotropic compression (pressure p), in this case |p− pc| ∝ |µ−µc|.
Thus the singular part of the total energy change is proportional to |p − pc|5/2 at one side

of the transition point. This resembles to the case of second order phase transition. There-

fore, Lifshitz transition can be considered to be second-and-half (2.5) order transition.
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The fundamental difference between Lifshitz transition (LT) and second-order phase tran-

sition is that the later is associated with spontaneous symmetry breaking and occurs along

entire (T,p) curve of the phase diagram, but LT occurs at T=0 and there is no symme-

try breaking associated with it. Although LT occurs at absolute zero temperature, in real

metals the
�

T
µ

�
ratio is quite small and practically there remains a marked trace from the

singularity of the Lifshitz transition. There is another kind of Lifshitz transition that oc-

curs in 2D materials like bilayer graphene and can be described by 2D Hmiltonian

H = τ1(px
2 − py

2 + vpx) + τ2(2px py − vpy) (22)

where τ’s are Pauli matrices in the Bogoliubov-Nambu particle-hole space. At Lifshitz

like topological transitions, the parameter v = 0 and there exist point node with multiple

topological charge in the spectrum. For a detailed discussion on this kind of Lifshitz

transition in 2D systems and its comparison with cases in 3D, interested readers may look

into [118].

2.2 Density Functional Theory(DFT):

There exist two approaches to solve the many body electronic Schrödinger equation –

i. wavefunction based approaches (e.g., Hartree-Fock, configuration interaction etc.)

ii. density based approach (e.g., DFT). But the many body wave function involves 3N

coordinates. Thus it is quite tedious to work with the wavefunction. So it is quiet ad-

vantageous to work with density (n(r)) which depends on just one variable. This is quiet

reasonable because knowing the wavefunction implies we also know the density:

n(r) = N
�
· · ·
�
|Ψ(r, ..., rN)|2dr2...drN (23)
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and number of electrons �
n(r)dr = N (24)

Energy in terms of Density

Our goal in density functional theory is to eliminate the wavefunction by writing all terms

making up the total ground state energy of the electronic system in terms of density. This

is because we would then like to minimize the electronic energy with respect to the density

to obtain the ground state energy and the corresponding electronic density. The electronic

many body Hamiltonian is given by (in atomic unit)

H = −
N�

i=1

∇ri
2

2
+

N�

i=1

Nn�

J=1

−ZJ

|ri − RJ| +
N�

i=1

N�

j>i

1
|ri − rj| (25)

Suppose now that we have somehow managed to solve the many-body Schrödinger equa-

tion and have obtained the wavefunction. The expectation value of the nuclei-electron

interaction term is given by

�Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|Vne |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)�

= −
N�

i=1

Nn�

J=1

�
Ψ∗(r1, ......, rn)

ZJ

|ri − RJ|Ψ(r1, ......, rn)dr1....drN (26)

Since the term does not contain any derivatives, we may collect the wavefunction and its

conjugate under a common norm square

�Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|Vne |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)� = −
N�

i=1

Nn�

J=1

�
ZJ

|ri − RJ| |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|2dr1....drN

(27)

Next, we proceed in a way that is much similar to the one we followed in the calculation
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of the density. Let’s expand the sum over the electronic index i

�Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|Vne |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)� = −
Nn�

J=1

� �
ZJ

|r1 − RJ| |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|2]dr1....drN

+

�
ZJ

|r2 − RJ| |Ψ(r1, ......, rn)|2dr1....drN + ......
�

(28)

For each of the Ne terms in the sum we separate the integral over the variable in the

Coulombic terms from the others and using the definition of density we get

Ene = − 1
Ne

Nn�

J=1

� �
ZJ

|r1 − RJ|n(r1)dr2 +

�
ZJ

|r2 − RJ|n(r1)dr2 + .....
�

(29)

Since for each term an integral over the argument of the density is taken, we may replace

these variables by a dummy variable, then all the terms become equal and since there are

Ne of them the electron-nucleus interaction energy may be written takes the compact form

Ene = −
Nn�

J=1

�
ZJ

|r − RJ|n(r)dr =
�

n(r)Vne(r)dr (30)

The electron-electron interaction term cannot be written in terms of the single-particle

density, instead only in terms of the two-particle density given by

Eee =
1
2

��
drdr�

n(2)(r, r�)
|r − r�| (31)

where n(2)may be interpreted as the probability that an electron exists at point r given that

a second electron exists at point r�. However, the method that we are about to describe

does not allow for the existence of such a two-particle density but instead only the one-

particle density. So, we are forced to make an approximation- if the two electrons were

completely uncorrelated then the two-particle density would just be the product of one-

particle densities. Here, we write n(2) in terms of this product plus a correction.

n(2)(r, r�) = n(r)n(r�) + Δn(2)(r, r�) (32)
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The electron-electron energy may then be written as,

Eee =
1
2

��
drdr�

n(r)n(r�)
|r − r�| + ΔEee (33)

where the second term obviously comes from the correction.

Since the kinetic energy operator contains a derivative term, there is no way we can write

it in terms of the density. It is impossible to collect the wavefunction and its conjugate as

a single norm square. In order to tackle the kinetic energy, we assume that the density can

be written as the sum norm squares of a collection of single-particle orbitals

n(r) =
Ne�

n

|φn(r)|2

These orbitals are called Kohn-Sham orbitals and they are initially completely unspeci-

fied. The above form cannot really be considered an approximation. It simply says that

instead of the full many-particle system we consider an auxiliary system of single-particle

orbitals that have the same ground state density as the real system. Writing the density as

in the above equation, suggests that we write the kinetic energy as the sum of the kinetic

energies of the Kohn-Sham orbitals. Once again then we express the kinetic energy as the

single-particle kinetic energy plus a correction.

T = −1
2

Ne�

n

�
drφ∗n(r)∇2φn(r)dr + ΔT (34)

Finally putting together everything, the total ground state energy may be written as

E = −1
2

Ne�

n

�
drφ∗n(r)∇2φn(r)dr +

�
n(r)Vne(r)dr

+
1
2

��
drdr�

n(r)n(r�)
|r − r�| + ΔEee + ΔT (35)

The kinetic energy as written cannot be differentiated directly with respect to n(r). But

it can be minimized with respect to the orbitals which is equivalent to minimizing with
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respect to n(r). Now the only thing that remains to be done is to write the last two (cor-

rection) terms in terms of the density as well. The sum of the correction terms is called

exchange-correlation energy.

Exc = ΔEee + ΔT (36)

The origin of this term is the difference between a system of N interacting and non inter-

acting particles. More specifically, the origin of exchange energy is the Pauli repulsion,

omitted in the Hartree term and correlation energy is the repulsion between electrons.

Several well-developed approximations to this sum exists but here we shall only consider

the local approximation given by [119]

Exc =

�
drn(r)�xc(n) (37)

where �xc(n) is a simple function of n. Thus, within this approximation, the total energy

may be written as,

E = −1
2

Ne�

n

�
drφ∗n(r)∇2φn(r)dr +

�
n(r)Vne(r)dr

+
1
2

��
drdr�

n(r)n(r�)
|r − r�| +

�
drn(r)�xc(n) (38)

Thus we can see that the energy expression can be fully written in terms of density.

The Thomas-Fermi Model

The first attempt to use the electron density rather than the wave function for obtaining

information about atomic and molecular systems was taken by Thomas and Fermi in 1927.

At the centre of this approach taken by Thomas and Fermi is a quantum statistical model

of electrons which, in its original formulation, takes into account only the kinetic energy

while treating the nuclear-electron and electron-electron contributions in a completely

classical way. In their model Thomas and Fermi arrived at the following, very simple
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expression for the kinetic energy based on the uniform electron gas of constant density.

TT F[n(r)] =
3

10
(3π2)

2
3

�
n

2
3 (r)dr (39)

If this is combined with the nuclear-electron attractive potential and the electron-electron

repulsive potential we have the famous Thomas-Fermi expression for the energy of an

atom,

ET F[n(r)] =
3

10
(3π2)

2
3

�
n

2
3 (r)dr − Z

�
n(r)

r
dr +

1
2

��
n(r1)n(r2)

r12
dr1dr2 (40)

The above equation is a prescription for how to map a density n(r) onto an energy E with-

out any required additional information. So we have a functional expressing the energy

in terms of the density. To this end, the Thomas-Fermi model employs the variational

principle. It is assumed that the ground state of the system is connected to the electron

density for which the energy can be minimized under the constraint of
�

n(r1)dr1 = N.

The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem

DFT is made possible by two very simple theorems given by Hohenberg and Kohn in

1964 [120].

Theorem I

For any system of interacting particles in an external potential Vext(r), the density is

uniquely determined. In other words, the external potential is a unique functional of

density.

Proof

Let us assume that there exist two potential – V (1)
ext(r) and V (2)

ext(r) differing by more than

a constant and giving rise to the same ground state density, n(r). Obviously, V (1)
ext(r) and

V (2)
ext(r) belong to distinct Hamiltonians H(1)

ext(r) and H(2)
ext(r), which give rise to distinct

wavefunctions Ψ(1)
ext(r) and Ψ(2)

ext(r). According to the variational principle, no wavefunc-
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tion can give an energy less than the energy of Ψ(1)
ext(r) for H(1)

ext(r). So,

E(1) = �Ψ(1)|H(1) |Ψ(1)� < �Ψ(2)|H(2) |Ψ(2)� (41)

Here we have assumed that the ground state is not degenerate. As we have identical

ground state densities for two Hamiltonians, we can rewrite the expectation value in equa-

tion(1) as

�Ψ(2)|H(1) |Ψ(2)� = �Ψ(2)|H(2) |Ψ(2)� +
�

dr[V (1)
ext(r) − V (2)

ext(r)]n0(r) (42)

Exchanging the levels in equation(2)

�Ψ(1)|H(2) |Ψ(1)� = �Ψ(1)|H(1) |Ψ(1)� +
�

dr[V (2)
ext(r) − V (1)

ext(r)]n0(r) (43)

Adding equation (2) and (3), we obtain

E(1) + E(2) < E(2) + E(1) (44)

which is clearly a contradiction. Thus, the theorem has been proved.

Theorem II

A universal functional for energy E[n] can be defined in terms of the density. The exact

ground state is the global minimum value of this functional.

Proof

Since the external potential is uniquely determined by the density and since the potential

in turn uniquely determines the ground state wavefunction, all other observables such as

kinetic energy are uniquely determined. Then one may write the energy as a functional of
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density.

E[n] = T [n] + Eint[n] +
�

Vext(r)n(r)dr + EII = F[n] +
�

Vext(r)n(r)dr + EII (45)

where F[n] is a universal functional because the treatment of the kinetic and internal

potential energies are same for all systems.

In the ground state the energy is defined by the unique ground state density, n(1)(r),

E(1) = E[n(1)] = �Ψ(1)|H(1) |Ψ(1)�

By variational principle, a different density, n(2)(r) will necessarily give a higher energy

E(1) = E[n(1)] = �Ψ(1)|H(1) |Ψ(1)� < �Ψ(2)|H(1) |Ψ(2)� = E(2) (46)

Thus minimizing the total energy of the system written as a functional of n(r), w.r.t n(r),

one finds the total energy of the ground state. The correct density that minimizes the en-

ergy is then the ground state density.

The Kohn-Sham Equations

Let us assume that we have an auxiliary system of non-interacting electrons that has the

same ground state density as the real interacting system. This is known as Kohn-Sham

approach [121]. The auxiliary system is another manifestation of mean field. The non-

interacting electrons move in an effective potential V = Vaux(x) = Ve f f (x). Ve f f does

not have to be a physically meaningful potential, nor the total wave function have to be

physical. The main advantage of the auxiliary system is that we know how to deal with

it. The full many body Hamiltonian becomes a sum of single particle ones. From Hartree
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Fock (HF) we know -

haux(xi)ϕi(xi) = �iϕi(xi) (47)

Therefore the many body wave function is a single Slater determinant, but it will be

different from the HF solution, the orbital ϕi(xi) are different. In terms of density and the

orbitals we can write the Coulomb energy

EH[n] =
1
2

��
n(r)n(r�)
|r − r�| drdr� (48)

and the kinetic energy

Ts[n] = −1
2

n�

i=1

�
�ϕi|∇2 |ϕi� dσ (49)

Therefore,

Eaux[n] = Ts[n] +
�

Ve f f (r)n(r�)dr + EH + Exc (50)

Exc is the only term that contains interactions beyond Hartree and is called “exchange

correlation”. Now we can write the Lagrangian with constraints

L[n] = Eaux[n] −
n�

i=1

n�

j=1

λi j[
�
ϕ∗i (x)ϕ j(x)dx − δi j] (51)

Now minimizing w.r.t ϕ∗i we get,

n�

j=1

λi jϕ j =
δTs

δφ∗i
+
�δEaux

δn
+
δEH

δn
+
δExc

δn

� δn
δφ∗i

(52)

n�

j=1

λi jϕ j = −1
2
∇2ϕi(x) + [Vaux + VH + Vxc]ϕi(x) (53)

Simplifying we get,
�
− 1

2
∇2ϕ + Ve f f

�
ϕi(r) = λiϕi(r) (54)

, Where

Ve f f = Vaux + VH + Vxc
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The above equation is a system of equations, which when solved simultaneously represent

the many particle systems in terms of single particle orbitals. Each of these equations

resembles to

[T̂ + Ve f f ]φi(r) = �iφi(r) (55)

. Ve f f is the exact effective potential under the influence of which the electrons move. The

full complexity of the real system and all many body interactions have been wrapped into

Vxc =
δExc
δn .

2.2.1 DFT for practical electronic structure calculations:

The schematic of Kohn-Sham approach is shown in Fig. 2.2.1.

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of Kohn Sham approach
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Due to functional dependence on density, Kohn-Sham (KS) equations form a set of non-

linear coupled equations. The standard procedure to solve KS equation is to iterate until

the self consistency is acheived. Next we discuss the primary steps followed in a practical

DFT based calculation.

Step-1:

In general some initial model density (n0(r)) has to be supplied for starting the iteration

process. In principle, any positive function which is normalized to total number of elec-

trons works. But it is always advantageous to use a smart guess for n0(r) as it can speed up

the convergence to a great extent. For molecular or solid state systems the sum of atomic

densities may be used to construct n0(r) –

n0(r) =
�

α

nα(r − Rα) (56)

where Rα is the position of the nucleus α & nα is the atomic density of the nucleus α. For

an atom the convenient choice of n0(r) is Thomas-Fermi density.

Step-2:

It involves with the evaluation of KS potential (Ve f f ) with density.

Ve f f = Vext + VH + Vxc (57)

i. The first term Vext is typically sum of nuclear potentials centred at atomic positions –

Vext(r) =
�

α

Vα(r − Rα) (58)

In some cases, Vα(r) = Zα
r , (where Zα is nuclear charge) is the simple Coulomb attraction

between the bare nucleus and electrons. In other cases Vα(r is chosen to be constructed

with pseudopotentials. The electronic structure calculations presented in this thesis are
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based on the plane wave pseudopotential method. Here we will discuss about pseudopo-

tentials very briefly.

Pseudopotential:

Considering full nuclear potential for solving KS equation sometimes becomes computa-

tionally very much demanding. To a good approximation it may be considered that the

core electrons do not take part in chemical bonding and the valence electrons only take

part actively in the bonding. Therefore, the potential due to nucleus and core electrons

may be replaced with some fictitous potential (pseudpotential). In pseupotential method

the singularity of potential near the nucleus is removed by considering smooth potential

under the condition that after a certain radius the potential is same as in real case. Here

we discuss briefly the steps of generation of atomic pseudopotentials.

First an electronic reference state is chosen and an all electron calculation is performed.

From this calculation we obtain the following quantities:

V̂AE ⇒ all electron potential, EAE
tot ⇒ total all electron energy, φAE

nl ⇒ all electron wave-

functions, �AE
nl ⇒ eigenvalues corresponding to wavefunctions. Now, pseudopotential

(V̂PS ) and pseodo wavefunctions (φPS
nl ) are chosen to satisfy –

(T̂ + V̂H[ρ] + V̂xc[ρ] + V̂PS )|φPS
nl >= �

AE
nl |φPS

nl > (59)

where, T̂ ⇒ single particle kinetic energy operator, V̂H[ρ] ⇒ self consistent Hartree

operator, V̂xc[ρ] ⇒ exchange correlation energy operators. Total electron density ρ(r) =
�

nl fnl|φPS
nl (r)|2. The conditions for pseudopotential construction are:

a) V̂PS (r) = V̂AE(r) for r ≥ rc

b) φPS
nl (r) = φAE

nl (r) for r ≥ rc, where rc is the core radius. V̂PS can be expressed as the

sum of a local potential which is diagonal in real space basis and l-dependent correction

terms: V̂PS = V̂ loc+
�

l ΔV̂ l. For a fully separable non local pseudopotential ΔV̂l is formed

according to –

ΔV̂NL
l =

ΔV̂S L
l |φPS

nl >< φ
PS
nl |ΔV̂S L

l

< φPS
nl |ΔV̂S L

l |φPS
nl >

(60)
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where ΔV̂S L
l is short ranged correction term to local potential. As we are interested in

plane wave basis for solid state calculations, we need to compute V(q, q�), where q, q� are

reciprocal lattice vectors. So,

V̂ loc =
�

q

�

q�
|q� > Vloc(|q − q�|) < q| (61)

The non local correction term can be expressed as –

ΔV̂NL
l =

�

q

�

q�

|q� >< q�|ΔV̂S L
l |φPS

nl >< φ
PS
nl |ΔV̂S L

l |q >< q|
< φPS

nl |ΔV̂S L
l |φPS

nl >
(62)

Local Fourier space matrix elements are given by < q�|V̂ loc|q� >, and non local Fourier

space matrix elements are < q�|V̂S L
l |q� >.

ii. The second term in the KS potential is the Hartree potential:

VH(r) =
�

dr�
n(r�)
|r − r�| (63)

This term can be evaluated either by direct integration while solving atomic KS equation,

or solving equivalent Poisson’s differential equation: ∇2VH(r) = −4πn(r).

iii. The third term in KS potential is Vxc, exchange correlation potential. We will discuss

about this term and its evaluation in some detail.

We know that

EHK[n] = T [n] + Vee[n] +
�

Vext(r)n(r)dr (64)

and

EKS [n] = Ts[n] +
�

Vext(r)n(r)dr + EH[n] + Exc[n] (65)
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From the above equations the exchange correlation energy functional is

Exc[n] = T [n] − Ts[n] + Vee[n] − EH[n] (66)

The first term is the difference between the kinetic energy of the interacting and non-

interacting electrons, and the second term is the difference between the full electron-

electron interaction energy and the classic Coulomb energy.

The Local Density Approximation (LDA)

Here we will introduce the model system on which virtually all approximate exchange-

correlation functionals are based. For inhomogeneous systems with a slowly varying

density, the system locally looks like it has a constant density. Therefore the external

potential will also be constant and the system is similar to the homogeneous electron gas.

Now we will construct a local approximation to exchange correlation [119]

Exc[n] =
�

n(r)�xc
�
n(r)
�
dr (67)

where �xc
�
n(r)
�

denotes the energy density (i.e., energy per electron) at point r in space,

that depends only on the density at this point. Now

�xc
�
n(r)
�
=

3kF

4π

kF =[3π2n(r)]
1
3

�xc
�
n(r)
�
=

3
4

�3
π

n(r)
� 1

3

⇒ Exc[n] =
�

n(r)�xc
�
n(r)
�
dr

=
3
4

�3
π

� 1
3

�
n(r)

4
3 dr

(2.1)

In the above expression we need to know the density at any given point in space and the
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exchange energy is then simply the integral over the density to the power 4/3. The ex-

change contribution to Vxc can be calculated straight forwardly as the functional derivative

:

Vx(r) =
δEx[n]
δn(r)

= �xc
�
n(r)
�
+ n(r)

δ�x
�
n(r)
�

δn(r)

⇒ Vx(r) =
�3
π

� 1
3 n

1
3 (r)

The above expression is the final and very simple expression for the exchange contribution

to the exchange-correlation potential in the local density approximation.

The local density approximation can also be extended to the spin polarized case [122]:

ELS DA
xc [n↑, n↓] =

�
n(r)�xc

�
n↑(r), n↓(r)

�
dr (68)

If we write in terms of spin polarization η(r) = n↑(r)−n↓(r)
n(r) we get

ELS DA
xc [n, η] =

�
n(r)�xc

�
n(r), η(r)

�
dr (69)

The local density approximation is by construction exact or at least very accurate for the

homogeneous electron gas and thus is expected to perform well for systems with slowly

varying density e.g., simple metals. However, LDA has problems with self-interaction

and systems with rapidly varying densities e.g., atoms and is therefore not suited for ther-

mochemisty.

Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA)

LDA is based on the assumption of a homogeneous density. But for real systems the

density is not homogeneous. To approach more realistic situation, the logical first step
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was the suggestion of using not only the information about the density n(r), at a particular

point r, but to supplement the density with information about the gradient of the charge

density, ∇n(r) in order to account for the non-homogeneity of the true electron density.

The exchange correlation energy functional in GGA is given by [123, 124],

EGGA
xc [n↑, n↓] =

�
n(r)�xc

�
n↑(r), n↓(r), |∇n↑(r)|, |∇n↓(r)|

�
dr (70)

Instead of using the gradient directly, it makes sense with a scaled gradient:

S (r) =
|∇n(r)|

2kF(r)n(r)
(71)

which measures the gradient on the scale of the density itself. A major advantage of

this rescaling is that the gradient remains well-behaved even close to the nucleus. One

famous GGA exchange correlation functional is Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) func-

tional which is very frequently used in electronic structure calculations of metals. The

PBE exchange correlation functional is given by [125],

EGGA
xc [n̂↑ − n̂↓] =

�
d3rn�uni f

x (n)Fxc(rs, ξ, s) (72)

where Fxc is known as enhancement factor. In the PBE functional, n = n↑ + n↓ = 3
4πr3

s
, rs

is the Seitz radius, �uni f
x (n) = −3e2kF

4π , s = |Δn|
2kFn , and relative spin polarization ξ = n↑−n↓

n . We

have used this PBE functional in most of our calculations.

Step-3:

As we already have KS potential, now we can solve the KS equation. We want to ob-

tain the pth lowest eigenstates of the KS Hamiltonian. KS equation can be reduced to

1D differential equation in case of atoms. In this case an efficient integration method is

employed. But in case of solids or other complex systems basis sets, plane-waves or real

space methods are used. In these cases the KS Hamiltonian matrix has to be diagonalized.
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But this method is computationally very costly. Therefore, iterative methods are chosen

for which it is never necessary to write the full Hamiltonian; the knowledge of how KS

Hamiltonian is applied to a test wavefunction, is sufficient. In case of calculations with

solids, the general choice of basis set is plane waves due to validity of Bloch’s theorem.

Although handling a large number of plane waves is computationally costly, the number

can be reduced significantly by finding plane wave cut off energy and choosing proper

pseudopotential.

Step-4:

In case of self consistent calculations, it is necessary to set convergence criterion. We get

electronic density as KS equation is solved. The convergence criterion is set on the basis

of difference of total energies or densities for ith and (i − 1)th iteration and the cycle is

stopped when either |E(i)−E(i−1)| < ηE or
�

d3r|n(i)−n(i−1)| < ηn, where ηE & ηn are energy

and density tolerance respectively.

Step-5:

If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, the self consistency cycle is restarted with a

new density. It may be the out put density of the previous cycle. But most of the time

this leads to instabilities. This condition is avoided by mixing densities from previous

iteration. So, new density n(i+1) = βn� + (1 − β)n(i), where β is the mixing parameter.

Step-6:

At the end of the calculation we get total energy. From this energy we can obtain equilib-

rium geometry, phonon dispersion, ionization potential etc.
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2.2.2 Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA):

In order to study the effect of impurity on the electronic properties of a system theoret-

ically, Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA) is used [126]. VCA has been proved to

be very efficient for simulating disordered systems within primitive unit cell. In VCA

method, same atomic coordinates are used for the atom in the compound and the impurity

introduced. The actual atoms are replaced with fictitious virtual atoms consisting a mixed

character of the pure atom & impurity and having same periodicity in the crystal. In VCA

method, weighted real space averaging of pseudopotentials is executed in order to create

pseudopotential of the fictitous atom. The created pseudopotential for the mixed atom can

be represented by –

Vext(r, r�) =
�

I

�

α

ωI
αV
α
PS (r − RIα, r� − RIα) (73)

where I is the site index, α atomic index, ω is weight of the atom in compound. Let

us consider a virtual atom construction for two atoms A & B. The virtual atom is AαBβ

where α + β = 1. If the atomic pseudopotential for A & B be V̂A
PS & V̂B

PS respectively, the

potentials are then averaged according to V̂VC2
PS = αV̂A

PS + βV̂
B
PS . But this construction do

not gurantee accurate representation of the electronic properties of a true hybrid atom be-

cause it doesn’t consider the energy restriction. Therefore, to improve electronic behavior

of virtual atom an average eigenvalue constraint is introduced. The average eigenvalue,

�
avg
nl = α�

A
nl + β�

B
nl, where �A

nl & �B
nl are all electron eigenvalue of nlth state of atom A & B

respectively. A virtual potential is constructed which gurantees that �VC3
nl = �

avg
nl .

The electronic structure included in the thesis are mostly calculated using ultrasoft pseu-

dopotential. These pseudopotentials are prone to produce ghost states within VCA frame-

work. To check the validity of VCA w.r.t ghost states one should always examine the value

of the derivative of total energy w.r.t Ecut, during finite basis set correction. The derivative

should be of the same order as that of the derivatives of the end member of the structures.
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Validity of VCA is checked for each of our calculations.

2.2.3 DFT+U method:

We have used DFT+U method to investigate the effect of electron correlation on the elec-

tronic structure of Fe based superconductors. The concept of DFT+U calculations pri-

marily originated from Hubbard model for treating strongly correlated systems [127]. To

capture the characteristic of electrons having strong localization Hubbard model is used.

The Hubbard Hamiltonian,

HHub = t
�

<i, j,σ>

(c†i,σc j,σ + h.c.) + U
�

i

ni↑ni↓ (74)

where t represents the hopping strength, c†i and c j are the creation and annihilation oper-

ators at the respective sites, U is Hubbard correlation strength, n is the number operator.

When electrons are strongly localized, their motion is described by "hopping" process

from one atomic site to its neghbouring sites. t is proportional to the bandwidth of the

valence electronic states and represents single particle term of the total energy. U repre-

sent the strength of the onsite Coulomb repulsion and is only accounted for electrons on

the same site. DFT+U approach is one of the simplest corrective approaches that were

formulated to improve the accuracy of the DFT functionals in describing ground state of

the correlated systems having localized d or f orbitals. In LDA+U approach a local cor-

rection to LDA is introduced based on a mean-field (HF) treatment of the Hubbard model.

The total energy of a system within LDA+U can be written as –

ELDA+U[ρ(r)] = ELDA[ρ(r)] + EHub[nIσ
mm�] − Edc[nIσ] (75)

where nIσ is the local density matrix, EHub contain the electron-electron interaction as

modeled in Hubbard Hamiltonian, double counting term Edc removes the part that is

already included in the LDA total energy (ELDA). The LDA+U approach can remark-
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ably improve the treatment of strongly correlated systems with respect to LDA without

introducing much computational effort, and has therefore become very popular in first-

principles modeling of d− and f− electron systems.
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Chapter 3

Electronic structure, Lifshitz transition

and its possible impact on

superconductivity in 112 compounds

In this chapter we present a detailed density functional theory based first principles elec-

tronic structure calculations on a series of 112 compounds Ca1 – xLaxFe1 – yTMy(As1 – pSbp)2

for various values of x, y, p and transition metals (TM = Co, Ni, Mn). The possibility of

Lifshitz like electronic topological transition in these doped 112 materials is investigated

and its possible connection with the occurrence of superconductivity is also demonstrated.

Our electronic structure investigations reveal that La doping at Ca site, Co or Ni doping

at Fe site causes electron doping whereas Mn doping at Fe site causes hole doping. The

hole bands gradually shift below the Fermi level causing Lifshitz transition with increased

electron doping either through La or TM (=Ni, Co) doping. A merger of top of hole bands

in the close vicinity of Fermi level i.e, singular band structure (band edge van Hove sin-

gularity) are disclosed at around optimal doping on the verge of Lifshitz like topological

transition. The optimal doping at which band edge van Hove singularities are observed,

coincides with the experimental highest critical temperature (Tc) in the phase diagram.
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Singular band structure occurs around 15% La doping, 0.5% Ni doping as well as 5%

Co doping and respective highest Tcs are also observed at these optimal doping. In case

of 25% La doping at Ca site, all the hole bands move below the Fermi level causing a

topological modification in the hole Fermi surfaces, creating disconnected propeller like

Fermi surfaces at the Γ point where superconductivity is predicted to cease. Mn doping

has adverse effect on the electronic structure of 112 compounds. The hole like bands

around the Fermi level starts shifting away above it barring any possibility of band edge

singularity or Lifshitz transition. As a consequence superconductivity also ceases to exist

in Mn doped 112 compounds. Our magnetic structure evaluation of these compounds

reveal striped antiferromagnetism as magnetic ground state. A large reduction of Fe local

magnetic moment (µFe) and very low Co magnetic moment due to Co doping may be

favourable to superconductivity, whereas very small reduction of µFe and large µMn may

be the reason behind suppression of superconductivity due to Mn doping.

3.1 Theory and Computational Method

Our first-principles ab-initio simulations are performed using Cambridge Serial Total En-

ergy Package (CASTEP), which exploits the plane-wave pseudo-potential method based

on Density Functional Theory [128]. In our simulations the electronic exchange correla-

tion is treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using Perdew-Burke-

Enzerhof (PBE) functional [125]. Geometry optimization has been carried out using the

Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfrab-Shanno (BFGS) scheme. In order to dope the system theoret-

ically, we use Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA) for small doping as well as supercell

approaches [126, 129] for large doping respectively. Virtual crystal approximation is very

effective for simulating disordered systems within primitive unit cell. In VCA method, we

use the same atomic coordinates for Ca and La atoms. In VCA, in place of actual atoms

fictitious virtual atoms are created for the doped system with the crystal having same peri-

odicity [129]. We have used ultra-soft pseudopotential which are prone to generate ghost
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states within VCA framework. There is a standard way for testing the applicability of the

VCA approach for ghost states. One should always examine the value of the derivative of

total energy w.r.t Ecut i.e., the size of plane wave basis set, during finite basis set correction

calculation. The derivative should be of the same order as that of the derivatives of the

end member of the structures [130]. We have checked the validity of VCA for each of our

calculations. Electronic structure studies using supercell method for 1111 system as well

as a detailed comparison of that using both VCA and supercell methods for 122 FeSCs

are available in literature [131, 132]. These studies suggest no appreciable modifications

in the resulting electronic structures are expected in the low doping regime irrespective

of VCA or supercell method. Non-spin-polarized as well as spin polarized single point

energy calculations were carried out for monoclinic phase with space group symmetry

P21 using ultrasoft pseudo-potentials and plane-wave basis set with energy cut off 600

eV. Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled in the k space within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme

[133, 134] and grid size for SCF calculation is 25 × 26 × 10. All atoms were fully re-

laxed until the magnitude of the force on each atom converges to less than 0.01 eV/Å and

the energy change per atom converged to less than 5 × 10−7 eV/atom, yielding optimized

structures. Further, for checking the effect of Ni, Co and Mn doping at the Fe site we

have performed spin polarized calculation with 2 × 2 × 1 supercell. Spin-polarized single

point energy calculations are performed on optimized structures using ultrasoft pseudopo-

tentials and plane wave basis set with energy cut off 600 eV. The orbital projected band

structure calculations of CaFeAs2 is performed using QUANTUM ESPRESSO package

[135] with ultrasoft pseudo-potential and PBE exchange correlation potential. After per-

forming convergence test the energy cut off was set to 30 Rydberg and the grid size for

SCF calculation was 16 × 16 × 6.
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3.2 Electronic structure of doped 112 materials

3.2.1 La doping at Ca site

We examine the effect of La doping on the electronic structure of CaFeAs2 within Virtual

Crystal Approximation (VCA). We have calculated the band structures (BNS), density of

states (DOS) and Fermi Surfaces (FS) of CaFeAs2 for various La doping values systemat-

ically. We have presented in this section calculated electronic structures in the monoclinic

phase after geometry optimization in which experimentally measured lattice parameters

[27] are used as starting input for our first principles calculations. In Fig. 3.1 we depict

the FSs of CaFeAs2 with various percentages of La doping. With La doping x = 0.10,

there appears two electron like FSs around the BZ corners and three hole like FSs at the

BZ centre which is consistent with the experimental observations [136, 79]. It is also

evident from the FSs that with increasing La doping the hole like FSs shrink. One of our

most important observations, is the occurrence of Lifshitz transition (LT) with increase of

La doping. It has broadly following major manifestations: (i) appearance of new small to

large FS around X-point, (ii) gradual disappearances of various hole FSs (hole bands drift

below the Fermi level (EF)), (iii) topological modifications of various FS sheets, namely,

2d to 3d like.

It is distinctly visible that with increasing percentage of La doping the resulting hole FSs

actually become more 3D like. For illustrating the occurrence of Lifshitz transition, we

have shown the calculated band structures (see Fig. 3.2) for La doping levels 0.10, 0.15,

0.20, 0.25, 0.30 at Ca-site respectively. Band structures around the high symmetry Γ and

M points are shown particularly for illustrations of LT as well as for comparison with

available ARPES results (see below). The calculated electronic band structures show

features very similar to that observed in [143] where a singular electronic band structure

is observed that can be fine tuned with doping. This is the situation here for doping

values in between x = 0.15 to 0.2 where the highest superconducting transition occurs
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Figure 3.1: [137] Calculated Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xLaxFeAs2 system within VCA
method. Doping levels (x) of La are (a) x = 0.10, (b) x = 0.15, (c) x = 0.20, (d) x =
0.25, and (e) x = 0.30 respectively. We have shown three different views of FSs in the
same row for a particular value of doping. In middle and last column, FSs in 45◦clockwise
rotated BZ are shown. Upper view of the FSs is presented in the middle column.
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Figure 3.2: [137] Calculated band structures of Ca1 – xLaxFeAs2 system within VCA
method around high symmetry points. Doping levels are (a) x = 0.10, (b) x = 0.15,
(c) x = 0.20, (d) x = 0.25, and (e) x = 0.30. The corresponding bands around Γ point for
various doping values along with orbital natures are shown in (f), (g), (h), (i), (j). Fermi
level is denoted by horizontal red line at zero energy.
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in this system. This result may be compared with that of the Fig 1(i) of [143] where

the top of the hole bands are in the close vicinity of EF whereas the bottom electron

bands are deep below the EF . Singularities in the bulk low-energy electronic structure

near the EF found in our work has similarities with earlier such observations [144]. As

the doping level is changed from x = 0.10 to x = 0.15, there appears small new Fermi

surface around the X-point which grows with further La doping. This is an example of

LT that were also predicted earlier in strongly correlated electron system like NaxCoO2

with x, where a small electron FS around the Γ point were predicted to appear but yet to

be confirmed experimentally [145]. As the doping level is increased further to x = 0.20,

there is a clear 2D to 3D crossover of the outer Fermi surfaces (FS) and the inner most

FS vanishes at around Γ-point. This is also due to manifestation of Lifshitz transition.

But the most remarkable change of FS occurs around La doping level 0.25 - a complete

Lifshitz transition occurs. As a consequence of Lifshitz transition, hole like bands around

Γ point from above EF are pushed below the EF . But there is no substantial modifications

in the electron like bands around the M points. A remarkable topological modification of

FSs takes place at around x = 0.25 resulting two separated hole FSs, which may be the

main reason for appearance of superconductivity in CaFeAs2 only below x = 0.25 of La

doping. Disappearance of the centre of the propeller like structure at the M point of the

Brillouin zone when going from x = 0.4 to x = 0.6 to in doping in Ba1 – xKxFe2As2 lead to

a complete suppression of the superconducting gap on the outer sheet of the Fermi surface

centered at the Γ point [144]. Such topological modification of partially vanishing hole

FS is also observed in BaRu2As2 where no superconductivity was found [146, 147].

We have shown the orbital characters of bands (Fig. 3.3) based on our calculations on

undoped CaFeAs2 performed using Quantum Espresso code. Fig. 3.3 presents the rela-

tive contribution of orbitals to different bands around high symmetry points. Differently

coloured open circles are used to present different orbital characters to different bands and

larger the size of the circle larger is its orbital weight. It is quiet clear from Fig. 3.3 that all

the bands have mixed multi-orbital character. However a close look at the bands around
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Figure 3.3: [137] Calculated orbital projected band structures of undoped CaFeAs2

around high symmetry points. The weight of the different Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals for
different bands is shown with varying sizes of the circles and colours - (a) dyz, (b) dxz, (c)
dx2−y2 , (d) dxy, (e) dz2 , and (f) 4pz. Sizes of the circles correspond to the degree of relative
contributions. Fermi level is denoted by horizontal dotted green line at zero energy.
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the Γ-point reveals that the uppermost band near the EF has dx2−y2 as dominant orbital

character (Fig. 3.3(d)). The next band have mixed (dxz, dyz) character (Fig. 3.3(a, b)).

The band just above EF for undoped CaFeAs2 shows 4pz orbital as dominant character

coming from the As-chain (Fig. 3.3(f)). There exists also another band just touching the

EF having dxz and pz mixed character in undoped case. In La doped 112 materials this

band is pushed below EF . In the DFT calculation, the x and y directions are defined to be

along the next nearest Fe-Fe bonds, and thus the Γ–M direction is parallel to the kx (ky)

directions in the reciprocal space. This convention is same as that used in ref. [79]. This

amounts to saying that the dx2−y2 (in Fig. 3.3) is same as dxy in the ARPES polarization

(see for example Fig. 3 (a) in ref. [136]). Thus our band structure results agree quiet

well with earlier theoretical [79] as well as experimental results [136]. Making our results

consistent with the ARPES measurements, we have shown that the uppermost orbital near

EF around Γ-point to be dxy for doped cases. The shown orbital characters to bands for

doped cases (as presented below and in Fig. 3.2) are dominant character around Γ-point

only but mixed character otherwise.

Lifshitz transition plays an important role in understanding different properties of iron

based superconductors. For La doped 112 system, hole like bands around Γ point are

closed to the EF . The As 4 pz band is very near to the EF . The other two bands dxy

and (dyz, dxz) are slightly higher in energy than the 4 pz band. From Fig. 3.2(f), it is

evident that at La doping level 0.10 all the three hole like bands are above EF . Now

as we increase the La doping level to 0.15, the hole bands start shifting towards the EF

(Fig. 3.2(g)); the 4 pz band just touches the EF as well and a singular electronic band

structure occurs. This may be the cause behind the highest TC around doping 0.15 in

these compounds. At La doping level 0.20 (Fig. 3.2(h)) the 4 pz band is pushed below

the EF . The Lifshitz transition occurs when the top of a hole like band drifts below the

EF because of increasing electron occupation. Thus there is a Liftshitz transition at this

doping. Now as we increase La doping further the (dyz, dxz) and dxy bands are also shifted

below the Fermi level ((Fig. 3.2(i), (j)). This is the cause of Lifshitz transition in the La
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doped CaFeAs2 compounds which might have great impact on superconductivity in these

compounds. It has been observed that there should be a critical density of electrons at the

Fermi level for the occurrence of superconductivity in high temperature superconductors

[148]. We also know that superconductivity in iron based superconductors is due to intra

as well as inter-band pairing of electrons from electron-like and hole-like bands. When

Lifshitz like topological transitions come into play in these compounds, the interband

pairing is affected. At La doping level 0.25, as the hole-like bands at Γ point disappears

due to Lifshitz transition, the inter band pairing is diminished, the inter-band pair density

decreases below certain critical density and as a result superconductivity would disappear.

3.2.2 Ni, Co and Mn doping at Fe site

Ni, Co and Mn doping at the iron site are proved to be very much impactful on super-

conductivity of 112 family of iron based superconductors. Recently, the phase diagram

of CaFeAs2 with Ni doping at Fe site for a fixed La doping at Ca site has been studied

experimentally [40]. In order to make our studies impactful for such experimental ob-

servations, we have studied the electronic structure of Ca1 – x Lax Fe1 – yNiyAs2 using spin

polarized virtual crystal approximation. Experimentally, it has also been observed that

Co doping enhances superconductivity in CaFeAs2 but Mn doping suppresses supercon-

ductivity [34]. To investigate the effect of Co and Mn doping at Fe site, we have studied

the electronic structures in detail through evaluation of Fermi surface and band struc-

tures of Ca1 – x Lax Fe1 – yCoyAs2 and Ca1 – x Lax Fe1 – yMnyAs2 respectively within non spin

polarized as well as spin polarized VCA calculations. CaFeAs2 shows striped antifer-

romagnetic phase as its ground state spin configuration. To check the effect of Co, Mn

as well as Ni doping at Fe site on magnetic state of CaFeAs2, we have performed spin

polarized calculations using supercell approach. Through magnetic calculations using su-

percell we extract changes in the density of states (DOSs), magnetic moments to validate

the observed experimental facts.
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Figure 3.4: [137] Fermi surfaces of Ca0.82La0.18 Fe1 – yNiy As2 for doping levels (a) y =
0.005, (b) y = 0.010, (c) y = 0.015, and (d) y = 0.020. We have shown three different
views of FSs in the same row for a particular value of doping. In middle and last column,
FSs in 45◦clockwise rotated BZ are shown. Upper view of the FSs is presented in the
middle column.
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Figure 3.5: [137] Band structures of Ca0.82La0.18 Fe1 – yNiy As2 for doping levels (a) y =
0.005, (b) y = 0.010, (c) y = 0.015, and (d) y = 0.020. The corresponding bands around
Γ point with the respective dopings along with orbital nature is shown in (e), (f), (g), (h).
Fermi level is denoted by horizontal red line at zero energy.
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We have studied the effect of Ni doping at Fe site of Ca0.82 La0.18 Fe1 – yNiyAs2 and Ca0.76

La0.24 Fe1 – yNiyAs2 on their electronic structures. La doping concentration 0.18 at Ca site

is much below the concentration where superconductivity vanishes (i.e., 0.25) in contrast

to La doping concentration at Ca site 0.24 which is just about the concentration where

superconductivity is at the verge of being vanished. In Fig. 3.4, we have presented the

Fermi surfaces of Ni doped CaFeAs2 i.e., Ca0.82 La0.18 Fe1 – yNiyAs2 where y represent Ni

content. From Fig. 3.4(a), it is clearly visible that there are three hole like FSs around

the Brillouin zone centre and two electron like FSs around the Brillouin zone corners at

Ni doping 0.005. The band structure at this doping (Fig. 3.5 (a)) reveals a singular band

structure with two bands just touching the EF . As we increase Ni doping slightly i.e., y

= 0.010 (Fig. 3.4(b)), the inner hole like Fermi surface at Γ point vanishes and a lower

lying band that was just touching the EF , is pushed below it (Fig. 3.5(b)). This is a clear

occurence of Lifshitz transition. The other two hole like FSs become more 3D like in

nature. If we increase Ni doping further to 0.015, the hole like FSs shrink and the inner

FS around the Γ point segregates into two parts causing Lifshitz transition once again

(Fig. 3.4(c)). Another hole like band around the Γ point just crosses the FL (Fig. 3.5(c)).

If doping is increased further, the outer most hole FS become more 3D like but there is

not much modifications in the electron like FSs (Fig. 3.4(d)) around M point. So, the

electronic band structure of Ca0.82 La0.18 Fe1 – yNiyAs2 depicts the occurrence of Lifshitz

transition induced by Ni doping. We believe our results may be verified experimentally

through ARPES studies in future.

At Ni doping 0.005, the hole like bands (dyz, dxz) and 4pz seem to just touch the EF , caus-

ing singular BNS. This may be the cause behind occurence of the highest Tc about this

doping in the phase diagram. As Ni doping is increased further the hole like 4 pz band

is pushed below the EF (Fig. 3.5(f)) i.e., Lifshitz transition occurs. Eventually when y

= 0.015, the hole like (dyz, dxz) band moves just below EF and second Lifshitz transition

occurs. If we further increase Ni doping, at y = 0.020 hole like (dyz, dxz) band is pushed

below EF further. Thus, it is evident that Ni doping induces Lifshitz transition in 18% La
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co-doped CaFeAs2. When the doping concentration of Ni is 0.010, hole like bands around

Γ point start moving below the Fermi level and this causes critical density available for

interband electron pairing to reduce drastically. This may be the reason for the appear-

ance of a very narrow experimentally observed phase diagram of Ca1 – xLaxFe1 – yNiyAs2 in

which superconductivity exists only within a very small concentration region of Ni doping

[40]. At doping 0.015 the inner hole FSs become absent and the outer hole FS shrinks to

an observable amount, causing only limited interband scattering, degraded nesting condi-

tion and appearance of extra electron like FSs around the X-point whereas the electron FSs

surge but remain nearly 2D; points to the fact that for Ni doped superconductivity electron

pockets have dominant role. This scenario is similar for Co-doping and as per with other

Fe-based superconductors like KxFe2 – yAs2, single layer FeSe, the LiFeOHFeSe systems

[85, 13, 78]. There is a distinct difference in 112 superconductors however, appearance of

the electron like FS around X points of the BZ that consists of Fe-3d-As-p bands. So, our

first principles DFT based results that qualifies experimental observation and predicts a

connection between Lifshitz transition and superconductivity of 112 iron based supercon-

ductors calls for further ARPES as well as Hall measurements — appearance of electron

FS at Lifshitz transition may show up unusual behaviour in Hall measurements.

In Fig. 3.6 we have presented the Fermi surfaces of Co doped CaFeAs2 i.e., Ca0.90La0.10

Fe1 – yCoyAs2 where y represents the percentage of Co doping. We have shown three

different views of the Fermi surfaces in each row of Fig. 3.6 at a particular doping. We

have performed calculations for four different Co doping levels i.e., 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20

respectively with La co-doping level at Ca site 0.10. It is visible from Fig. 3.6(a) that there

appears three hole like Fermi surfaces at the Brillouin zone centre and two electron like

Fermi surfaces at the Brillouin zone corners, at Co doping level y = 0.03, it is more like

the Fermi surface at La doping level 0.10 (Fig. 3.1(b)). But as we increase the level of Co

doping further, the hole like Fermi surfaces start shrinking i.e., the hole FSs become more

3D like. At Co doping level y = 0.10 the inner most FS around the BZ centre disappears

and the outer two hole FSs around the Γ point also shrinks by an observable amount (Fig.
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3.6(c)). At doping level y = 0.10, apart from the two electron like FSs at the BZ corners

i.e., at M points, two extra electron like FSs start appearing around the X-point. At y =

0.20 doping, the inner two hole like FSs disappear and the outer hole like FS shrinks at the

Γ point further (Fig. 3.6(d)). The electron like FS at X point becomes more prominent.

This is in contrast to Ni doping (Fig. 3.4). It appeared from Fig. 3.4 that the sizes of the

FS at X point does not change with Ni-doping (y-value). However, with Co-doping this

is not the case. From the band structures of the Co doped 112 material (Fig. 3.7), we can

clearly see that there are three hole like bands at the Γ point and two electron like bands

at around M point when the percentage of Co doping is relatively low, see Fig. 3.7(a),

Fig. 3.7(b). But as we increase Co doping further, at y = 0.10, one of the hole like bands

is pushed below the Fermi level (Fig. 3.7(c)) and at y = 0.20 another hole like band also

moves below the Fermi level (Fig. 3.7(d)). Thus, only one hole like band remains just

touching the Fermi level. Evidently these are the causes of Lifshitz transition.

From Fig. 3.7(e), it is clear that all the three hole like bands around Γ point i.e., dxy, (dyz,

dxz), As 4 pz are above the Fermi level EF at y = 0.03. If we further increase Co doping

level, the 4 pz band starts shifting towards the Fermi level (Fig. 3.7(f)). At higher doping y

= 0.10, 4 pz band is pushed below the EF (Fig. 3.7(g)) i.e., Lifshitz transition takes place.

When the Co doping level is 0.20, the (dyz, dxz) band also moves below the Fermi level

and the dxy band just touches EF (Fig. 3.7(h)) which is also a Lifshitz transition.

To investigate the effect of Mn doping, we have depicted the FSs (Fig. 3.8) and BNSs

(Fig. 3.9) of Ca0.90 La0.10 Fe1 – yMnyAs2 with different Mn doping level at the Fe site. Here

we have also shown three different views of FSs in a row at a paticular Mn doping. At

doping level y = 0.03 there are four hole like Fermi surfaces (this is in contrast to other

TM doped FSs) at the Brillouin zone centre. Thus, there appears an extra hole like FS

in Mn doping case in contrast to the La doped Ca1 – xLaxFeAs2 with doping level x =

0.10 (Fig. 3.8(a)). There appears two electron like FSs at M point also. We can also

visualize that with increasing Mn doping at Fe site, the FSs tend to become more 2D like
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Figure 3.6: [137] Calculated Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xLax Fe1 – yCoy As2 system within
VCA method. We have shown three different views of FSs in the same row for same
doping . Doping levels are (a) x = 0.10, y = 0.03; (b) x = 0.10, y = 0.05; (c) x = 0.10, y =
0.10; and (d) x = 0.10, y = 0.20. We have shown three different views of FSs in the same
row for a particular value of doping. In middle and last column, FSs in 45◦clockwise
rotated BZ are shown. Upper view of the FSs is presented in the middle column.
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Figure 3.7: [137] Band structures of Ca1 – xLax Fe1 – yCoy As2 for doping levels (a) x =
0.10, y = 0.03; (b) x = 0.10, y = 0.05; (c) x = 0.10, y = 0.10; and (d) x = 0.10, y = 0.20.
The corresponding bands around Γ point with the respective dopings along with orbital
nature is shown in (e), (f), (g), (h). Fermi level is denoted by horizontal red line at zero
energy.
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Figure 3.8: [137] Calculated Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xLax Fe1 – yMny As2 system within
VCA method. We have shown three different views of FSs in the same row for same
doping . Doping levels are (a) x = 0.10, y = 0.03; (b) x = 0.10, y = 0.05; (c) x = 0.10, y =
0.10; and (d) x = 0.10, y = 0.20. We have shown three different views of FSs in the same
row for a particular value of doping. In middle and last column, FSs in 45◦clockwise
rotated BZ are shown. Upper view of the FSs is presented in the middle column.

as the dispersion along z direction decreases. The BNSs of Mn doped CaFeAs2 show that

there are four hole like bands at the Γ point and two electron like bands around M point

(Fig. 3.9). With increasing doping level of Mn, the overlap between the hole like bands

decreases and they move above the Fermi level. The hole like bands at the Γ point move

above the EF. So, Mn doping acts as hole doping in La doped 112 superconductors. There

is no signature of Lifshitz transition in case of Mn doping at the Fe site.

To establish a direct correlation between superconductivity and Lifshitz transition (LT)

we have plotted Tc with normalized doping for 112 compounds and compared them with

the existing experimental phase diagram in Fig.3.10. Normalized doping is defined as
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Figure 3.9: [137] Band structures of Ca1 – xLax Fe1 – yMny As2 for doping levels (a) x =
0.10, y = 0.03; (b) x = 0.10, y = 0.05; (c) x = 0.10, y = 0.10; and (d) x = 0.10, y = 0.20.
Fermi level is denoted by horizontal red line at zero energy.

Figure 3.10: Phase diagram of 112 compounds with (a)[31] La-doping, (b)[40] Ni doping
with La co-doping (c) doping normalized to Lifshitz transition.
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(doping value/doping at which calculated first LT occurs). From Fig.3.10(c), it is evident

that the phase diagrams of 112 compounds for La doping, Ni doping with 18% and 24%

La co-doping, give rise to domes peaked at the normalized doping value 1. Therefore,

the highest Tc is obtained at a fixed normalized doping value for all the three condition of

doping. If we compare Fig.3.10(a,b) with (c), it is conspicuous that the nature of domes

in the normalized phase diagram is very similar to the experimental phase diagrams with

the highest Tc peaked at a particular doping value normalized to LT. This indicates a clear

inter connection between superconductivity and LT in 112 Fe based superconductors.
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Figure 3.11: [137] (a) Total DOS of La doped (x = 0.125) 112, (b) total DOS of Co doped
at Fe site 112 with doping level x = 0.125, y = 0.125; (c) total DOS of Mn doped at Fe
site 112 with doping level x = 0.125, y = 0.125; (d) spin dependent partial DOS of Co in
Co doped 112 with doping level x = 0.125, y = 0.125; (e) spin dependent partial DOS of
Mn in Mn doped 112 with doping level x = 0.125, y = 0.125; and (f) difference in up and
down spin density of states of Co and Mn in Co and Mn doped 112 respectively.

As La doped 112 superconductors show striped antiferromagnetism in its ground state,

the interplay between magnetism and superconductivity can have an important effect on

the superconducting properties of these superconductors [152]. Co and Mn doping at iron
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site can affect the magnetic behaviour of the 112 superconductors. We have performed

spin polarized calculation using supercell approach for different Co and Mn doping levels

to check the effect of these doping on the striped anti-ferromagnetic ground state. Our

spin polarized calculations of density of states show that the full DOS of undoped, Co

and Mn doped case is symmetric (Fig. 3.11(a), (b), (c)) with respect to up or down spins.

Further, we have shown that the partial spin DOS of Co (Fig. 3.11(d)) and Mn (Fig.

3.11(e)) with Co, Mn doping level y = 0.125. In both the cases, there is some amount of

induced asymmetry in the partial spin DOS. Our calculation shows that the difference of

the up and down spin density of states in Mn partial DOS is more than that for the Co

spin density difference (Fig. 3.11(f)). In case of Ni doping spin density difference as well

as magnetic moments reduce down to zero and not presented here. Calculated magnetic

moments of Co, Mn and Fe has been depicted in TABLE I for transition metal (TM =

Co, Mn) doping at Fe site of Ca0.875La0.125Fe0.875TM0.125 As2. From TABLE I, it may be

observed that the magnetic moment of Fe (µFe) is 1.91 µB in the undoped case which

is greater than the magnetic moment of Fe in Co and Mn doped case. With Co doping

magnetic moment of iron is reduced down to 0.8742 µB and induced magnetic moment in

Co (µCo) is also very less 0.12 µB. So, the reduced magnetic moment of iron may be the

cause behind favourable condition of superconductivity in the Co, Ni doped cases. But

in case of Mn doping, the magnetic moment of Fe is reduced only to 1.725 µB. Thus the

decrement of magnetic moment of iron is much less in Mn doped compound compared to

the Co or Ni doped compounds. Also the local magnetic moment of Mn (µMn) is 2.64 µB

which is large and localized (i.e., Fe and Mn states do not mix considerably) in contrast

to that for Co-d and Fe-d. Our results are consistent with earlier experimental studies on

Mn doped BaFe2As2 superconductors [149, 150]. The suppression of superconductivity

in Fe based suprconductors due to magnetic impurities like Mn has also been discussed

theoretically with five band multi orbital Hubbard model [151]. In presence of Coulomb

correlations both local and non local (inducing spin polarizations of the surrounding itin-

erant electrons) magnetic interactions generated by the magnetic impurity like Mn lead to
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a fast suppression of superconductivity.

Table 3.1: Magnetic Moment (in µB)
on TM site of Ca0.875La0.125Fe0.875TM0.125 As2

Magnetic moment(µ) Undoped Co-doping Mn-doping
µFe ⇒ 1.91 0.8742 1.725
µCo ⇒ - 0.12 -
µMn ⇒ - - 2.64

For theoretical investigation of doping effects, very common approximations in first prin-

ciples calculations are supercell, rigid band model and the virtual crystal approximation

(VCA). It is very difficult to simulate a crystal for a large range of doping (very low to

high) with supercell approach because handling huge supercells are computationally very

costly. In a rigid band approximation, there happens to be a simple shift of the Fermi

energy that leaves the band curvatures unchanged. In VCA, on the other hand, the integer

electron number of a given atom is changed to a non-integer one in order to represent

doping or impurity effects in the crystal [153]. This works reasonably well as long as the

core electrons of the original atom match with the core electrons of the substituting atom.

As VCA also takes into account changes in the band structure apart from a simple shift

of the filling, this method is clearly preferable over rigid band model. Also VCA results

for Fe based superconducting compounds has been consistent with supercells in many

cases [131]. In our previous work [132], we have shown that for BaFe2As2 at low doping

VCA and SC calculated FSs differ only by a rigid band shift due to difference in effective

chemical potential. Following earlier works [131, 132] and the fact that the 112 materials

that we are dealing with have simultaneous more than one doping elements, size of the

supercell is too large to make a systematic computational study to compare between VCA

and supercell approaches in this work.
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3.3 Discussions and Conclusions

A detailed density functional theory based first principles electronic structure calculations

on Ca1 – xLaxFe1 – yTMy(As1 – pSbp)2 for various values of x, y, p and transition metals (TM

= Co, Ni, Mn) reveals many interesting feature of the electronic structure of 112 com-

pound. Doping of La at Ca site of CaFeAs2 has a great impact on its electronic structure.

This systematic doping dependent evaluation of electronic structure for this family of

materials is so far not available in literature. A common important feature of the elec-

tronic structure calculation is, merger of tops of a number of hole like bands near Fermi

level which we call as singular band structure, with various doping where maximum TC

is observed. For example, Fig. 3.2 shows singular band structure accompanied by LT

(appearance of new FS (Fig. 3.1 (b)) as well as topological modifications of inner hole FS

(Fig. 3.1(c)) caused by movement of hole bands below EF (Fig.3.2 (c))) at in between La

doping of 0.15 to 0.20, around very close vicinity of the Fermi level. In contrast, exper-

imentally the highest Tc achievable with La doping in this family of superconductors is

0.16 as may be found from the phase diagram [31]. Phase diagram of Ni doped 112 sys-

tem with 18% La co-doping at Ca site shows the highest Tc between Ni doping level 0.005

and 0.010 [40]. Fig. 3.5 demonstrates singularity in band structure near EF at around Ni

doping 0.005 and 0.010 [155]. This coincidence also occurs for compounds with Co dop-

ing at Fe site having La co-doping at Ca site, for example, Fig. 3.7 shows that the band

density is maximum in between Co doping 0.03 and 0.05. These features from the present

work indicates that the highest Tc in 112 family of superconductors appear at the verge

of Lifshitz transition. Due to Lifshitz like topological transitions in these compounds, the

interband pairing is diminished and superconductivity also start getting affected. One of

the unique features of 112 materials is the existence of electron like Fermi surface around

X-points of the Brillouin zone.
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Chapter 4

Effect of rare earth ( f -atom) doping on

112 materials; orbital selectivity,

bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz

transition

A density functional theory based first principles electronic structure study on Ca1 – xRExFe

As2 for various values of x and different rare earth elements (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd)

is presented in this chapter. It is disclosed through our electronic structure study that rare

earth doping act as heavy electron doping in this compound. Due to heavy electron dop-

ing caused by rare earth doping hole bands drift below the Fermi level and the associated

Fermi surfaces shrink leading to Lifshitz transition for each RE doping. But initialization

of the Lifshitz transition depend highly on the optimal doping of the particular rare earth

element. The general trend is as one moves from Ce to Gd in the periodic table opti-

mal doping at which the transition occurs gradually decreases. We emphasize on the fact

that rare earth doping causes significant modifications to the bandwidths of Fe derived

bands that are known to be responsible for superconductivity. To emphasize the effect of
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rare earth doping on electronic structure, we have calculated the bandwidth of the three

holelike bands around the Γ-point that are known to be responsible for superconductivity.

Our study on bandwidth disclose that evolution of bandwidth with rare earth doping is

orbital selective. The variation in bandwidth derived from dxy is quiet different from its

variation in dxz/yz. The variation of band renormalization ratio (which is defined as the

ratio of bandwidth of dxy with dxz/yz) with increasing rare earth doping reveals a unique

connection between orbital selectivity and Lifshitz transition in 112 iron pnictides.

4.1 Theory and Computational Method

Density Functional theory (DFT) based first principles calculations are performed us-

ing plane wave pseudo potential method implemented in Cambridge Serial Total En-

ergy Package (CASTEP) [128] that is one of the software modules in Materials studio.

The electronic exchange correlation is considered by generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) with Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) functional [125]. Geometry optimization is

carried out using Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfrab-Shanno (BFGS) routine before calculating

the electronic structure of the doped systems. In order to simulate the doped system the-

oretically, we have used Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA) for different rare earth

doping. The validity of VCA at each doping is checked under standard method described

in Material Studio, CASTEP user guide [130]. Previous studies on IBSCs using both su-

percell and VCA suggest that there is no appreciable modifications in electronic structure

in both the cases as far as low doping regime is concerned [131, 132]. For minimizing the

number of plane wave basis, ultrasoft pseudopotential is used to describe the interactions

between the ion core and the valence electrons in the Vanderbilt form. The f -orbitals

are treated as core in the rare earth pseudopotentials used for the calculations. Non-spin-

polarized as well as spin polarized single point energy calculations were carried out for

monoclinic phase with space group symmetry P21 except for Pr doped case where we

have taken monoclinic phase with space group symmetry P21/m. The cut-off energy for
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plane wave expansion is set to 600 eV after convergence test. For the calculation of elec-

tronic properties Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled in the k space within Monkhorst-Pack

scheme [133, 134] with 26 × 26 × 10 k-point mesh. All the atoms were fully relaxed

until the energy change per atom is less than 5 × 10−7 eV and the Hellmann–Feynman

force applied on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å. For calculating formation enthalpy

with different rare earth doping, we have performed single point energy calculations with

2 × 2 × 1 supercell with plane wave energy cut-off 400 eV. We resolved the orbital char-

acter of the bands performing simulations using QUANTUM ESPRESSO package [135]

with ultrasoft pseudo-potential and PBE exchange correlation potential. The plane wave

energy cut off and the grid size for SCF calculation was set to 30 Rydberg and 16 × 16 × 6

respectively after performing convergence test.

4.2 Relative stability of rare earth doped 112 materials

and Formation enthalpy

To check the relative stability of CaFeAs2with RE doping, we have calculated the energy

of formation (ΔE) for different rare earth doping at Ca site. Formation enthalpy can be

defined for these systems as difference in total energy of the sum of products minus the

sum of the reactants -

ΔE = ERE−doped − EPure − µRE + µCa

where EPure, ERE−doped are the total energies of the 2 × 2 × 1 supercell (SC) of CaFeAs2

and RE doped SC respectively and respectively µRE, µCa are energies per atom of RE

elements and Ca which are calculated from their respective bulk.

Table 4.1 lists the calculated values of formation enthalpy in which it is clear that as we

move to the right of lanthanide series, ΔE changes from -1.012 eV for La doping to -2.208

eV for Gd. ΔE for Pr, Nd, Sm are -1.469 eV, -2.313 eV and -2.333 eV respectively. Thus
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Table 4.1: Formation energy of Ca0.875RE0.125FeAs2

RE element Formation Enthalpy(in eV)
La -1.012
Pr -1.469
Nd -2.313
Sm -2.333
Gd -2.208

there is a general trend of increasing thermodynamic stability with deceasing lanthanide

radius. Thus the RE doped 112 compounds with different RE doping are predicted to be

thermodynamically stable in agreement with experimental facts [28, 29].

4.3 Electronic structure of rare earth doped 112 materi-

als

4.3.1 Ce doping at Ca site

Although superconductivity was not observed experimentally with only Ce doping at

Ca site, we have presented the doping dependent electronic structure of Ca1 – xCexFeAs2

within VCA. We have calculated band structures (BNS), density of states (DOS) and

Fermi surfaces (FS) at different Ce doping concentrations systematically. We have per-

formed our first principles calculations after optimizing geometry taking experimental

lattice parameters with monoclinic structure as initial input. In Fig. 4.1 we have shown

the doping dependent FSs and BNSs of Ca1 – xCexFeAs2. It is conspicuous from Fig. 4.1

(a) that there are three hole like FSs around the Γ point at the brillouin zone centre and

two electron like FSs around the M point at brillouin zone corner which is quite similar

to the 10% La doped CaFeAs2. It is also evident from Fig. 4.1 that with increasing Ce

doping, the hole like FSs at brillouin zone centre shrinks and gradually undergoes a 2D to

3D like crossover leading to Lifshitz like topological transition.
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As Ce doping at Ca site is increased, a discernible change in the hole like FSs occurs –

they become more 3D like. To illustrate the occurrence of Lifshitz transition, we have

presented electronic structures with Ce doping level 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15. At x =

0.01, there are three hole like bands at around the Γ-point and two electron like bands at

around the M-point (Fig. 4.1(f)). From Fig. 4.1(g), (h) it is eloquent that further increase

in Ce doping level pushes the hole like bands towards the Fermi level (EF). Subsequently,

from Fig. 4.1(b), (c), it is clearly visible that there occurs 2D to 3D crossover of the hole

like FSs at the brillouin zone centre. But remarkable changes in FS occur only when the

doping level is slightly higher i.e., 0.10, 0.15. At x = 0.10 (Fig. 4.1(d)) the innermost

hole like FS vanishes which is a consequence of Lifshitz transition. Also, significant

quenching of the outer hole like FSs take place. Another notable change in the Fermi

surface topology at this doping is the appearance of a new electron like FS at X-point as

a consequence of Lifshitz transition. BNS at x = 0.10 (Fig. 4.1(i)) also shows that one

hole like band is pushed just below the EF and the other two hole like bands just touch it

leading to “band edge van Hove singularity” (or singular band structure) at this particular

doping. If we increase Ce doping further to x = 0.15, all the hole like bands are propelled

below the EF (Fig. 4.1(j)). Consequently, hole like FS at Γ-point vanishes which is due to

occurrence of Lifshitz transition (Fig. 4.1(e)). The electron like FS at X-point also grows

in size.

To have an insight into the orbital character of bands, we performed calculations using

Quantum Espresso code. In Fig. 4.2 we have shown the relative contribution of different

orbitals in different bands around the high symmetry points. Like other iron pnictides

and chalcogenides compounds, CaFeAs2 also shows mixed multi-orbital character in it’s

electronic structure. From Fig. 4.2 one can clearly visualize that the uppermost band near

the EF along M-Γ-M has dx2−y2 as dominant orbital character. The band just next to dx2−y2

has mixed (dxz, dyz) character. The band nearest to the EF has dominant contribution from

As-4pz orbital which is unique character of 112 iron pnictides. There is another band of

mixed (dxz, dyz) and 4pz character around the Γ-point of the undoped compound that is
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(i) x = 0.10

Figure 4.1: [138] Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) and band structures (BNSs) of
Ca1 – xCexFeAs2 system within VCA method. We have shown the FS and BNS with same
doping in the same row. Doping levels (x) of Ce are (a) x = 0.01, (b) x = 0.03, (c) x =
0.05, (d) x = 0.10 and (e) x = 0.15 respectively and (f), (g), (h), (i), (j) show BNSs with
respective doping.
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Γ Γ

Figure 4.2: [138] Calculated orbital projected band structures of undoped CaFeAs2

around the high symmetry points. The weight of the different Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals for
different bands is shown with varying size of the circles and colours. Sizes of the circles
correspond to degree of relative contribution. Fermi level is denoted by horizontal green
line at zero energy.

pushed below the EF with RE doping at Ca site. In our calculation, the x and y directions

are defined to be along the next nearest Fe-Fe bonds, and thus the Γ–M direction is parallel

to kx (ky) directions in the reciprocal space [79]. Thus band with the dx2−y2 character (in

Fig. 4.2) is equivalent to the band with dxy orbital character in the ARPES polarization

[136]. Following the notion of ARPES measurements, we have shown the uppermost

orbital near EF around the Γ-point to be dxy for doped cases. Our shown orbital character

of bands for doped cases is the character around the Γ-point near the EF only and with

mixed character otherwise.

A critical density of electrons is needed for the appearance of superconductivity in any

material. It is known that intra as well as inter band pairing of electrons between elec-

tron and hole like bands play an important role behind superconductivity in iron based

superconductors [156]. So, destruction of superconductivity may occur at x = 0.15 due to

disappearance of hole bands at Γ-point. Although it is experimentally reported that super-

conductivity does not exist in Ce doped 112 [28, 39], our electronic structure calculation

reveals that it may be due to large nominal doping of Ce at Ca site. At low doping there

may be superconductivity in Ce doped 112 with highest critical temperature around x =
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0.10 due to singular band structure near the EF around this doping [157].

4.3.2 Pr doping at Ca site

Unlike Ce doping Pr doping induces superconductivity in 112 IBSC, as already been

observed experimentally. It has a critical temperature (TC) 24K which is less than the

critical temperature with La doped 112. Here we present the electronic structure and FS

of Ca1 – xPrxFeAs2 within VCA taking monoclinic phase with P21/m symmetry as initial

structure. We have shown our calculated band structures (BNS), density of states (DOS)

and Fermi surfaces (FS) at different Pr doping systematically. We have performed our first

principles calculations after optimizing geometry taking experimental lattice parameters

as initial input. We have depicted the doping dependent FSs and BNSs of Ca1 – xCexFeAs2

in Fig. 4.3. Pr doped CaFeAs2 posses three hole like FSs around the Γ point at the brillouin

zone centre and two electron like FSs around the M point at brillouin zone corner at x =

0.01 (Fig. 4.3(a)). From Fig. 4.1 it is comprehensible that with increasing Pr doping, the

hole like bands at around the Γ-point successively shift below EF. As a consequence, the

hole like FSs at brillouin zone centre shrinks leading to Lifshitz transitions.

We have presented BNSs and FSs with Pr doping level 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10. At Pr

doping level x = 0.01, there are three hole like bands at around the Γ-point and two

electron like bands at around the M-point (Fig. 4.3(e)) above the EF . If we increase the

doping slightly to x = 0.03 the lower most band starts shifting towards EF. Hole like

FS volumes also decrease with RE-doping. At x = 0.05, all the FSs shrink further and

the outermost FS gets more 3D character (Fig. 4.3(g)). The bands around the Γ-point

approach closer to EF. An extra electron like FS appears at X-point. Such appearance of

new FS indicate Lifshitz like topological transition. The most remarkable change in the

electronic structure happens at Pr doping level x = 0.10. All the three hole like bands are

pushed below the EF (Fig. 4.3(h)). Significant changes in topology of Fermi surface also

take place. The only remaining outermost hole like part of the FS is parted in two different
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propeller like FSs having Z-dispersion with no dispersion at Γ-point (Fig. 4.3(d)). This is

a situation observed earlier in La doped (with Ni co-doped at Fe-site) 112 superconductor

[154]. Thus complete Lifshitz transition of the hole like FSs occurs at this doping. The

electron like FSs at X-point also grow in size.

At doping 0.10 the hole FSs at Γ-point become absent causing only limited interband

scattering, degraded nesting condition and appearance of extra electron like FSs around

the X-point, whereas other electron FSs surge but remain nearly 2D. This points to the

fact that for Pr doped superconductivity electron pockets have dominant role. In case of

Pr doping singular band structure is observed in between Pr doping 0.05 to 0.10. Thus

highest Tc would occur at a lower nominal doping in the appropriate phase diagram.

4.3.3 Nd doping at Ca site

The next compound in the lanthanide series showing superconductivity after being doped

at Ca site of CaFeAs2 is Nd. The doping dependent electronic structure of Ca1 – xNdxFeAs2

has been depicted within VCA formalism. Calculated band structures (BNS), density of

states (DOS) and Fermi surfaces (FS) at different Nd doping are presented systemati-

cally. Density functional theory based first principles calculations has been performed

after optimizing geometry (taking experimental lattice parameters with monoclinic phase

and space group symmetry P21 as initial input). In Fig. 4.4 we have shown the doping

dependent FSs and BNSs of Ca1 – xNdxFeAs2. Like La, Ce doped 112 compounds at lower

doping, there are three hole like FSs around the Γ-point at the brillouin zone centre and

two electron like FSs around the M point at brillouin zone corners (Fig. 4.4(a)). It is also

evident from Fig. 4.4 that with increasing Nd doping, the hole like FSs at brillouin zone

centre contracts leading to dimensional crossover of the FSs.

As Nd doping at Ca site is increased, the hole like FSs become more 3D like. We have

shown electronic structures with Nd doping levels 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10 respectively. At
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(e) x = 0.01

(f) x = 0.03

(g) x = 0.05

(h) x = 0.10

M M

(a) x = 0.01

(b) x = 0.03

(c) x = 0.05

(d) x = 0.10

Pr doped

Figure 4.3: [138] Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) and band structures (BNSs) of
Ca1 – xPrxFeAs2 system within VCA method. We have shown the FS and BNS with same
doping in the same row. Doping levels (x) of Pr are (a) x = 0.01, (b) x = 0.03, (c) x =
0.05, (d) x = 0.10 respectively and (e), (f), (g), (h) show BNSs with respective doping.
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x = 0.01, there are three hole like bands at around the Γ-point and two electron like bands

at around the M-point (Fig. 4.4(e)). From Fig. 4.4(f), (g) it is perceptible that further

increase in Nd doping level pushes the hole like bands towards the EF increasing band

density at the EF. The hole like FSs start shrinking and at x = 0.05 the inner most FS

completely disappears which signifies Lifshitz transition. Another noticeable change in

FS due to Lifshitz transition is the appearance of an electron like FS at X-point. At x =

0.10 (Fig. 4.4(h)) BNS shows that all the hole like bands are pushed just below the EF

leading to disappearance of the outermost hole like FS at Γ-point (Fig. 4.4(d)) indicating

complete Lifshitz transition. The electron like FS at X-point also grows in size.

For Nd doping appearance of extra electron like FSs around the X-point raises further

importance of the electron pockets that have contributions also from As atoms for oc-

currence of superconductivity in this compound. Singularity in electronic band structure

happens to be in between doping 0.03 to 0.05.

4.3.4 Sm doping at Ca site

Now we are going to discuss about the effect of Sm doping on the electronic structure

of CaFeAs2. Sm doped CaFeAs2 shows superconductivity with critical temperature less

than that of the Nd doped 112 compound. We have presented the results of electronic

structure of Ca1 – xSmxFeAs2 within VCA. We have performed our first principles calcu-

lations after optimizing geometry taking experimental lattice parameters with monoclinic

phase having P21 symmetry as initial input to calculate BNS, DOS and FS. In Fig. 4.5

we have shown the doping dependent FSs and BNSs of Ca1 – xSmxFeAs2. It is clear from

Fig. 4.5(a) that there are three hole like FSs around the Γ-point at the brillouin zone centre

and two electron like FSs around the M point at brillouin zone corner. To illustrate the

occurrence of Lifshitz like topological transitions we have studied the electronic structure

with gradually increased doping.
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(e) x = 0.01

(f) x = 0.03

(g) x = 0.05

(h) x = 0.10

M M

(a) x = 0.01

(b) x = 0.03

(c) x = 0.05

(d) x = 0.10

Nd doped

Figure 4.4: [138] Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) and band structures (BNSs) of
Ca1 – xNdxFeAs2 system within VCA method. We have shown the FS and BNS with same
doping in the same row. Doping levels (x) of Nd are (a) x = 0.01, (b) x = 0.03, (c) x =
0.05, (d) x = 0.10 respectively and (e), (f), (g), (h) show BNSs with respective doping.
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With increasing Sm doping the electronic structure of Ca1 – xSmxFeAs2 evolve quite dif-

ferently than other lanthanide doped 112 compound. At x = 0.01 there are three hole like

bands at around the Γ-point and two electron like bands at around the M-point. If we

increase the doping slightly to 0.03, one hole like band drifts below the EF causing one

hole like FS to vanish and Lifshitz transition occurs (Fig. 4.5(b)). Another significant

change in the Fermi surface topology is the appearance of an extra electron like FS at

around the X-point due to Lifshitz transition. So Sm doping act as heavy electron doping

in CaFeAs2. At x = 0.05 another hole like band is pushed below the EF causing the in-

ner FS to vanish which signify Lifshitz transition (Fig. 4.5(c)). But it is quite surprising

that with slight increase of Sm doping to 0.07, all the hole like bands around the Γ-point

move below the EF and consequently the hole like FS at Γ-point also vanishes leading

to Lifshitz transition. Lifshitz transition leads to further topological modifications of the

FSs. There appears new electron like FSs around the X-point as well as Y-point (Fig.

4.5(d)). The appearance of electron like FS around the Y-point is a unique feature of the

electronic structure with Sm doping. Appearance of electron like bands both around the X

and Y point due to Lifshitz transition signals toward important role of electron like bands

in superconductivity. Band singularity in this compound arise at around Sm doping level

0.03.

4.3.5 Gd doping at Ca site

The last element of the lanthanide series to induce superconductivity in 112 iron pnic-

tides is Gd. We have carried out Density Functional Theory based first principles cal-

culations to simulate electronic structure and Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xGdxFeAs2 within

virtual crystal approximation. We have presented BNSs, FSs of Ca1 – xCexFeAs2 to get

insight into the phenomenon of superconductivity. It is discernible from Fig. 4.6(a) that

Ca0.99Gd0.01FeAs2 has three hole like FSs around the Γ point at the brillouin zone centre

and two electron like FSs around the M point at brillouin zone corner, quite similar to
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(e) x = 0.01

(f) x = 0.03

(g) x = 0.05

(h) x = 0.07

M M

Sm doped

(a) x = 0.01

(b) x = 0.03

(c) x = 0.05

(d) x = 0.07

Figure 4.5: [138] Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) and band structures (BNSs) of
Ca1 – xSmxFeAs2 system within VCA method. We have shown the FS and BNS with same
doping in the same row. Doping levels (x) of Sm are (a) x = 0.01, (b) x = 0.03, (c) x =
0.05, (d) x = 0.10 respectively and (e), (f), (g), (h) show BNSs with respective doping.
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other lanthanide doped CaFeAs2. Still Lifshitz transition is the common phenomenon in

all the lanthanide doping cases.

We have presented here electronic structures with Gd doping levels 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 re-

spectively. At x = 0.01, there are three hole like bands at around the Γ-point and two

electron like bands at around the M-point (Fig. 4.6(e)). If we increase the Gd doping

slightly to x = 0.03, due to very heavy electron doping, two hole like bands at Γ-point

are pushed below the Fermi level (Fig. 4.6(f)). Subsequently, two inner hole like FSs

around the Γ-point vanish inducing Lifshitz transition. The outermost FS also becomes

more 3D like. Another visible change in FS topology at this doping is the appearance

of an extra electron FS at X-point (Fig. 4.6(b)) due to Lifshitz transition. At x = 0.05,

the remaining band also shifts below the EF causing complete disappearance of hole like

bands at Γ-point as a manifestation of Lifshitz transition (Fig. 4.6(c), (f)). The electron

like band at X-point also grows in size. There appears electron like bands for Gd doped

compounds indicating the importance of electron like bands in superconductivity of these

compounds. Around Gd doping level 0.03, singular BNS arise in this compound.

We have shown the evolution of orbital dependent BNSs for each rare earth doping. In

Fig. 4.2 we have shown the relative contribution of different orbitals in different bands

around the high symmetry points. Three hole like bands with orbital character – dxy,

(dyz, dxz) from Fe-3d and 4pz from As cross the Fermi level at low rare earth doping.

The 4pz band is the lowest in energy and closer to the EF (EF). The bands with orbital

character dxy, (dyz, dxz) are visibly away from the EF with dxy band having higher energy

at Γ-point. But as we start to increase the RE doping, all the three bands start moving

towards the EF and finally cause Lifshitz transitions at certain doping depending upon the

RE element. For example, Fig. 4.1 shows that at lower doping i.e., 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 all

the three bands are above the EF with FS having a 2D to 3D crossover. If we increase

further doping to 0.10, (dyz, dxz) and 4pz bands slide below the EF and the two inner

FSs at Γ-point vanish due to Lifshitz transition. On increasing doping further to 0.15,
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(a) x = 0.01

(b) x = 0.03

(c) x = 0.05

(d) x = 0.01

(e) x = 0.03

(f) x = 0.05

M M

Gd doped

Figure 4.6: [138] Calculated Fermi surfaces (FSs) and band structures (BNSs) of
Ca1 – xGdxFeAs2 system within VCA method. We have shown the FS and BNS with same
doping in the same row. Doping levels (x) of Gd are (a) x = 0.01, (b) x = 0.03, (c) x =
0.05, (d) x = 0.10 respectively and (e), (f), (g), (h) show BNSs with respective doping.
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dxy band also moves below the EF causing LT at that doping. As we move to Pr doped

CaFeAs2, it is clearly visible from Fig. 4.3 that the electronic structure remains almost

same at lower doping but the Lifshitz transition start at doping 0.05. Due to Lifshitz

transition there appears a new FS at the X-point. For further increase in Pr doping to

0.10 all the three bands above the EF dxy, (dyz, dxz) and 4pz are pushed below the EF

and FSs at Γ-point vanish. These are the manifestations of Lifshitz transition. Fig. 4.4,

4.5, 4.6 reveal that the shift of the dxy, (dyz, dxz) and 4pz bands is higher with doping as

we gradually move from Nd doping to Gd doping. In case of Nd doping with doping

level 0.03, the 4pz band just touches the EF and dxy, (dyz, dxz) bands are well above the

EF . But for Sm and Gd doped case, at doping level 0.03 the 4pz band and (dyz, dxz)

bands come below the EF respectively inducing Lifshitz transition. As we increase the

doping to 0.05, 4pz band shifts below the EF for Nd doped compound accompanying

Lifshitz transition. The shifting of (dyz, dxz) and dxy bands are the cause of respective

Lifshitz transition in Sm and Gd doped compounds at doping concentration 0.05. Thus

complete disappearance of FS at Γ-point occurs at around this doping for Gd. For Nd

and Sm doped case complete removal of FS at Γ-point happens to be at around 0.10

and 0.07 respectively. Occurrence of band edge van Hove singularity prior to Lifshitz

transition is thought to be an important factor in controlling highest critical temperature

for IBSCs. Conversely, the occurrence of Lifshitz transition arrests the growth of Tc with

doping as more number of hole bands do not participate in superconductivity. In this

regard our observed electronic structure reveals a trend of occurrence of band edge van

Hove singularity as well as Lifshitz transition at lower doping as we move from La to Gd

doping. This indicates to the fact that there should be a decrement in TC as we move from

left to right in lanthanide series. This is in agreement with the experimental observations

[28].

All the above DFT based electronic structure calculations are also performed using GGA+U

method for various values of U, e.g., 0.5 eV, 1 eV, 1.5 eV and 2 eV. However, the calcu-

lated electronic structures using GGA+U calculations do not match with the experimen-
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tally observed ARPES band structure [136].

4.4 Bandwidth renormalization and orbital selectivity

We have already discussed about the importance of calculating bandwidth in section-I.

To understand the effect of rare earth doping on bandwidths of different orbital derived

bands and its possible connection to superconductivity, we have calculated bandwidths of

the major hole like bands crossing the Fermi level around the Γ-point using our first prin-

ciples calculations within GGA. We have calculated the bandwidth of different hole like

bands by measuring the difference in energy between the top of the respective hole like

band (at Γ-point) and first minima of the same band in Γ-M direction following the pro-

cedure adopted in [158]. This electronic bandwidth renormalization together with Fermi

surface topology can provide useful insight about the phenomenon of superconductivity

in these rare earth doped compounds. We have calculated the bandwidth of the three hole

like bands mainly derived from – dxy, (dyz, dxz) and 4pz orbitals for RE doped materials

and presented in TABLE-7.9. We have also presented c-axis length, distance between

FeAs-layers and As-chain, pnictogen height (ZAs) in TABLE-4.3 to understand the inter

relationship between the structural parameters and bandwidth renormalization of various

orbital selective bands.

Table 4.2: Doping dependent bandwidth of Ca1 – xRExFeAs2

RE element Doping level (x) Band-orbital Bandwidth in meV

Ce 0.01 dxy 527

dyz, dxz 772

4pz 1596

0.03 dxy 488

dyz, dxz 769
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RE element Doping level (x) Band-orbital Bandwidth in meV

4pz 1600

0.05 dxy 451

dyz, dxz 768

4pz 1577

0.10 dxy 414

dyz, dxz 708

4pz 1576

0.15 dxy 390

dyz, dxz 699

4pz 1578

Pr 0.01 dxy 506

dyz, dxz 769

4pz 1616

0.03 dxy 449

dyz, dxz 769

4pz 1596

0.05 dxy 427

dyz, dxz 723

4pz 1603

0.10 dxy 382

dyz, dxz 706

4pz 1582

Nd 0.01 dxy 501

dyz, dxz 768

4pz 1598

0.03 dxy 437
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RE element Doping level (x) Band-orbital Bandwidth in meV

dyz, dxz 745

4pz 1589

0.05 dxy 415

dyz, dxz 705

4pz 1589

0.10 dxy 409

dyz, dxz 678

4pz 1564

Sm 0.01 dxy 478

dyz, dxz 772

4pz 1603

0.03 dxy 414

dyz, dxz 719

4pz 1601

0.05 dxy 408

dyz, dxz 697

4pz 1583

0.07 dxy 412

dyz, dxz 685

4pz 1558

0.10 dxy 445

dyz, dxz 670

4pz 1578

Gd 0.01 dxy 451

dyz, dxz 767

4pz 1593
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RE element Doping level (x) Band-orbital Bandwidth in meV

0.03 dxy 397

dyz, dxz 713

4pz 1580

0.05 dxy 424

dyz, dxz 678

4pz 1588

0.10 dxy 385

dyz, dxz 641

4pz 1574

Table 4.3: Variation of c-axis and FeAs layer to As-chain distance of Ca1 – xRExFeAs2

RE element Doping c-axis Layer to chain a-axis b-axis ZAs (Å)
(Å) distance (Å) (Å) (Å)

Ce 0.01 10.025 4.986 3.926 3.868 1.251
0.03 10.014 4.970 3.929 3.873 1.242
0.05 9.981 4.949 3.940 3.876 1.240
0.10 9.911 4.912 3.932 3.888 1.223
0.15 9.867 4.890 3.926 3.891 1.232

Pr 0.01 10.024 5.015 3.911 3.867 1.232
0.03 9.970 4.947 3.930 3.873 1.238
0.05 9.901 4.945 3.912 3.882 1.235
0.10 9.743 4.857 3.908 3.897 1.234

Nd 0.01 10.012 4.971 3.926 3.869 1.245
0.03 9.923 4.922 3.928 3.874 1.239
0.05 9.823 4.868 3.921 3.875 1.247
0.10 9.593 4.771 3.899 3.895 1.245

Sm 0.01 9.986 4.956 3.928 3.870 1.241
0.03 9.828 4.873 3.917 3.869 1.261
0.05 9.662 4.772 3.905 3.878 1.246
0.10 9.351 4.674 3.872 3.871 1.249

Gd 0.01 9.954 4.939 3.927 3.870 1.240
0.03 9.722 4.817 3.912 3.873 1.251
0.05 9.529 4.760 3.876 3.882 1.246
0.10 9.179 4.591 3.850 3.849 1.266

A close look at the TABLE-7.9 indicates a trend of decreasing bandwidth with increasing

rare earth doping. The same trend follows as we move from right to the left in the periodic
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table containing lanthanide series. But all the three bands are not equally renormalized

by the RE doping. For example, the bandwidth of dxy derived band decreases from from

527 meV to 414 meV, from 506 meV to 382 meV, from 501 meV to 409 meV, from

478 meV to 445 meV, from 451 meV to 385 meV for increasing Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm and

Gd doping upto 10% respectively. On the other hand, the bandwidth of (dyz, dxz) derived

band also decreases from 772 meV to 699 meV, from 769 meV to 706 meV, from 768

meV to 678 meV, from 772 meV to 699 meV, from 767 meV to 641 meV for increasing

Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm and Gd doping upto 10% respectively. On the contrary, there is no such

general trend of decreasing bandwidth for As 4pz band and the value of bandwidth is

also very large. This indicates to the fact that all the three bands crossing the EF are

not affected equally due to RE doping. Thus the RE doping to 112 compounds (which

induces superconductivity) orbital selectively renormalizes different bands of different

orbital weights – e.g., it prominently effects the bandwidth of dxy and (dyz, dxz) bands but

not the As-4pz derived hole band. However, it is to be noted that in the superconducting

phase only the bands having energy within 100-200 meV around EF play key role. So,

one should look into mass renormalization/Fermi velocity renormalization at the Fermi

level for bands with different orbital weight to have a more rigorous idea about orbital

selectivity and superconductivity.

From TABLE-4.3 we can see that with increasing doping the c-axis as well as FeAs to

As-chain layer distance shrinks leading to decrease in bandwidth. Thus the bandwidth

renormalization of RE doped 112 iron based superconductor are related to the modifica-

tions in structural parameters. However, the pnictogen height (ZAs) does not show any

general trend of increase or decrease with RE doping. In case of Ca1 – xRExFeAs2, the

orbital selective bandwidth renormalization can tune the rare earth doping induced orbital

selective superconductivity in it. However rare earth doping also has significant effect on

the Fermi surface topology of these compounds. To investigate the connection between

Lifshitz transition and bandwidth renormalization, we have shown the variation of band-

width of different Fe-3d bands in Fig. 4.7 (a), (b) for different rare earth element doping.
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Figure 4.7: [138] (a) Variation of calculated bandwidth of dxy band with doping for dif-
ferent rare earth elements, (b) variation of calculated bandwidth of (dyz, dxz) band with
doping for different rare earth elements, and (c) variation of band renormalization ratio
with doping for different rare earth elements. The shaded region in (c) is the region of
onset of Lifshitz transition. The slope of R vs doping in (c) changes sign whenever there
is onset of electronic topological transition.
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Fig. 4.7 clearly shows that the change in the bandwidth of dxy orbital (Wxy) is much more

compared to that of (dyz, dxz) orbital (Wyz/xz). This again indicates to orbital selective band

renormalization. Since reduction in bandwidth corresponds to some kind of localization

due to possible manifestations of electron correlation effect, our results indicate a orbital

selective band renormalization leading to orbital selective electron correlation induced by

rare earth doping. Further the nature of variation of bandwidths depends on nature of rare

earth doping. For Ce doping at Ca site, there is a trend of decreasing bandwidth of dxy

band-orbital. For Pr and Nd doped case, the trend is nearly similar except the fact that in

case of Nd doping the change in bandwidth at higher doping is significantly small. For Sm

and Gd doped case, the nature of variation of Wxy is very much different than the above

mentioned cases. Fig. 4.7(a) clearly shows that in between 3% to 5% Sm doping Wxy

changes a little but in between 5% to 10% doping there is a sudden increase. Such abrupt

changes in bandwidth due to RE-doping are related to electronic topological changes in

band structure and Fermi surfaces. This is also reflected in Fig. 4.5 (c, d) where appear-

ance of some electron like FSs at around the X point is seen which is accompanied by the

disappearance of some hole like Fermi surfaces. This electronic structure reconstruction

is topological in nature, some dxy derived hole like band transforms into electron like.

This establishes a relationship between orbital selective nature of bandwidth renormaliza-

tion as well as Lifshitz transition. For Gd doped case the change in Wxy is not following

any particular trend. Thus the nature of variation of Wxy largely depend on the particular

rare earth element doped at Ca site. Fig. 4.7 (b) gives us an idea about the variation of

Wyz/xz with different RE doping. For Ce doping there is a little change in Wyz/xz for 1%

to 5% doping. In Ce doping range 5%–10%, a sudden decrease of Wyz/xz occurs. In case

of Pr doping the bandwidth remains nearly constant for 1% to 3% doping. There is a

sudden decrease in Wyz/xz in between 3% to 5% doping. Further decrease in the value

of bandwidth occurs upto 10% doping. Unlike Ce and Pr doped cases, there is a general

trend of decreasing Wyz/xz with increased doping for Nd, Sm and Gd doped cases. The

above observations indicate to the fact that the nature of bandwidth renormalization is
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quite different for dxy and (dyz, dxz) derived bands in 112 IBSCs. To know about the orbital

selectivity of the Fe-3d derived bands, we have calculated the renormalization ratio of dxy

and (dyz, dxz) bands and have shown their variation with different RE doping concentration

in Fig. 4.7 (c). We have defined renormalization ratio (R) as R =Wxy/Wyz/xz × 10. From

Fig. 4.7 (c) it is clear that there is a trend of decreasing R for 1% to 5% doping in case of

Ce doping. But R does not change much in between 5% to 10% Ce doping. For Pr doped

case, R decreases as we increase the doping from 1% to 3%. In the doping range 3%–5%,

a slight increase in the value of R is observed and R decreases again for further Pr doping

in between 5%–10%. In case of Nd and Sm doping, there is decrement in the value of R at

around 1%–3% doping. After that a general trend of increasing R with increased doping

is observed upto 10% doping. The increase is larger in Sm doped case in comparison to

Nd doped case. Thus bandwidth renormalization of dxy band with respect to dxz/yz band

is quite different for different RE doping. A close inspection and comparison of Fig. 4.7

(c) with the electronic structure of different RE doped 112 compounds (i.e., Fig. 4.1, 4.3,

4.4, 4.5, 4.6) reveals a unique connection between bandwidth renormalization ratio (R)

and Lifshitz transition. The change in sign of slope of the R Vs Doping plot (Fig. 4.7 (c))

may be associated with orbital selective Lifshitz transition. Fig. 4.1 shows that upto 5%

doping there occurs no Lifshitz transition. If the Ce doping is increased further from 5%

to 10% Lifshitz transition sets in and the slope of the Fig. 4.7 (c) also changes. For Pr

doping sign of the slope changes as the doping changes from 3% to 5% and the subsequent

Lifshitz transition also occurs. Above 5% Pr doping there is again a change in the slope

of R Vs Doping plot which can be associated with Lifshitz transition in between 5% to

10% doping. For Nd and Sm doped case also the change in the slope of R Vs RE doping

plot which is shown to be associated with Lifshitz transition at the respective doping. For

example, around 5% of Nd doping one hole like band at around the Γ-point vanishes and

one electron like band around the X-point appears. These indicate occurrence of Lifshitz

transition at around that doping. Consequently, sign of slope of the R vs doping curve in

Fig. 4.7 (c) also changes in between 3% to 5% Nd doping. The slope change between
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5% to 10% Nd doping is also associated with the topological changes in the FS leading to

Lifshitz transition. Similarly, in case of Sm doping, Lifshitz transition in between 1% to

3%, 3% to 5%, or 5% to 10% occur together with a change in slope of R Vs RE doping

curve at around respective doping. Due to very high electron doping in case of Gd doped

112 compound the modification in the Fermi surface topology is very rapid with doping.

Consequently, the change in the slope of R-Doping plot is also large. Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7

clearly indicate a correspondence between bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz tran-

sition. From the above discussion it is comprehensible that the rare earth doping do not

affect all the Fe-3d bands equally. The effect is most prominent on dxy orbital. Thus the

variation of R with doping dictate the evolution of orbital selectivity. This indicates to the

fact that RE doping influences electron correlation of the major bands orbital selectively

and leads to orbital selective Lifshitz transition in RE doped 112 compounds.

4.5 Conclusions

We have presented a detailed DFT based first principles electronic structure study on

Ca1 – xRExFeAs2 for different rare earth (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd) elements. We have

shown in details that doping by RE elements has a great impact on the electronic structure

as well as Fermi surface topology of Ca1 – xRExFeAs2. Doping is proved to modify elec-

tronic structure to a great extent for many other compounds also. For example, in [159],

the effect of hydrogenation or fluorination on phagraphene is studied using DFT calcula-

tions. Adsorption-induced semimetal–semiconductor transition and semimetal–insulator

transition in hydrogenated or fluorinated phagraphene is a direct evidence of prominent

impact of doping on the electronic structure of this material. Similar studies on penta-

silicene with fluorination reveals tunable electronic structure of penta-silicene depending

on the fluorine concentration including a concentration-induced semiconductor to metal

transition [160]. The studies on the effect of size of functional group in g-C3N4 [161] or

nitrogenated holey graphene C2N monolayer [162] also reveals the tunability of band gap
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with enhanced electronic properties. Although Ca1 – xRExFeAs2 remain metallic after rare

earth doping, its electronic structure gets modified to an appreciable amount. A common

characteristic in the electronic structure of all the RE doped 112 compound is gradual

disappearance of hole like Fermi surface near Γ-point with increased doping leading to

Lifshitz transition. This suggests that the RE doping acts as heavy electron doping. Our

calculated electronic structure shows a trend of Lifshitz transition at lower doping as we

gradually move from left to right of lanthanide series in the periodic table due to excess

electron doping. Our detailed electronic structure results indicate delicate inter connection

between bandwidth renormalization and Lifshitz transition where “orbital selectivity” is

in built. The occurrence of low Tc to various RE doped 112 materials, our calculation

attributes it to the occurrence of Lifshitz transition at very low doping. These suggest that

“orbital selectivity” would also play a decisive role in the superconductivity of the RE

doped 112 materials. To demonstrate the connection between bandwidth renormalization

and Lifshitz transition and their implications on superconductivity of these compounds we

have calculated the bandwidth of the hole like bands derived from dxy, (dyz, dxz) and 4pz

orbitals. Rare earth doping does not affect all the bands equally. Bandwidth of dxy-band

only changes significantly. Thus RE doping at Ca site induces orbital selective electron

correlation in this compound. The renormalization ratio (R) shed light on the orbital

selectivity of the bands. The R vs doping plot clearly shows that the onset of Lifshitz

transition corresponds to the change of sign of slope. The change in the slope continues

for transitions at higher doping. This indicates to the fact that there is a connection be-

tween orbital selectivity and Lifshitz transition. The RE doping at Ca site renormalizes

the bandwidth of the Fe-3d derived hole like bands around the Γ-point in such a way that

it in turn influences the topological changes in FSs leading to orbital selective Lifshitz

transition. A detailed ARPES study compared with first principles study might be very

useful for further research in this direction.
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Chapter 5

Doping As site sensitivity in 112

compounds

The effect of Sb doping in As-chain as well as FeAs-layer on the electronic structure of

rare earth (R = La, Pr, Nd, Sm) co-doped Ca1 – xRxFeAs2, 112 compound is discussed in

this chapter. Unique modifications in the electronic structures compared to other family

of Fe based superconductors are obtained through Sb doping at As belonging to FeAs

layers as well as that belonging to chains in between the layers. While Sb doping at

the As site of FeAs layer causes enhancement of electronic Fermi arcs around the high

symmetry X point of the Brillouin zone, the same on the chain As atom suppresses its

formation at X. Contribution of chain As atoms and their role in Lifshitz transition are

also demonstrated. Enhanced contribution to the density of states from chain atoms in

comparison to that of the layers signify possible role of chain atoms in contributing to

superconductivity in these materials. An increase in density of states at the Fermi level

(EF) indicates increased availability of electrons for Cooper pairing and hence possible

enhancement of superconductivity. Our results predict preference of Sm doping over other

rare earth elements as far as enhancement of superconductivity via Sb doping at As-chain

is concerned.
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5.1 Theory and Computational Method

We have performed first-principles simulations based on density functional theory us-

ing plane-wave pseudopotential method implemented in Cambridge Serial Total Energy

Package (CASTEP) [128]. We have incorporated the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) with Perdew-BurkeEnzerhof (PBE) functional to tackle electronic exchange cor-

relation [125]. For the the doped systems, we have carried out geometry optimization

using Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfrab-Shanno (BFGS) scheme. Virtual Crystal Approxima-

tion (VCA) is used to simulate defects in the crystal structure due to doping. In VCA, the

defects in the crystal due to rare earth and Sb doping are incorporated considering ficti-

tious virtual atoms in place of actual atoms [126]. In this approximation the periodicity

of the crystal is considered to be unchanged. Any possible short range order is ignored in

VCA. It is assumed that each potentially disordered site is filled with a virtual atom which

interpolates between the behavior of the actual components. The ultrasoft pseudopotential

which we have used for our electronic structure calculations, are vulnerable to the gen-

eration of ghost states within VCA framework. We have used the standard way to check

the applicability of the VCA approach for ghost states [130]. The value of the derivative

of the total energy during the finite basis set correction calculation is checked to be of the

same order as that of the derivatives of the end member of the structures. Thus the validity

of VCA holds for our Calculations. VCA is proved to be very effective to simulate the

electronic structure of disordered systems like Fe based superconductors as far as small

doping (like our case) is concerned [132]. To calculate electronic properties, Monkhorst-

Pack scheme [133, 134] is implemented to sample the k space in Brillouin zone (BZ) with

26 × 26 × 10 k-point mesh. To get the optimized structure, all atoms are fully relaxed un-

til the magnitude of Hellmann-Feynman force on each atom is converged to less than

0.01 eV/Å and the energy change per atom converged to less than 5 × 10−7 eV/atom. To

perform spin polarized single point energy calculations, we have taken CaFeAs2 in mono-

clinic phase with space group symmetry P21 or P21/m. The interactions between the ion
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core and the valence electrons is treated using ultrasoft pseudopotential and the cut-off

energy for plane wave is set to 600 eV. To resolve the orbital character of the bands, we

have performed simulations using QUANTUM ESPRESSO package [135] with ultrasoft

pseudo-potential and PBE exchange correlation potential. The cut off energy of plane

wave and the grid size for SCF calculation is 30 Rydberg and 16 × 16 × 6 respectively,

decided after performing rigorous convergence test.

5.2 Sb doping at As site - chain vs layer

Sb doping at the As site has remarkable effect on superconductivity of 112 iron based

superconductors. It increases Tc upto 47 K which is the highest achievable so far for

112 family (in case of doping at the chain). There are two types of As in CaFeAs2 - at

As chain in between the FeAs layers with oxidation state -1 and at the FeAs layers with

oxidation state -3. Furthermore, unlike other iron based superconductors the spacer layer

is conducting in case of 112 superconductors. We have studied the effect of Sb doping

at both the sites. Recently, theoretical as well as experimental studies have revealed that

Sb doping at the As chain is more favourable than doping at FeAs layer [164, 165, 166].

We have studied the Fermi surface, band structure and density of states in both the doping

cases. We present all the results obtained within virtual crystal approximation.

Fig. 5.1, 5.2 show that the calculated FSs of Ca1 – xLax Fe(As1 – ySby)2 with different Sb

doping concentrations as indicated in the Figure. This Fig. 5.1 should be contrasted with

Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.1(c) respectively. In absence of Sb doping in the As chain, there are

three hole like Fermi surfaces around the Brillouin zone centre (the two inner FSs being

very narrow), two electron-like Fermi surfaces at the Brillouin zone corners ( Fig. 3.1(b),

Fig. 3.1(c)) along with small but finite electron like FSs at around the X point. When the

system is further 0.10 Sb doped, one of the hole FSs as well as FSs at around the X point

disappear. This clearly demonstrates the distinguishing influence of As chain atoms on
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Sb doping at As-chain

Figure 5.1: [137] Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xLax Fe(As1 – ySby)2 for Sb doping at As chain:
(a) for x = 0.15, y = 0.10; (b) for x = 0.20, y = 0.1; and (c) for x = 0.20, y = 0.15. Two
different views of FSs have been shown in the same row at a particular doping.

electronic structures. In Fig. 5.1(b) and Fig. 5.1(c) we increase the La doping at Ca site

corresponding to that of Fig. 3.1(b), 3.1(c)) where two hole FSs as well as well-developed

FS arcs at X-points are obtained. When 0.10 Sb is doped at the As chain, one of the inner

hole FSs again disappears and size of the well-developed electron FS arcs at around X-

points are diminished a lot. When the amount of Sb doping is further increased from 0.10

to 0.15, the single hole FS dis-integrates into two disconnected FSs at the Γ point. This

should be contrasted with Sb doping at layered As atoms, see Fig. 5.2. A close compar-

ison between Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.1 would indicate that Sb doping at the As site of FeAs

layer causes enhancement of electronic Fermi arcs around the high symmetry X point of

the Brillouin zone, whereas the same on the chain As atom suppresses its formation at X.

From diminishing electron pocket around X-point due to Sb doping at As-chain it may

be predicted that the nesting between only 3D hole like pockets around Γ/Z-point and 2D
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With Sb doping 
at FeAs-layer

(a) x = 0.15

(b) x = 0.20

(c) x = 0.15, y=0.10

(d) x = 0.20, y=0.10

Without Sb 
doping 

Figure 5.2: [137] Fermi surfaces of Ca1 – xLax Fe(As1 – ySby)2 for Sb doping at FeAs layer:
(a) x = 0.15 (b) x = 0.20; (c) x = 0.15, y = 0.10; and (d) for x = 0.20, y = 0.10.

electron like pockets around M-point is important to superconductivity (Fig.5.11 c, d).

This is confirmed by neutron spin resonance experiments for Ca0.82La0.18Fe0.96Ni0.04As2,

where only a 2D spin resonance around Q = (1,0) corresponding to the wave vector Q

from Γ/Z to M is found. These experimental observations supported our theoretical re-

sults lead to the conclusion that the s± pairing only happens around the 3D hole pockets

around Γ/Z-point and the 2D electron like pockets around M-point. There are however no

visible effects on the hole FS topologies in case of Sb doping at layered As atoms (Fig.

5.2(b)). These modifications in the FS with Sb doping indicate influence of As-chain on

electronic structure of 112 compounds that are absent in other classes of FeSC. This im-

portant electronic structure effect is at play for the rise of Tc in case of doping at As-chain,

indicating the uniqueness of these particular family of materials.

A trend of c-axis lattice constant as well as the distance between chain and layer as a

function of various doping as resulted from first principles density functional theory are

presented in Table-5.1. Increasing La doping increases the separation between the layers,

this makes the layers and chains more independent. So the Fermi surface of the conduct-

ing As -chain appears at the X -points more prominently and as La doping causes electron
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: [137] Partial density of states of As for (a) undoped (without Sb doping)and
Sb doping at two different sites (As -chain and FeAs layer), (b) Sb doping at As chain,
and (c) Sb doping at FeAs layer of Ca1 – xLax Fe (As1 – ySby)2. Fermi level is denoted by
vertical black line at zero energy.
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Figure 5.4: [139] Electronic structure of Ca0.82La0.18Fe0.96Ni0.04As2; (a) band structure,
(b) orbital projected band, (c) 2D Fermi surface, (d) 3D Fermi surface.

doping the electron FSs remain essentially 2-dimensional, whereas the hole FSs become

very much 3-dimensional. Sb doping at the chain on La doped samples detoriates the

metallic property of the chain without causing much change in the layer-chain distance.

As a result, FS of disordered chains appearing at the X-points become smaller. It also af-

fects some of the hole FSs as it contains some contributions of chain As in it as evidenced

through band structure results. In contrast, when Sb is doped at the layers the c-axis as

well as chain-layer distance increases further and hence causes the conducting As-chain

Table 5.1: Variation of c-axis and FeAs layer to As-chain distance with different doping
Doping c-axis (Å) Layer to chain distance (Å)
10% La 10.088 5.012
15% La 10.101 5.018
20% La 10.112 5.024

15% La 10% Sb (chain) 10.105 5.019
20% La 10% Sb (chain) 10.090 5.015
20% La 15% Sb (chain) 10.100 5.034
15% La 10% Sb (layer) 10.184 5.084
20% La 10% Sb (layer) 10.170 5.051
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FS appearing at the X-points again without much topological modifications of other FSs.

Fig. 5.3(a) displays atom projected partial density of states of As in case of Sb doping at

As chain and Sb doping at FeAs layer for Sb doping y = 0.01. From Fig. 5.3(a) we see

that the density of states of As atoms at the Fermi level is very less in La doped CaFeAs2.

When we dope Sb, the partial density of states of As increases significantly. But the

increase in density of states for doping at the As chain site is more than the doping at

FeAs layer. A close inspection of the As partial DOS at the Fermi level also reveals that

the DOS at the Fermi level remain same with further increase in Sb doping at As chain

(Fig. 5.3(b)) as well as at FeAs layer (Fig. 5.3(c)).

5.3 Electronic structure of the Sb doped 112 compounds

Figure 5.5: [140] Band structure of undoped CaFeAs2. The orbital weight of different
bands is shown with circles of varying radius and designating a particular colour to a
particular orbital (Fe-3d, As-4p).

We want to investigate the effect of Sb doping at As-chain site in the rare earth co-doped

112 compound. Experimentally it has been observed that in the range of 1% to 10% Sb

doping, the transition temperature remain almost the same. Also, theoretical studies reveal

that the partial density of states of As at the EF does not change to a significant amount due

to Sb doping [187]. Therefore, we have chosen 5% Sb doping for our calculations. The
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Figure 5.6: [140] Calculated (a) BNSs, (b) DOS, and (c) FSs of CaFe(As0.95Sb0.05)2 sys-
tem within VCA method. In (c) two different view of the same FSs is presented.

calculations of the doped system are performed within Virtual Crystal Approximation. We

have calculated the band structures (BNS), density of states (DOS) and Fermi Surfaces

(FS) of CaFeAs2 for various rare earth elements doping systematically. In this section

the calculated electronic structures are presented. The calculations are performed in the

monoclinic phase after geometry optimization. We have used experimentally measured

lattice parameters [27] as starting input for our first principles calculations.

Table 5.2: Lattice parameters of the undoped and different doped 112 compounds
Doping a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

10% Pr [188] 3.908 3.897 9.743
10% Pr 5% Sb 3.899 3.895 9.593
10% Nd [188] 3.918 3.908 3.739
10% Nd 5% Sb 3.910 3.908 9.604
10% Sm [188] 3.872 3.871 9.351
10% Sm 5% Sb 3.882 3.882 9.351

5% Sb 3.939 3.879 10.046
undoped 3.926 3.865 10.054

In Fig.5.5 we depict the orbital projected BNS of undoped CaFeAs2 along high symmetry
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Figure 5.7: [140] Calculated BNSs of Ca0.90R0.10Fe(As0.95Sb0.05)2 system within VCA
method for rare earth = (a) Pr, (b) Nd, (c) Sm.
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directions. Like other IBSCs, the bands of 112 are also of multi-orbital multi-band char-

acter. Bands around the Fermi level are mostly derived from different Fe-3d orbitals. But

unlike most of the IBSCs, there is a significant contribution from the As-4pz orbital which

has been verified both theoretically as well as by ARPES measurements [168]. From

Fig.5.5 it is concievable that along Γ-X or X-Γ direction the As-4pz orbital mixes remark-

ably with Fe-3d orbitals. A closer look into the orbital projected band structure around

the Γ-point near the EF reveals Dirac cone like feature of bands which are primarily de-

rived from As-4pz orbital. It is believed that bands near the EF are mainly responsible

for superconductivity in IBSCs. Thus the study on orbital character of the bands disclose

that the As-4pz orbital might have a significant effect on the superconductivity of 112 Fe

based superconductors which has been discussed in the following sections in detail.

In Table. 5.2 we have presented the lattice parameters of the optimized rare earth doped

112 compound with or without Sb doping. Comparison of the lattice parameters clearly

show that a, b do not change much due to Sb doping in the rare earth doped 112 com-

pounds. On the other hand there is a significant decrease in c. This might have a sig-

nificant impact on the electronic structure of the 112 Fe based superconductors which

we will discuss in the following sections. Fig.5.6 depicts the BNS, DOS and FS of

CaFe(As0.95Sb0.05)2 which has not yet been synthesized experimentally. It is clear from

Fig.5.6(a) that there are three hole like bands around the Γ-point and two electron like

bands around the M-points. Consequently, three hole FSs and two electron FSs are ob-

served around the Γ and the M-point (Fig.5.6(c)) respectively. A small FS around X-point

also appears due to Sb doping. Three hole like bands around the Γ-point (crossing the EF)

remain separated from each other above the EF . Thus, the band edge singularity which is

observed to play an important role in the superconductivity of Fe based superconductors

[170], does not exist. Fig.5.6(b) shows the partial density of states of As in undoped and

5% Sb doped CaFeAs2. It is conspicuous that there is very small enhancement in partial

DOS of As at the EF in comparison to the undoped 112 compound. We will compare this

observation with the rare earth (RE)/Sb co-doped compounds in the following discussions.
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X

M

Figure 5.8: [140] Calculated FSs of Ca0.90R0.10Fe(As0.95Sb0.05)2 system for RE = (a) Pr,
(b) Nd, (c) Sm. We have shown two different views of FS with same doping in a particular
row.
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In Fig.7.13(a),(b),(c), we have shown the band structures of Ca0.90R0.10Fe(As0.95Sb0.05)2

for RE = Pr, Nd, Sm respectively. We have discussed the electronic structure with only

rare earth doping in [188]. From Fig.7.13(a) it is clearly visible that there are two electron

like bands around M-point crossing the EF , whereas three hole like bands near the EF

dip slightly below EF in 10% Pr 5% Sb doped 112 compound. Consequently, the hole

like FS at the Γ-point shown in Fig.7.14(a) vanishes and segregates into two parts. The-

oretically, it has been shown that Sb doping at As-chain site act as low electron doping

[187]. If we compare the FSs of the 10% Pr 5% Sb doped 112 compound with 10% Pr

doped 112 IBSCs [188], it is visible that the FSs are quite similar i.e., no hole like FS

at the Γ-point and two electron like FSs around the M-point and one electron like FS

around the X-point. Now if we look into the Fig.7.13(b), there are two electron like bands

around the M-point crossing the EF and three hole like bands slightly below the EF . If we

compare Fig.7.13(a) with Fig.7.13(b) three hole like bands are shifted slightly more away

from the EF in the later case. From Fig.7.14(a),(b) it is clear that the hole like FS around

the Γ-point shrinks further and the electron like FSs around the M and X-point visibly

grow in size in Nd/Sb doped compound in comparison to Pr/Sb doped cases. Fig.7.13(c)

shows that the band structure of 112 compounds get modified by a large amount due to

Sm/Sb doping. There are two electron like bands around the M-point crossing the EF ,

but a new electron like band appears during Γ-M direction. One hole like band around

Γ-point slightly touches the EF giving rise to situation similar to a band edge van Hove

singularity. From Fig.7.14(c) it is observable that the FSs also get largely modified due to

Sm/Sb doping. The size of the electron like FSs around M-point surge further. Appear-

ance of new electron FSs both at X-point and Y-point is visible. The hole like FS around

the Γ-point shrinks further. So it is conspicuous that the modifications in the electronic

structure in Sm/Sb doped case is quite distinct than other two cases. The nesting between

the electron and hole like bands completely disappears, but substantial nesting between

various electron FSs are possible.

From the above discussions it is palpable that RE/Sb doping has very prominent effect
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Figure 5.9: [140] Partial density of states of Fe with different RE/Sb doping at As chain.
The magnified partial DOS of Fe at a smaller energy window is shown in the inset.

on the electronic structure of the 112 compounds which in turn should influence super-

conductivity. Although the modifications in the electronic structure are largely due to RE

doping at the Ca site, Sb doping also plays a crucial role. We further continues our dis-

cussion about the effect of Sb doping on RE doped 112 compounds in the next section to

verify its possible role in the enhancement of superconductivity.

5.4 Effect of RE/Sb doping on Fe partial DOS

While the phenomenon of superconductivity depends on many facts, the available elec-

tronic states at the EF is one of the important one. Larger the DOS at the EF , greater is the

number of electronic states available for Cooper paring. Therefore it is very important to

look into the changes in DOS due to different doping. In Fig.5.9 we have shown the atom

projected partial DOS of Fe in Ca1 – xRxFe(As1 – ySby)2 for different RE/Sb co-doped 112.

It is clear that the presence of different rare earth elements like Pr, Nd, Sm do not affect

the Fe partial DOS. The value at the EF remain almost same for all the RE doping. This

signals to the fact that the electronic states derived from Fe, available for Cooper pairing
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Figure 5.10: [140] Partial DOS of As in rare earth doped CaFeAs2. The magnified partial
DOS of As at a smaller energy window is shown in the inset.

do not change due to Sb doping.

5.5 Effect of only RE or RE/Sb doping on As partial DOS

From the discussion about orbital projected band structure, it is clear that the bands near

the EF are not only derived from Fe-3d but also from As-4p orbitals. So we have inves-

tigated into the partial DOS of As. Fig.5.10 shows the change in partial DOS of As due

to different RE doping at Ca site of CaFeAs2 in absence of Sb doping at As-chain site.

Value of partial DOS of As at the EF does not change much due to different RE doping.

Although the value is highest for Sm doping and lowest for Pr doping, but the net change

is very small. For Nd doping As partial DOS at the EF remain nearly same as undoped

case. Thus it is perceptible that RE doping at Ca site rarely affects the electronic states at

the EF .

Now we will explore the effect of Sb doping on the partial DOS of As in different rare

earth co-doped 112 compounds. It has been observed by experiments as well as theo-
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Figure 5.11: [140] Partial DOS of As in rare earth and Sb co-doped CaFeAs2. The mag-
nified partial DOS of As at a smaller energy window is shown in the inset.

retically that Sb doping at As-chain is very effective in increasing critical temperature of

La doped 112 compound even upto 47K. Therefore, it is very interesting to see if it can

enhance the superconductivity in other rare earth doped compounds other than La. In

Fig.5.11 we have shown the change in partial DOS of As due to Sb doping at As-chain

in RE co-doped 112 Fe based superconductors. Sb doping at As-chain site clearly have

a large impact on the partial DOS of As in 112 compounds. From Fig.5.11, it is evident

that there is a surge in the value of As partial DOS at the EF due to Sb doping. This

implies that the increased As partial DOS at the EF provides increased electronic states

for Cooper pairing, enhancing the possibility of superconductivity in turn. Further, the

surge in partial DOS of As is much greater in RE/Sb co-doped CaFeAs2 than that of

CaFe(As0.95Sb0.05)2 (Fig.5.6(b)). The atomic radius of Sb is 1.33Å, higher than that of

As 1.14Å. This will cause chemical pressure on the FeAs-layer. The c-axis as well as

distance between FeAs-layer and As-chain decrease significantly due to Sb doping. As

a result of these effects the hybridization between different Fe-3d and As-4p orbitals in-

crease to a significant amount. The Sb doping at As site of 112 compounds act as low

electron doping [187]. As a consequence of these facts, the partial DOS of As at the
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Fermi level increases. Another interesting fact is that the value of As partial DOS at EF

is maximum for Sm/Sb doped compound and minimum for Pr/Sb doped compound. The

value for Nd/Sb doping remain intermediate. So there may be a possible preference of Sm

doping over other RE doped compounds as far as the enhancement of superconductivity

due to Sb doping is concerned.

Table 5.3: Variation of FeAs layer to As-chain distance, ZAs, and ∠As − Fe − As with
different doping

Doping Layer to chain ZAs As-Fe-As
distance (Å) (Å) angle (◦)

10% Pr 5% Sb 4.866 1.239 106.76
10% Nd 5% Sb 4.788 1.232 106.578
10% Sm 5% Sb 4.676 1.243 107.109

We have also investigated the modifications in different structural parameters which are

believed to impact superconductivity in iron based superconductors. A trend of FeAs

layer to As-chain distance, anion height (ZAs) and As-Fe-As angle with RE/Sb doping

calculated from the optimized structures are presented in Table.5.3. With the RE atom

doping from Pr to Nd to Sm and Sb co-doping the layer to chain distance decreases from

4.866Å to 4.788Å to 4.676Å. Therefore, the overlap between Fe-3d and As-4p orbitals

increases, making As-chain more conducting. The value of ZAs changes from 1.239Å to

1.232Å to 1.243Å for 112 compounds with Pr, Nd, Sm doping and Sb co-doping. Thus the

value of ZAs is the highest for Sm/Sb doping. Although it is far from the optimal value (≈
1.38Å) for maximum Tc in IBSCs, it is closer than the other RE/Sb doped 112 compounds.

Similarly, the As-Fe-As angle changes from 106.76◦ to 106.578◦ to 107.109◦ for Pr, Nd,

Sm doped and Sb co-doped compounds respectively. The value of As-Fe-As angle in

Sm/Sb doped 112 compound is closer to the optimal value (≈ 109.47◦) for maximum Tc

in 1111 Fe based compounds [171]. Hence, Sm doping with Sb co-doping may be more

favourable to superconductivity.
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5.6 Discussions and Conclusions

We have systematically investigated the effect of rare earth and Sb co-doping on the elec-

tronic structure of 112 Fe based superconductors within density functional theory based

first principles calculations. It is shown that if Sb is doped in place of As, then depending

upon whether it is doped on chain or at the layer, the X-point electron FS diminishes or

develops. There is no effect on the hole FS for Sb doping on FeAs layer but in contrary

it is sensitive to Sb doping at chain. Our study on BNS and FS shows that the change

in electronic structure due to Sm/Sb doping is more prominent than that for other two

compounds. The hole like band around Γ-point show band edge van Hove singularity.

The partial density of states of Fe at the EF do not change significantly due to Sb dop-

ing. On the other hand, our calculations show a clear increase in the As partial density of

states due to Sb doping at As-chain site of 112 iron pnictides. As increased partial DOS

of As at EF implies increased electronic states available for Cooper pairing, there may be

an enhancement of superconductivity due to Sb doping in RE co-doped 112 compounds.

From our results on density of states as well as different structural parameters it can be

stipulated that there may be a possible preference of Sm doped 112 compounds over other

rare earth doping for the enhanced superconductivity due to Sb doping.
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Chapter 6

Chemical pressure induced orbital

selective Lifshitz transition in hybrid

1144 compounds

In this chapter we have investigated the electronic structure of hybrid AeAFe4As4 known

as, 1144 iron based superconductors (IBSC) for various Ae = Ca, Sr, Eu and different

alkali metals A = K, Rb, Cs. Like other iron based superconductors, these compounds

are also found to be multi-orbital derived multi-band superconductors. But in contrast to

the electronic structure of many of the Fe-based superconductors, significant contribution

from As-4pz orbital and its mixing with Fe-3d is revealed through our electronic structure

investigations. Orbital selective electron/hole self-doping due to natural chemical pressure

of higher/lower atomic (Ae/A) sizes of various members of 1144 family is very unique

feature of the electronic structure of these compounds. It is disclosed that because of

different chemical potential (self-doping) of different orbital derived electron/hole bands,

some of them is pushed below the Fermi level (EF), leading to orbital selective chemical

pressure induced topological Lifshitz transition. This natural pressure induced orbital se-

lective Lifshitz transition of hole bands is a distinctive characteristic of this family. The
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effect of electron correlation (within DFT+U method) and spin-orbit coupling (incorpo-

rated using relativistic pseudopotentials) on the Lifshitz transition are also explored. The

same conclusions as above about the Lifshitz like transition remains robust even in pres-

ence of moderate electron correlation and spin-orbit coupling. Bandwidths of different

bands that crosses Fermi level around the Γ-point are evaluated. Different combinations

of Ae and A in different 1144 materials cause changes in bandwidths to individual bands

orbital selectively. A large value of bandwidths for most of the compounds including

EuAFe4As4 indicates weak correlation effect in these compounds.

6.1 Theory and Computational Method

We have performed calculations using plane wave pseudo potential method as imple-

mented in Quantum Espresso [135], CASTEP [128] and VASP [172]. In our simulations

the electronic exchange correlation is treated within the generalized gradient approxima-

tion (GGA) parametrized by Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) functional [125]. Non-spin-

polarized single point energy calculations were carried out for tetragonal phase with space

group symmetry P4/mmm for all the 1144 iron based superconductors [41]. We have used

experimentally available structures of the 1144 compounds to perform self consistent field

calculations. The Kohn-Sham valence states are expanded in plane wave basis and kinetic

energy is truncated at 45 Ry after performing rigorous convergence test. We also per-

formed convergence test to sample the Brillouin zone (BZ) in k space and grid size for

SCF calculation was set to 21 × 21 × 5. The Convergence threshold on total energy (a.u)

and forces (a.u) were fixed to 10−5 and 10−3 respectively for ionic minimization. Integra-

tion upto the Fermi surface has been made using the smearing technique with the smearing

parameter 0.01 Ry. Results are verified using different numerical codes. The contribu-

tion of different orbitals onto FSs are shown using visualization tool Fermi surfer [173].

We have also incorporated both Hubbard parameter U and spin–orbit coupling (SO) in

the calculations implemented in VASP, to take into account the electron correlation effect
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(GGA+U) and the relativistic effect (GGA+U+SO) respectively.

6.2 Electronic structure of 1144 materials

Figure 6.1: [141] Crystal structure of 1144 iron based superconducting materials.

We present the electronic structure of the undoped AeAFe4As4 (Ae = Ca, Sr, Eu) (A

= K, Rb, Cs) materials to get an overall insight about the gradual modifications in the

electronic structure of different members of 1144 family. From Fig.6.1 it is clearly visible

that the A and Ae atoms are placed in the interstitial position between the FeAs layers

alternately in case of 1144 compounds. If Ae = A, the crystal structure corresponds to

that of the 122 family. The main aim in this section is to comprehensively demonstrate

the orbital selective self doping and Lifshitz transition. This is achieved through three

routes, demonstrating evolution of electronic band structure (BNS), Fermi surface (FS)

and partial density of states (DOS), as one replaces K with Rb or Cs in various families of

1144 compounds. One of the most general and common features of electronic structure

of all members of 1144 family are existence of six hole like bands around the zone centre

Γ-point [174, 175] except for SrCs44 and EuCs44 compounds where five hole like bands

and four electron like bands are found around zone corner M-point. Consequently six
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hole like and four electron like FSs appear around the Γ-point and M-point respectively

in most of the compounds. This should be contrasted with the same for 122 compounds

[176]. The bands as well as FSs are of multiorbital character just like the constituent 122

compounds [177]. In case of EuCs44 and SrCs44 compounds the innermost hole like FS

segregates into two parts leading to Lifshitz transition. Existence of different Ae and A

makes two FeAs-layers inequivalent as well as there exists two inequivalent As-sites. One

of the most strolling difference in electronic structure of 1144 family in comparison to all

other Fe-based materials except 112 family [178] is the existence of As states at the EF

and its hybridization with Fe-3d states.

6.2.1 CaAFe4As4(A = K, Rb, Cs)

We present the electronic structure of the undoped CaAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs) to investi-

gate the effect of substitution of alkali metal atoms of gradually increasing atomic radius

on the electronic structure of these materials. All the calculations are performed using

experimental lattice parameters with tetragonal structure [41, 42]. We have calculated

detailed BNSs and FSs projected on different Fe-3d as well as As 4pz orbitals to know

the orbital nature of the bands and Fermi surfaces along major symmetric directions. We

have also presented the partial density of electronic states to investigate the contributions

of Fe-3d and As 4pz orbitals to the electronic states at the EF . Due to substitution of

alkali metals in these compounds, a systematic modifications of the bands with an orbital

selective shift near EF takes place.

In Fig.6.2(a) we have shown the BNS of CaKFe4As4. We have resolved the orbital char-

acters of different bands by projecting the atomic orbitals onto Kohn-Sham orbitals. In

Fig.6.2(a) different colours and varying sizes of the circles are used to signify the orbital

character and their weights respectively. Blue, olive, green, cyan, red and black colours

have been assigned to signify the contribution of dyz, dxz, dxy, dx2−y2 , 4pz and dz2 orbitals

respectively. The colour scheme for different orbitals is kept same through out the paper.
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Figure 6.2: [141] Calculated orbital projected band structures of (a) CaKFe4As4, (b)
CaRbFe4As4, and (c) CaCsFe4As4 around high symmetry points. The weight of the dif-
ferent Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals for different bands is shown with varying sizes of the
circles and colours. Sizes of the circles correspond to degree of relative contributions.
Fermi level is denoted by the horizontal green line at the zero energy.

Just like other iron based compounds, it is conspicuous that each band is of multi-orbital

nature. We first describe the orbital characters of these hole like bands that cross the EF

around Γ point sequentially in energy from higher to lower. The top of the hole like bands

that cross the EF at around Γ-point with comparatively higher energies have very small

energy differences between them (and are nearly energetically degenerate). The hole like

bands around the Γ-point (top of which) having the highest energy is mainly derived from

dz2 , dyz and 4pz orbitals. The next two hole like bands (top of which are having sequen-

tially lower energy) have mixed dxy, dxz character. There are two nearly degenerate hole
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like bands close to the EF , primarily derived from dx2−y2 orbital. There exists another dis-

tinct hole like band near the higher energy band tops which is derived from the admixture

of dz2 and 4pz orbitals. Now if we look at the electron like bands around the M-point that

forms electron like FSs, it is quite clear that the two bands closest to the EF have mixed

dx2−y2 , dyz and dz2 character, bottom of which are energetically degenerate. The electron

like band around the M-point, bottom of which is the farthest from EF is primarily derived

from dx2−y2 orbital with very small contribution from As 4pz, whereas the band that forms

the inner most electron FS around the M-point is mainly derived from dx2−y2 as well as 4pz

orbitals. We have presented the electronic structure of the undoped CaRbFe4As4 which

can be thought to be formed by replacing K with Rb in between the FeAs layers. We

present the ensuing modifications in the electronic structure due to substitution of K by

Rb. In Fig.6.2(b) we have presented the orbital resolved BNS of CaRbFe4As4. It is clearly

visible that there are six hole like bands around Γ-point and four electron like bands at

around M-points just like CaKFe4As4. Now we discuss about the effect of replacing al-

kali earth metals K or Rb with another element Cs. The BNS of CaCsFe4As4 is shown in

Fig.6.2(c). Like the other two CaAFe4As4 (A= K, Rb) compounds, there are six hole like

bands around Γ-point and four electron like bands at round M-points in this compound

also. The multi-orbital nature of each band is clearly evident from BNS. The hole like

band derived from dz2 and 4pz orbitals shifts below dx2−y2 derived bands and its top almost

touches the EF . The lowest energy electron like bands around M-point has dx2−y2 as the

dominant orbital character with significant contributions from the dxz, dyz and 4pz orbitals

also.

One of the important significances of the change in size of electron or hole like FSs is that

it denotes electron or hole doping. For example, a surge (decrease) in size (surface area)

of hole like FS would indicate hole (electron) doping normally. The same for electron FS

would correspond to electron (hole) doping. In this section, we shall establish that 1144

compounds are orbital selectively self-doped systems. Fig.6.3 provides overall nature

of all FSs of 1144 family, contributions of different orbitals to the FSs are presented
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Figure 6.3: [141] Calculated orbital projected Fermi surfaces (FSs) on different Fe-3d and
As-pz orbitals for (A)CaKFe4As4, (B) CaRbFe4As4, and (C) CaCsFe4As4. The FSs are
derived from (a) dx2−y2 , (b) dxy, (c) dxz, (d) dyz, (e) dz2 and (e) 4pz orbitals. The colour
scheme denotes increased contributions from different orbitals as we move from blue to
red.
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by colour intensity. The contributions of different orbitals to the FSs is denoted by the

colour scheme where moving from blue region to red region indicates gradually increasing

contributions of respective orbitals. The same colour scheme as above is used throughout

the manuscript. In Fig.6.3(A) we have presented the orbital resolved FSs of CaKFe4As4.

From Fig.6.3A(a), it is clearly visible that the dx2−y2 orbital contributes mostly to the two

innermost hole like FSs as well as substantially contributies to the third innermost hole

like FS around the BZ centre. It also has substantial contribution to the outermost and

innermost electron like FSs around the M-point. The contribution of dxy and dxz orbitals

to the FSs are shown in Fig.6.3A(b) and Fig.6.3A(c) respectively. The electron like FSs

seem to have a little contribution from dxy orbitals whereas the dxz orbital contributes

significantly to them. The second outermost hole like FS around the BZ centre is mainly

derived from dxz and dxy orbitals. The hole like FSs except the two innermost FSs as

well as all the electron like FSs have significant amount of dyz character (Fig.6.3A(d)).

On the other hand, the dz2 orbital contributes mostly to the outermost largest hole like FS

(Fig.6.3A(e)). The 4pz orbital contributes to the outermost hole like FS as well as to the

innermost one and the outermost electron like FSs. The hole like bands around Γ-point

are mainly concoction of dz2 , dyz, dxy, dxz, dx2−y2 orbital derived bands with significant

contribution from 4pz orbital. The band with dz2 and 4pz orbital character lying between

the lower and higher energy bands well above the EF in case of CaRbFe4As4 shifts towards

EF when compared with that for CaK44. It now becomes almost degenerate with the dx2−y2

derived bands lying near EF . The electron like bands around M-point are mostly dx2−y2 ,

dyz, dxz, 4pz derived with negligible contribution from dxy and dz2 orbitals. In Fig.6.3(B)

we have presented FSs of CaRbFe4As4 with their respective orbital characters. The two

dimensional (2d) cross section of the FSs clearly denote shrinkage of some of the hole

like FSs while enhancement of others about BZ centre with respect to CaKFe4As4. The

outermost larger hole FS shrinks in size. One or more electron like FS also shrinks.

Thus, the topology of the FS changes significantly due to replacment of K by Rb that

has higher ionic radius. Fig.6.3B(a) shows that the dx2−y2 orbital mainly contributes to
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the second and third innermost hole like FSs around the BZ centre. Like in CaKFe4As4

the dx2−y2 orbital also has finite contribution to the outermost electron like FS around the

BZ corner. The contributions of dxy and dxz orbitals to the FSs are shown in Fig.6.3B(b),

(c) respectively. They contribute significantly to the second and third outermost hole

like FSs. The electron like FSs seem to have a little contribution from the dxy orbital

whereas the dxz orbital has finite contribution to them. Almost all the FSs except second

and third innermost hole like FSs have significant amount of dyz character (Fig.6.3B(d)).

On the other hand, the dz2 and 4pz orbitals contribute mostly to the outermost and the

innermost hole like FSs (Fig.6.3B(e),(f)). The innermost and the outermost electron FSs

have significant 4pz character. The orbital resolved FSs of CaCsFe4As4 are presented

in Fig.6.3(C). The innermost and the outermost hole like FSs shrink while other FSs

get bigger in size. Thus there is simultaneous orbital selective hole as well as electron

self doping. One or more electron like FSs also shrink (and hence corresponds to hole-

doping). Fig.6.3C(a) denotes that the dx2−y2 orbital mainly contributes to the second and

third inner hole like FSs around the BZ centre with significant contribution also to the

outermost electron like FS around the BZ corners. Fig.6.3C(b), (c) show that the two outer

most hole like FSs around the BZ centre are mainly derived from dxy and dxz orbitals. The

dxz orbital contributes significantly to the electron like FSs also. The third innermost hole

like FS as well as almost all the electron like FSs have dyz as dominant orbital character

(Fig.6.3C(d)). On the other hand, dz2 and 4pz orbitals contribute mostly to the innermost

hole like FS with finite contribution to the third outermost one (Fig.6.3C(e)). Further, the

4pz orbital has significant contribution to the outermost electron like FS.

To investigate about the contributions of different Fe-3d orbitals to the electronic states

at the EF , we have also presented orbital projected partial density of states in Fig.6.4(a),

(b), (c). It is quite distinct that the partial DOS of dx2−y2 and dyz orbitals are quite large as

compared to other Fe-3d orbitals in all the three CaA44 compounds, whereas the As 4pz

and dxy orbitals are having the lowest contribution at the EF . The partial DOS of dyz is

found to be reduced as one substitutes K by Rb and then by Cs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4: [141] Partial density of states of different Fe-3d and As-4p orbital derived
states for (a) CaKFe4As4, (b) CaRbFe4As4, and (c) CaCsFe4As4. The Fermi level is
denoted by the dotted blue vertical line at zero energy.
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In this subsection we have discussed about the effect of replacing iso-electronic elements

(A = K [Ar]4s1, Rb [Kr]5s1, Cs [Xe]6s1) in between FeAs-layers of CaA44 compounds.

Our studies on electronic structure reveal that the dz2 and As-4pz derived hole like bands at

around the Γ-point shifts towards the EF (about to move below the EF) as we replace alkali

metals with higher atomic number and size (Fig.6.2). On the contrary, the two nearly

degenerate bands derived from dx2−y2 orbital shifts above the EF towards higher energy.

Thus, replacing K with Rb or Cs acts as electron self-doping for dz2 and As-4pz derived

band whereas hole doping for dx2−y2 derived bands. Similar feature also emerges with the

electron like bands around the M-point as well. The electron like bands shift towards EF

signifying hole doping for them. Thus the 1144 family of Fe based superconductors are

rare examples of simultaneous orbital selective electron or hole self doped systems. This

aspect of orbital selective self-doping, is further clarified by demonstrating the behavior

of partial density of states of different orbitals at the EF (Fig. 6.4) as one substitutes K

with Rb or Cs. From the partial DOS of dx2−y2 derived states, it appears as if the EF shifted

towards occupied states as K is replaced with Rb or Cs. This is thus example of hole self-

doping as far as the dx2−y2- states are concerned. On the other hand, for the case of dxz, dyz,

dz2 partial DOS, it seems as if the EF is moving towards unoccupied states as one replaces

K with Rb or Cs, indicating electron doping to these orbital derived bands.

The evolution of orbital character of FSs is also very interesting. Due to orbital selec-

tive hole doping the two inner dx2−y2 derived hole like FSs for CaK44 grow in size and

contribute to the second and third inner hole FSs in case of CaRb44 and CaCs44 (Fig.

6.3A(a),B(a),C(a)). The innermost hole like band gets dz2 and 4pz character by virtue of

orbital selective heavy electron doping to these bands. All the other orbital derived FSs

shrink also along with modifications in orbital characters. Therefore, we have demon-

strated an unique example of orbital selective electron/hole self-doping for 1144 family

of Fe based superconductors. Most of the well established 122 Fe-based superconduc-

tors show superconductivity only after doping with certain amount of electron or hole.

However, the 1144 (which are just mixtures of two 122 systems, in certain sense) fam-
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ily superconductors show superconductivity without doping – this is probably because of

the intrinsic nature of electronic structure of 1144 family that are orbital selectively self

doped (OSSD) systems.

6.2.2 SrAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs)

Now we will look into another 1144 IBSC where the alkaline earth metal Ca is just re-

placed by another isovalent element Sr. First we will discuss about the electronic structure

of SrKFe4As4 which is not still experimentally synthesized. However, it is predicted theo-

retically to be stable and a potential 1144 Fe based superconducting compound [179]. It is

worth investigating the effect of different alkali metals (K, Rb, Cs) on electronic structure

of these compounds that are predicted to be stable.

In Fig.6.5(a) we have shown the BNS of SrKFe4As4. We have resolved the orbital char-

acters of different bands by projecting the atomic orbitals onto Kohn-Sham orbitals. It is

conspicuous that the bands have multi-orbital character. The hole like bands around the

Γ-point crossing the EF are admixtures of different Fe-3d and As-4p orbitals. The contri-

bution from dx2−y2 orbital to the hole like bands is mainly to the lower energy bands just

above the EF . The hole like band primarily derived from dz2 and 4pz orbital is just below

the dx2−y2 derived bands nearest to the EF . The upper lying flat bands in case of CaA44

compounds become sharper in SrK44 compound. Now analyzing the electron like bands

around the M-point, dx2−y2 seems to be the dominant orbital character of most of the bands

with appreciable contributions from the dxz and dyz orbitals. But in comparison to CaK44

compounds, the inner most band around M-point mainly derived from dx2−y2 and 4pz or-

bitals shift towards the EF . Also, the dx2−y2 , dz2 , dyz derived bands near EF shift closer to

the EF . Now we investigate the effect of replacing alkali metal K with Rb in SrAFe4As4.

In Fig.6.5(b) we have shown the BNS of SrRbFe4As4. Just like SrKFe4As4, there are six

hole like bands around the Γ-point and four electron like bands at around the M-points

with multi-orbital character. The hole like band derived from dz2 and 4pz orbitals touches
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Figure 6.5: [141] Calculated orbital projected band structures of (a) SrKFe4As4, (b)
SrRbFe4As4, and (c) SrCsFe4As4 around high symmetry points. The weight of the differ-
ent Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals for different bands is shown with varying size of the circles
and colours. Sizes of the circles correspond to degree of relative contribution. Fermi level
is denoted by horizontal green line at zero energy.

the EF . The dx2−y2 orbital has emerged as one of the dominant characters of the electron

like bands with significant contributions also from the dxz and dyz orbitals. But the inner

most band around the M-point is mainly derived from 4pz and dx2−y2 orbitals. Now we

will check the effect of replacing Rb with Cs in SrA44 compounds. In Fig.6.5(c), we

present the BNS of SrCsFe4As4. There are five (in contrast to six in other compounds)

hole like bands around Γ-point and four electron like bands at round M-points crossing

the EF . This is because of orbital selective Lifshitz transition. The hole like band nearest

to the EF having 4pz and dz2 character in case of SrRb44 moves well blow the EF for
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Figure 6.6: [141] Calculated projected Fermi surfaces (FSs) on different Fe-3d and As-pz

orbitals for (A) SrKFe4As4, (B) SrRbFe4As4, and (C) SrCsFe4As4. The FSs are derived
from (a) dx2−y2 , (b) dxy, (c) dxz, (d) dyz, (e) dz2 , and (e) 4pz orbitals. The colour scheme
denotes increased contribution from different orbitals as we move from blue to red.
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SrCs44. This corresponds to a Lifshitz like topological transition [180]. The bands hav-

ing dx2−y2 nature shift slightly away from the EF . The contributions of dz2 , dxy, dxz orbitals

to the hole like bands remain very small. Another important modification to note is that

the electron like bands near the EF shift nearer to EF .

In Fig.6.6(A) we present the angular momentum resolved FSs of SrKFe4As4. In compar-

ison to the FSs of CaA44 compounds, there are distinctly visible changes in FS topology

of SrKFe4As4. From the 2D cross section of the FSs through Γ and M-points, it is evident

that the innermost hole like FS at the Γ-point comparatively shrinks in case of SrKFe4As4.

The volume of the outermost hole like FS also decreases. The shape of the electron like

FSs also undergoes changes significantly. From Fig.6.6A(a), it is evident that the second

and third innermost hole like FSs around the BZ centre and the outermost electron like

FSs are primarily derived from dx2−y2 orbital. In contrast to the nature of orbital character

in CaK44, the two outermost hole like FSs are derived from dxy and dxz (Fig.6.6A(b), (c)).

The innermost and third outermost hole like FSs have mostly dz2 and 4pz orbital character

(Fig.6.6A(e), (f)). The dyz and dxz orbitals contribute significantly to the electron like FSs

(Fig.6.6A(c), (d)). The orbital character of FSs for SrRb44 is presented in Fig.6.6(B). All

the hole like FSs around the Γ-point become almost cylindrical. If we compare the FS of

this compound with CaRb44 compounds, it may be noted that the innermost hole like FS

present at Γ point shrinks and become more 3d type (Fig.6.6A(a)). Fig.6.6B(a), clearly

demonstrates that the dx2−y2 orbital mainly contributes to the second and third innermost

hole like FSs around the BZ centre with a small contribution to the electron like FSs. The

contributions of dxy and dxz orbitals to the FSs are shown in Fig.6.6B(b), (c) respectively.

Like SrK44 the two outermost hole like FSs around the BZ centre primarily have dxy and

dxz orbital character. The dxz orbital also have significant contribution to all electron like

FSs. The third innermost and all the electron like FSs have dyz as dominant orbital char-

acter (Fig.6.6B(d)). The innermost hole FS is mainly derived from dz2 and 4pz orbitals

(Fig.6.6B(e), (f)). The hole FSs in SrCs44 become more cylindrical with reduction in

FS volume (Fig.6.6C). Thus the change in the topology of the FSs is more prominent in
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Figure 6.7: [141] Partial density of states of different Fe-3d and As-4p orbital derived
states for (a) SrKFe4As4, (b) SrRbFe4As4, and (c) SrCsFe4As4. The Fermi level is denoted
by dotted blue vertical line at zero energy.

comparison to SrRb44. The 2d cross section of FS in Fig.6.6C(a) clearly demonstrates

that the innermost hole like FS around the Γ-point (in case of SrRb44) disappears. As one

moves horizontally in Fig.6.6(C), there is topological modifications of FSs (inner most as

well as outermost ones). The dx2−y2 character of the hole FSs is reduced. The contribu-

tions of dxy and dxz orbitals to the FSs is reduced by a large amount (shown in Fig.6.6C(b),

(c)) except for the innermost hole like FS. The dxz character of electron like bands also

drops down significantly. There exists finite dyz character to the electron as well as hole

like FSs (Fig.6.6C(d)). On the other hand, the contribution of dz2 orbital to the FSs almost

vanishes (Fig.6.6C(e)). But the 4pz orbital character of the electron and hole FSs remain

significant.
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To investigate the contribution of different Fe-3d orbitals to the electronic states at the

EF , we present the partial density of states of various orbitals in Fig.6.7(a), (b), (c). The

partial angular momentum-projected DOS for dx2−y2 and dyz, dxz orbitals are substantially

larger than that for other Fe-3d orbitals with dxy and 4pz having the lowest contribution

at the EF . This is also similar to the CaA44 compounds. Partial DOS of the dxz orbital at

the EF is enhanced significantly in case of SrCs44 in comparison to that of the SrK44 or

SrRb44 compounds. Another important observation is that the partial DOS of dz2 orbital

reduces significantly at the EF as its peak shifts away from the EF to the lower energy in

SrCs44. This is also a signature of Lifshitz transition.

Above we have discussed mainly about the effect of replacing iso-electronic elements (A

= K [Ar]4s1, Rb [Kr]5s1, Cs [Xe]6s1) in between the FeAs-layers with further substitu-

tion of Ca ([Ar]4s2) with Sr ([Kr]5s2). Comparing Fig.6.2(a) with Fig.6.5(a), a shift of

dz2 and As-4pz derived bands around the Γ-point towards EF and a shift of dx2−y2 bands

away from the EF towards higher energy due to replacement of Ca with Sr are visible.

From Fig.6.4(a) and Fig.6.7(a) it is clear that there is a visible decrement of dx2−y2 partial

DOS with its peak being shifted towards unoccupied states whereas the EF shifts towards

occupied states, hence corresponds to hole doping. The innermost dz2 and As-4pz derived

electron like band around the M-point also shifts below EF whereas other electron like

bands shift towards EF (Fig.6.5). These clearly indicates orbital selective hole doping

to dx2−y2 bands and electron doping to dz2 and As-4pz derived bands due to Sr substitu-

tion. This feature of orbital selective self-doping is further enhanced with substitution of

K with Rb or Cs. Fig.6.5(b), (c) show that the dz2 and As-4pz derived hole like band at

around Γ-point shifts further towards EF as we replace alkali metals with higher atomic

numbers in between the FeAs-layers. On the contrary, the two nearly degenerate bands

derived from dx2−y2 orbital shifts slightly away from EF . Thus, replacing K with Rb or

Cs acts as electron doping for dz2 and As-4pz derived bands whereas as hole doping for

dx2−y2 derived bands. Thus there is a clear indication of orbital selective electron/hole self-

doping for 1144 compounds. If we look into the partial DOS of dx2−y2 derived states, the
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peak shifts towards the unoccupied states from EF as K is replaced with Rb or Cs (Fig.

6.7). The decreasing partial DOS with EF shift clearly signifies hole doping for dx2−y2

derived bands. The trend in modifications of FSs also establish the same conclusion. The

dx2−y2 derived FSs grow in size whereas the volume of all other orbital derived FSs shrink

(Fig. 6.6). Thus in this subsection we have demonstrated examples of orbital selective

simultaneous electron or hole doping.

6.2.3 EuAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs)

We present the electronic structure of undoped EuAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs). This kind

of 1144 family is basically quite different from other families because there is a rare earth

element Eu instead of alkaline earth metals (Ca, Sr). We will investigate the modifications

in electronic structure due to replacing alkaline earth with rare earth atom. The compound

EuKFe4As4 is also not still experimentally synthesised, but theoretically predicted to be

stable[179].

In Fig.6.8(a) we have shown the BNS of EuKFe4As4. Like other 1144 compounds the

bands are of multi-orbital character. The BNS is nearly similar to other 1144 compounds.

The two hole like bands with dx2−y2 orbital character remain almost degenerate in this

case also. The hole band with mixed dz2 and 4pz character remain just below the dx2−y2

derived bands, closer to the EF . Now if we look into the electron like bands around

M-point, it is quite clear that the dx2−y2 has the largest contribution to the bands with

significant contributions from the dxz, dyz orbitals. We present the electronic structure of

the undoped EuRbFe4As4 in Fig.6.8(b) which is formed by just replacing K with Rb. We

will investigate the modifications in electronic structure by replacing K with Rb. A close

look into the hole like bands reveals degenerate nature of the two dx2−y2 derived bands.

The band with dz2 , 4pz character shifts towards the EF . The electron like bands near EF

are mainly derived from dx2−y2 , dyz and dz2 orbitals. They become more distinct and flat in

comparison to other compounds. The 4pz orbital mainly contribute to the inner most band
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Figure 6.8: [141] Calculated orbital projected band structures of (a) EuKFe4As4, (b)
EuRbFe4As4, and (c) EuCsFe4As4 around high symmetry points. The weight of the dif-
ferent Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals for different bands is shown with varying size of the circles
and colours. Sizes of the circles correspond to degree of relative contribution. Fermi level
is denoted by horizontal green line at zero energy.
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Figure 6.9: [141] Calculated projected Fermi surfaces (FSs) on different Fe-3d and As-pz

orbitals for (A) EuKFe4As4, (B) EuRbFe4As4, and (C) EuCsFe4As4. The FSs are derived
from (a) dx2−y2 , (b) dxy, (c) dxz, (d) dyz, (e) dz2 , and (e) 4pz orbitals. The colour scheme
denotes increased contribution from different orbitals as we move from blue to red.
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around M-point. The 4f bands/states are very much away from the EF in agreement with

earlier work [181]. Now we will discuss the electronic structure of undoped EuCsFe4As4

to investigate the effect of replacing Rb with isoelectronic Cs having higher atomic radius.

In Fig.6.8(c) we have shown the BNS of EuCsFe4As4. Like other 1144 compounds the

bands are of multi-orbital character. The hole like band around the Γ-point above EF

derived from dz2 and 4pz orbitals shifts below the EF inducing Lifshitz transition. Now, if

we look at the dx2−y2 derived hole like bands both the bands slightly shifts towards higher

energy above the EF . It is quite clear that dx2−y2 has large contribution to most of the

electron like bands around M-point with some contributions from the dxz, dyz, dz2 orbitals.

Electron like bands with dyz, dz2 and dx2−y2 character moves closer to the EF .

The contributions of different Fe-3d and Eu-5d orbitals to the electronic states at EF is

also presented through the orbital projected partial density of states in Fig.6.10(a), (b),

(c) and Fig.6.11(a), (b), (c). It is conceivable that the partial DOS of Fe-3d dx2−y2 and

dyz, dxz orbitals are quite large in comparison to that for the other Fe-3d orbitals and

the As-4pz orbitals having the lowest contribution at the EF . The partial DOS of Eu-5d

states at the EF is very small for these compounds (Fig.6.11(a)). Only Eu dx2−y2 orbital

have significant contribution to DOS at slightly above the EF . The peak of dx2−y2 partial

DOS slides slightly towards the EF for EuRb44 and EuCs44 in comparison to EuK44.

Fig.6.11(c) reveals an increased contribution of Fe-3d dxz states to the partial DOS at EF

due to replacement of K or Rb with Cs.

The orbital resolved FSs of EuKFe4As4 is shown in Fig.6.9(A). The FS topology of this

compound is just like other 1144 compounds. From Fig.6.9A(a), it is quite evident that

the dx2−y2 orbital mainly contributes to the second and third inner hole like FSs around the

BZ centre, with finite contribution to all the electron like FSs around the BZ corner. The

innermost hole like FS at around Γ-point are primarily derived from dz2 and 4pz orbitals

with small contribution from dyz also (Fig.6.9A(d), (e), (f)). The dxz, dyz orbitals contribute

significantly to the electron like FSs around BZ corner with significant benefaction to
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outer hole FSs. We present the orbital resolved FSs of EuRbFe4As4 in Fig.6.9(B). The

FSs are very similar to that for EuK44. The hole like FSs at around Γ-point are primarily

derived from dx2−y2 , dxz and dz2 orbitals with a small dyz orbital character (Fig.6.9B(a), (b),

(c), (d)). The dyz and dxz are also the primary orbital characters of the electron FSs around

M-point with a small contribution from dx2−y2 . The orbital resolved FSs of EuCsFe4As4

is shown in Fig.6.9(C). From 2d cross section of FSs along Γ and M-point, it is quite

clear that the innermost hole like FS that are present in the previous cases around Γ-

point, vanishes due to replacement of Rb with Cs leading to Lifshitz transition. From

Fig.6.9C(a), (d), (e), it is distinct that the dx2−y2 , dyz and dz2 orbitals mainly contribute to

the inner hole like FSs. The outer hole like FSs at around Γ-point are primarily derived

from dxy and dxz orbitals (Fig.6.9C(b), (c)). The dxz, dyz orbitals contribute significantly to

the electron like FSs around BZ corner also. The 4pz orbital contribute to the inner most

hole like FS.

In the previous two sub-sections we have mainly discussed in detail the electronic struc-

tures of various family members of 1144 Fe-based superconducting materials which is

equivalent to discussing about the effect of substitution of isoelectronic elements on the

electronic structure. Here we have also discussed about the modifications in electronic

structure due to Eu ([Xe]4 f 76s2) which serves as more than isoelectronic substitution.

Due to replacement of K with Rb or Cs, the dz2 and As-4pz derived band around Γ-point

is pushed towards EF . Thus there is a clear signature of electron doping to the dz2 and

As-4pz derived band. The shift in the dx2−y2 band is just opposite to that of dz2 which

means hole doping to dx2−y2 derived bands. Modifications in the electronic structure due

to substitution of K with Rb or Cs, discussed in Fig.6.8(b), (c) show that the dz2 and As-

4pz derived hole like band at around Γ-point shifts slightly towards EF for EuRb44. On

the other hand, the electron like bands derived from dxz and dyz orbital below the EF shifts

slightly towards it. Fig.6.10 also shows that there is slight decrease in partial DOS of

dx2−y2 . Substitution of K or Rb with Cs modifies the electronic structure to a large extent.

The dz2 and As-4pz derived hole like band is pushed far away from the EF , whereas both
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the dx2−y2 derived band slightly shift towards higher energy. The electron like bands shift

towards the EF . A closer look at the partial DOS of dx2−y2 derived states suggests that a

clear visible peak shift with respect to the EF as K is replaced with Rb or Cs (Fig. 6.10).

On the contrary, there is an appreciable amount of reduction in the partial DOS of dz2

for EuCs44. The volume of the dx2−y2 derived hole like FSs grow whereas dz2 and 4pz

derived FSs shrink. Therefore, there is orbital selective self-doping in 1144 compounds.

It is self-doping because none of the compounds are actually doped, they all are parent

compounds that are superconductors. It is ’orbital selective’ because of two reasons; (i)

amount of doping is different for different orbital derived bands, e.g., dz2-4pz bands gener-

ally undergo Lifshitz transition (see also below) due to large electron doping, (ii) whereas

dx2−y2 bands get hole doped but with smaller movement with respect to the EF . All the

above calculations for EuA44 have also been performed within GGA+U, considering fer-

romagnetic arrangement of the Eu spins. The low energy band structures calculated using

GGA+U do not alter to appreciable amount as compared to the GGA calculations. Recent

calculations also indicate very small modifications in the low energy electronic structure

due to very large U to Eu-4f [182]. We have discussed our calculations using GGA+U

and spin orbit coupling in Section-V.

We discuss here general existence of orbital selective nesting. From Fig.6.3, 6.6, 6.9 it is

clear that unlike many IBSCs where dxz and dyz contribute mostly to hole like FSs around

Γ-point as well as electron like FSs around M-point, the contribution of dx2−y2 or dz2 or-

bital is also large. Thus intra-orbital nesting of these FSs will also play an important role

to determine the gap symmetry. Both the dxz and dyz orbitals contribute strongly to the

outer hole like FSs as well as all the electron like FSs (Fig.6.3,6.6,6.9). Therefore, it is

conceivable that there exists a strong intra-orbital inter-band nesting between dxz and dyz

orbital derived hole and electron like FSs. However, due to two nearly degenerate hole

like bands with dx2−y2 character, there exist a strong intra-orbital intra-band nesting also.

The dx2−y2 orbital derived FSs also show some amount of intra-orbital inter-band nest-

ing. The nesting for dz2 orbital derived FSs is predominantly intra-band type for all the
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Figure 6.12: [141] The evolution of inner most hole-like Fermi surface and electron-like
Fermi surfaces for different 1144 compounds - A: (a) CaKFe4As4, (b) CaRbFe4As4, (c)
CaCsFe4As4, B: (a) SrKFe4As4, (b) SrRbFe4As4, (c) SrCsFe4As4, C: (a) EuKFe4As4, (b)
EuRbFe4As4, and (c) EuCsFe4As4.

compounds as the contribution of this orbital to the electron like FS is almost negligi-

ble. As the nesting between the electron and hole like FSs enhance repulsive inter-band

interaction, this might lead to s± symmetry of the superconducting gap in all the 1144

compounds which is consistent with the experiments for CaK44 [183] but yet to be con-

firmed for all other compounds experimentally. The above discussion about the Fermi

surface nesting gives us only a qualitative understanding about superconductivity. For

better apprehension regarding superconductivity and pairing symmetry in Fe based com-

pounds one should always look at multiorbital spin susceptibility and multiband version

of the coupled linearized BCS equation to evaluate superconducting gap on the different

Fermi surface pockets [184]. A detailed study examining the possibility of superconduct-

ing instability on these facts are already available in [185] and hence it is beyond the scope

of our present paper.
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Figure 6.13: [141] The evolution of (A) hole-like bands around Γ-point and (B)
electron-like bands around M-point for different 1144 compounds - (a) CaKFe4As4,
(b) CaRbFe4As4, (c) CaCsFe4As4, (d) SrKFe4As4, (e) SrRbFe4As4, (f) SrCsFe4As4, (g)
EuKFe4As4, (g) EuRbFe4As4, and (i) EuCsFe4As4.

6.3 Chemical pressure induced Orbital selective Lifshitz

transition

The mechanism of superconductivity in Fe-based systems after eleven years of its discov-

ery is still illusive and completely an open question. So in this work we have taken an

observational route to the problem. In this section we illustrate through a number of de-

tailed experimental and theoretical studies that a large number of systems exhibit Lifshitz

transition where the highest Tc is achieved i.e, Lifshitz transition somehow restricts Tc.

Lifshitz transition (LT) is a common phenomena in many families of iron based super-

conductors [39, 186, 187, 188, 94]. It can be induced by chemical doping [189], external

hydrostatic pressure [190] or even magnetic field [191]. Large topological modifications

with appearance or destruction of new FSs are the primary signatures of Lifshitz transi-

tion. To discuss about the Lifshitz transition in 1144 compound we have presented the

evolution of topology of innermost hole like FS around Γ-point as well as the electron

like FSs around M-point in Fig.6.12. A closer view of the corresponding BNSs is also

presented in Fig.6.13. The atomic radii of different substituted elements are presented in
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Table-6.1.

Table 6.1: Atomic radius of different substituted elements
Element Atomic radius (Å)

Ca([Ar]4s2) 1.94
Sr([Kr]5s2) 2.19

Eu([Xe]4 f 76s2) 2.31
K ([Ar]4s1) 2.43
Rb([Kr]5s1) 2.65
Cs([Xe]6s1) 2.98

Table-6.1 provides the electronic configuration and atomic sizes of various substituted al-

kali metals (K, Rb, Cs) as well as alkaline earth metals (Ca, Sr) or rare earth (Eu) with

increasing atomic radius. Fig.6.12 presents the evolution of the inner hole FS of 1144

compounds with a particular Ae for different A (K, Rb, Cs) column wise whereas com-

pounds with different Ae (Ca, Sr, Eu) for a particular A row wise. From Fig.6.12A(a),

(b), (c), it is visible that the inner hole like FS around BZ centre shrivel slightly in size as

K is replaced by Rb whereas the shrinkage is large for Cs in CaA44 compounds. The hole

like FS become more 3d like. The volume of the outer electron like FS also decreases.

Fig.6.13A(a), (b), (c) show that the top of the hole like band with dz2 and As-4pz character

around Γ-point drifts from 0.02Ry to very close to the EF as element with higher atomic

radius is substituted. The nearly degenerate dx2−y2 derived bands move in the opposite

direction away from the EF . Although the electron like bands around M-point remain

below the EF , they slightly shift toward EF leading to reduction of volume of the electron

FSs (Fig. 6.13B (a), (b), (c)). Therefore, it is clear that substitution of K by Rb or Cs

brings about modifications in electronic structure but do not induce Lifshitz transition in

CaA44 compounds. However, from Fig.6.12B(a), (b), (c) it is obvious that due to substi-

tution of K by Rb, Cs there is a large topological modification of the inner hole like FS.

Due to presence of Rb having larger radius than K and Sr having larger radius than Ca, the

chemical pressure generated on the FeAs-layer which is equivalent to hydrostatic pressure

leads to large modifications in the electronic structure. Both the hole as well as electron

like FSs become more 3D like. If Rb is replaced by Cs, due to its lager size even larger
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chemical pressure is generated on the FeAs-layer. As a result, modifications in electronic

structure become more prominent. The hole like FS at Γ-point segregates into two parts

leading to disappearance of FS at Γ-point (Fig.6.12B(c)). This is the manifestation of

Lifshitz transition. The inner electron like FSs at M-point also become smaller in size.

A close look at the Fig.6.13A (d), (e), (f) show that the dz2 and As-4pz derived hole like

band gradually shifts towards EF and finally crosses below the EF for SrCs44 compound.

Following trends in Fig.6.13B (d), (e), (f) also dictate that the two electron like bands at

M-point also shift closer to EF . Thus it is an example of chemical pressure induced orbital

selective Lifshitz transition in SrCs44 compounds. Due to larger radius of Eu than Ca or

Sr, EuA44 compounds are able to generate larger chemical pressure on the FeAs-layer

sandwiched between alkali metals (K, Rb, Cs) and Eu. Therefore, the presence of Eu in

1144 compounds is expected to produce larger modifications in the electronic structure.

Gradually replacing K with Rb or Cs incite furthermore topological modifications to the

inner FS. Due to large chemical pressure in presence of Eu as well as Cs, the dz2 and

As-4pz derived hole like band is also pushed below the EF (Fig.6.13A(c)) inducing sig-

nificant topological modification to the inner hole like FS. The FS at Γ-point vanishes as a

result of Lifshitz transition. Therefore, it is very clear from the above discussions that the

chemical pressure acts as equivalent to hydrostatic pressure that leads to orbital selective

Lifshitz transition in 1144 compounds. Thus, 1144 Fe based superconductors which are

thought to be just the sandwich of two different 122 superconductors might be different

in many aspects (exotic phases like - SDW, nematicity are absent).

Table 6.2: Highest Tc and Lifshitz transition
IBSC Tcmax in K Doping(x) at Tcmax LT at doping(x)

Ba1 – xKxFe2As2 ∼ 38 ∼ 0.50 ∼ 0.50 [89, 90]
Ba1 – xNaxFe2As2 ∼ 34 ∼ 0.50 ∼ 0.50 [89, 91]
BaFe2 – xCoxAs2 ∼ 26 ∼ 0.10 ∼ 0.10 [89, 92]
BaFe2(As1 – xPx)2 ∼ 27 ∼ 0.35 ∼ 0.37 [89, 93]
Ca1 – xLaxFe2As2 ∼ 35 ∼ 0.16 ∼ 0.15 [94, 95]

Ca0.82La0.18Fe1 – xNixAs2 ∼ 35 ∼ 0.005 ∼ 0.005 [94, 96]

The 1144 materials were synthesized with a hope to raise Tc beyond that of 122 systems

(∼ 38K). However as we have seen in Table.6.2, the highest Tc is always limited by LT.
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This may be the reason that Tc could not be raised further due to occurrence of LT. Also

recent studies have revealed strong evidence of orbital selective Cooper pairing in iron

based superconductors [193, 198, 199]. Therefore, orbital selective Lifshitz transition

might be proved to be an important phenomenon regarding superconductivity in 1144

compounds. Nevertheless, Lifshitz like topological transitions are robust in these com-

pounds just like many other families of IBSCs. This indicates to a universal connection

between superconductivity and orbital selective Lifshitz transition in Fe based supercon-

ductors.

6.4 Effect of electron correlation and spin orbit coupling

on the electronic structure

So far we have discussed the electronic structure of 1144 superconducting materials based

on DFT. As mentioned in the earlier section that upto moderate values of electron corre-

lation low energy electronic structure only undergoes quantitative modifications. Overall

qualitative nature of electronic structure, specially the occurrence of LT remain unaltered.

However, some 1144 Fe based superconductors not only contain Fe-3d but also Eu-4f

orbitals (for EuK44, EuRb44, EuCs44), therefore it is important to investigate the effect

of electron correlation on the electronic structure of these compounds. There exist experi-

mental as well as theoretical studies on a large number of iron pnictides and chalcogenides

that suggest weak correlation effect in iron pnictide (but not in chalcogenide) supercon-
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Figure 6.14: [141] Comparison of electronic band structure of EuA44 compounds for
various A within GGA and GGA+U methods. Indicated values of U are in eV.
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ductors. For example, in [158] M. Yi et. al., have performed quite elaborate experimental

as well as theoretical studies on a large number of iron pnictides as well as chalcogenides.

Their studies on a large number of doped and undoped 122 and 111 Fe pnictides re-

vealed that the value of bandwidth renormalization ratio of dxy and dyz for most of the

iron pnictide compounds are nearly equal to 1, indicating weak orbital selective band-

width renormalization and hence electron correlation. On the other hand, the values of

the renormalization ratio for doped as well as undoped Fe chalcogenides are 3 to 4 times

larger which indicate strong bandwidth renormalization owing to orbital selective corre-

lation. The above discussion is an indicator of possible weak electron correlation in 122

iron pnictides. As 1144 compounds are derived from two different 122 compounds, the

electronic correlation is expected to be low to moderate which may not effect electronic

structure of these compounds in a profound way. In this section we have investigated

the impact of electronic correlation modeled by Hubburd U on Fe-3d as well as Eu-4f

orbitals of 1144 compounds. We have carried out GGA+U calculation on all the 1144

compounds discussed in this paper, however to show the maximum effect of correlation

(and for brevity), we have presented the results for EuA44 compounds.

In Fig.7.6, we have compared electronic band structure of EuA44 compounds evaluated

within GGA and GGA+U methods for U=2, 3 eV, presented in first, second and third

columns respectively. There is an overall upward shifts to all the bands with larger values

of U. Now as Rb is replaced by Cs, the hole like band closest to the EF shifts below the

EF (Fig.7.6(g)) due to chemical pressure inducing Lifshitz transition as discussed above.

The orbital selective nature of the transition is discussed in the previous section. Now

we will check the robustness of the Lifshitz like electronic topological transition in pres-

ence of electronic correlation. If we compare Fig.7.6(a) with Fig.7.6(b), it is conspicuous

that the hole like band lying close to the EF is slightly pushed away from it above the

EF in presence of on-site correlation U=2.0 eV and merges with the band just above it.

Another band which was well below the EF shifts appreciably towards the EF . These

movements of bands becomes more prominent if U is increased to 3.0 eV(Fig.7.6(c)).
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Figure 6.15: [141] Electronic structure within GGA+U method for – (a) EuCs44 with Fe
U=3.0, Eu U=6.0 without spin orbit coupling (SOC), and (b) EuK44 with Fe U=3.0, Eu
U=6.0, (c) EuRb44 with Fe U=3.0, Eu U=6.0, (d) EuCs44 with Fe U=3.0, Eu U=6.0 in
presence of SOC. Indicated values of U are in eV.
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Fig.7.6(d) shows the band structure of EuRb44 obtained within GGA PBE calculations,

whereas Fig.7.6(e), (f) corresponds to the band structures within GGA+U for U=2.0, 3.0

eV respectively. The band nearest to the EF is pushed away above the EF and merges with

another one due to U, just like the case in EuK44. Also the band well below the EF moves

towards EF with increasing U. But the most prominent and interesting change in the elec-

tronic structure is observed in case of EuCs44. Due to chemical pressure induced by Cs,

the band nearest to the EF in case of EuK44 or EuRb44 is pushed below the EF leading to

Lifshitz transition. This is very much prominent from our GGA calculation (Fig.7.6(g))

as discussed in the previous sections. It is very important to verify whether the electronic

topological transition is robust with respect to electron correlation or not. Our GGA+U

calculations on EuCs44 shed a clear light on this question. From Fig.7.6(h), (i) it is visible

that the band causing Lifshitz transition in GGA calculation, moves gradually closer to

the EF due to increasing U. Still it remains below the EF for EuCs44 for U=2.0, 3.0 eV.

Another noticable fact is that the shift of the hole like band well below the EF moving

towards the EF due to U is reduced in case of EuCs44. Its dispersion also becomes flat

around Γ-point. Therefore, it is comprehensible that our discussion on orbital selective

Lifshitz transition due to chemical pressure as described in Section-IV holds upto moder-

ate values of electron correlation treated within GGA+U method for Hubbard U on Fe-3d

bands.

We have also investigated the modifications in the electronic structure due to U on Eu-4f

orbital in presence of U=3.0 eV on Fe-3d orbital in Fig.7.10(a). Comparing Fig.7.10(a)

with Fig.7.6(i) it is plausible that strong electron correlation on Eu-4f i.e., U=6.0 eV does

not modify the electronic structure of 1144 compounds. This is due to the fact that the

contribution of Eu-4f states to the low energy dispersion around the EF is negligible. Fur-

ther, with increasing U, Eu-4f states gradually shift away from the EF . Therefore, the

presence of U on Eu-4f does not affect Lifshitz like electronic topological transition due

to chemical pressure in 1144 compounds. Spin orbit coupling (SOC) might be an impor-

tant parameter which can tune the electronic structure of the compounds where specially
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higher mass element like Eu is present. To have an idea about the effect of SOC on the

electronic structure of 1144 compounds, we have presented the band structures of the

EuA44 compounds which might have maximum effect of SOC on its electronic structure.

Our GGA+U calculations incorporating SOC clearly shows that there are some quantita-

tive modifications in the band structure of EuK44 (Fig.7.10(b)) due to spin orbit coupling.

SOC lifts the degeneracy of the hole like bands around Γ-point crossing the EF . The same

kind of change is observed in EuRb44 and EuCs44. In case of EuCs44 the band which

shifts below the EF inducing Lifshitz transition in GGA as well as GGA+U calculations,

remain still shifted below the EF in presence of SOC too. Therefore, chemical pressure

induced Lifshitz transition is expected to occur even in presence of moderate electron cor-

relation and spin orbit coupling. As evident from the above discussion about electronic

structure, the change in band structure of different 1144 compounds is only quantitative in

presence of Hubbard U or SOC. Thus, the ensuing changes in the FSs are negligibly small

in comparison to those in Fig.6.12. Therefore, we have not presented them for brevity.

6.5 Orbital Selective Bandwidth renormalization

To understand the effect of rare earth doping on bandwidths of different orbital derived

bands, we present bandwidths of the hole like bands having different orbital characters.

Bandwidth of different hole like bands is defined as the difference in energy between the

top of the respective hole like band (at Γ-point) and the first minima of the same band in

Γ-M direction [158]. Due to very much mixed character of the bands it is not reasonable

to assign a single orbital character to any particular band. We assign five nomenclatures

for the five visually distinct hole bands – α, β, γ, δ and � that forms inner to outer FSs. The

α, β, γ, δ and � bands have mixed dxy/dyz/dz2 , dyz/dxz/dz2 , dyz/dxy/4pz, dx2−y2 , dx2−y2 /dz2 /4pz

as dominant orbital characters of the hole like bands at around Γ-point. The values of

bandwidths of different bands are presented in Table-7.9.
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Table 6.3: Bandwidth of different 1144 IBSCs

1144 compound Band Bandwidth

(hole like) (in meV)

CaKFe4As4 α 566

β 521

γ 806

δ 774

� 778

CaRbFe4As4 α 562

β 503

γ 797

δ 592

� 914

CaCsFe4As4 α 558

β 482

γ 753

δ 600

� 1020

SrKFe4As4 α 576

β 489

γ 755

δ 574

� 1046

SrRbFe4As4 α 576

β 480

γ 747
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1144 compound Band Bandwidth

(hole like) (in meV)

δ 583

� 1044

SrCsFe4As4 α 566

β 460

γ 723

δ 599

� 1173

EuKFe4As4 α 590

β 478

γ 722

δ 587

� 1344

EuRbFe4As4 α 594

β 475

γ 716

δ 590

� 1314

EuCsFe4As4 α 576

β 447

γ 698

δ 608

� 1078

In Table-7.9 we tabulate the change in bandwidth due to different combination of Ae (=

Ca, Sr, Eu) or A (=K, Rb, Cs) in AeAFe4As4 compounds. For CaAFe4As4 compounds the
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bandwidth of the α-band changes from 566 to 562 to 558 for A = K, Rb, Cs respectively.

Thus there is not any significant change in the bandwidth of the α-band. The bandwidth

of the β-band and γ-band gradually decreases for A = K, Rb, Cs respectively. The band-

width of the δ-band varies from 774 to 592 to 600 for A = K, Rb, Cs respectively. For �

band it increases by a large amount for A = K, Rb, Cs respectively. Thus it is clear that

with increasing the ionic radius of the alkali metals the bandwidths of β, γ, δ bands gradu-

ally decrease while bandwidth of � band gradually increases for CaAFe4As4. Lowering of

the value of bandwidths denote increased correlation. The bandwidth renormalization is

significant for δ and � bands which are primarily dx2−y2 character at around Γ-point. Thus

both the dx2−y2 orbital derived bands are affected in a converse way. On the other hand as

we go from K to Cs, the volume of the hole like FSs also decreases. Thus there might

be a correlation between the bandwidth renormalization and FS volume. Like previous

case, there is not any significant change in the bandwidth of the α-band for SrAFe4As4

compounds also. The bandwidth of the β-band and γ-band decreases for A = K, Rb,

Cs respectively. The bandwidth of the δ-band increases by a small amount for A = K,

Rb, Cs respectively. For � band it changes from 1046 to 1044 to 1173 for A = K, Rb,

Cs respectively. Thus it is clear that with increasing the ionic radius of the alkali metals

the bandwidth of bands change in the same manner as CaAFe4As4 except δ bands where

gradual increase is observed for SrAFe4As4. Now we will look into the change in band-

width of EuAFe4As4. For EuAFe4As4 compounds the bandwidth of the α-band decreases

in EuCs44 in comparison to EuK44 and EuRb44. Like CaA44 and SrA44 compounds, the

bandwidth of β and γ bands gradually decrease in EuA44 as K is replaced with Rb or Cs.

An increasing trend is observed in the bandwidth of δ band in EuA44 compounds which

is quiet similar to SrA44 compounds. Bandwidth of � band decreases gradually for A =

K, Rb, Cs respectively. But the reduction in bandwidth in case of EuCs44 compounds is

very large. This is in contrary to CaCs44 and SrCs44 compounds where bandwidth in-

creases in comparison to respective K or Rb based compounds. Thus it is clear that with

increasing the ionic radius of the alkali metals the bandwidth of all the bands gradually
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decreases for EuAFe4As4 except δ band for which there is gradual increase of bandwidth.

From the above discussion it is obviously clear that the bandwidth renormalization for dif-

ferent orbital derived bands are different. This indicates to the orbital selective bandwidth

renormalization in 1144 family of IBSCs.

6.6 Conclusions

A comprehensive electronic structure study of a large number of 1144 compounds us-

ing DFT based first principles calculations disclose many important modifications of the

BNSs as well as FSs. Comparative electronic structures of 1144 compounds reveal in-

creasing atomic size of alkaline earth metal as well as alkali metals both have a significant

impact on the electronic structure and FS topology of 1144 compounds. As we gradually

increase the size of alkali metals (A = K, Rb, Cs) in a particular AeA44 (Ae = Ca, Sr, Eu)

compounds, the dx2−y2 derived hole like bands around Γ point start shifting to higher en-

ergy while the hole like band with dz2 and As-4pz character shifts towards lower energy.

These are indications of orbital selective self hole or electron doping due to chemical

pressure of elements with higher atomic radius in between the FeAs-layers. In the dis-

cussed 1144 compounds two dx2−y2 derived hole like bands are nearly degenerate. Due to

increasing size of alkali metals as well as alkaline earth metals or Eu, a large chemical

pressure equivalent to hydrostatic pressure is generated on the FeAs-layers. This natural

chemical pressure modifies the electronic structure as well as the FS topology causing

inner FS at Γ-point having dz2 /4pz character to vanish in case of SrCs44 and EuCs44

compounds. This is a clear indication to the orbital selective Lifshitz transition. This

natural chemical pressure induced orbital selective Lifshitz transition in newly discovered

1144 compounds is one of our most important results. Electronic correlation effects are

treated within GGA+U method; for moderate values of U, electronic structure undergo

only quantitative modification whereas inclusion of spin-orbit coupling to Eu based com-
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pounds do not prohibit Lifshitz transitions. This orbital selective Lifshitz transition in

1144 IBSCs which do not show other exotic phases like nematicity, SDW etc. indicates

possibility of orbital selective pairing in 1144 compounds and possibly restricts achieving

higher superconducting transition temperature. Our studies on the bandwidth of differ-

ent bands reveal a orbital selective modification of different orbital derived bands. This

indicates orbital selective modifications in electron correlation in 1144 family.
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Chapter 7

Correlation induced Lifshitz transition

and nematicity in 12442 compounds

A systematic detailed electronic structure studies of the newly discovered ACa2Fe4As4F2

i.e., 12442 iron based compounds (where A = K, Rb, Cs) within density functional theory

(DFT) based first principles calculations is presented in this chapter. The orbital pro-

jected band structures (BNS) reveal mixed multi-orbital multi-band nature of the 12442

compounds having contributions mostly from Fe-3d orbitals. In contrast to other hybrid

iron based superconductors, contribution of As-4pz orbital is negligible in these com-

pounds. Substitution of alkali atoms of gradually higher atomic radii exert chemical pres-

sure inside the compound and induce orbital selective evolution of band structure as well

as density of states. Correlation induced orbital selective Lifshitz transition is revealed

through GGA+U calculations. The tight binding band structure fitted with low energy

DFT bands using maximally localized Wannier functions disclose a unique feature of the

nearest neighbor hopping parameter. Unlike other compounds, intra-orbital hopping in

dz2 is larger than intra-orbital hopping in dx2−y2 . Orbital selective decrease in intra-orbital

hopping of dxy and dyz due to change in chemical pressure induced by substitution of al-

kali atoms Rb or Cs in place of K is revealed in these compounds. The orbital anisotropy
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of band structures as well as Fermi surfaces are discussed through electronic structure

calculations. The degeneracy of dxz and dyz orbitals are lifted in 12442 compounds due to

the reduction of symmetry D2d to C2v of local Fe-site. This degeneracy lifting of dxz and

dyz causes band reconstruction which in turn induces emergence of nematic like splitting

in these compounds. This splitting is maximum at the electron bands near the Brillouin

zone corners. To verify the degeneracy lifting of dxz/yz level in 12442 compounds, crystal

field splittings are calculated explicitly.

7.1 Theory and Computational Method

The Density Functional Theory (DFT) and plane wave pseudopotential based electronic

structure calculations are performed using QUANTUM ESPRESSO code [135]. The elec-

tronic exchange correlation is considered within the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) with Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) functional [125]. Our non spin polarized sin-

gle point energy calculations are performed using the experimental lattice parameters as

input [200]. The plane wave cut off energy for the Kohn-Sham valence states is taken as

35 Ry after performing convergence test. The Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled in k space

with 8 × 8 × 8 grid size to perform self consistent field (SCF) calculations in 12442 com-

pounds. The geometry is optimized under Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfrab-Shanno (BFGS)

scheme with 10−5 and 10−3 convergence threshold on total energy (a.u) and forces (a.u)

respectively. The smearing technique with smearing parameter 0.01 Ry has been used

to perform integration upto the Fermi surface. Visualization tool Fermi surfer [173] is

used to show the contributions of different orbitals onto FSs. GGA+U calculations have

been performed as implemented in QUANTUM ESPRESSO. We have employed Wannier

90 package [201] implemented in QUANTUM ESPRESSO to simulate the tight binding

fitted band structure for 12442 compounds.
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7.2 Electronic structure of 12442 compounds

Table 7.1: Comparison of theoretically calculated structural parameters with that of ex-
perimental results ([55])

KCa2Fe4As4F2 RbCa2Fe4As4F2 CsCa2Fe4As4F2

Structural parameters LDA GGA Expt. LDA GGA Expt. LDA GGA Expt.
a = b (Å) 3.8647 3.8440 3.8684 3.8684 3.8422 3.8716 3.8778 3.8449 3.8807
c (Å) 31.0668 31.4012 31.0070 31.7194 32.1537 31.6670 32.4087 32.9687 32.3630
zAs1(Å) 1.3170 1.4046 1.405 1.3158 1.3875 1.403 1.3124 1.3910 1.401
zAs2(Å) 1.2924 1.4525 1.436 1.2910 1.4820 1.431 1.2854 1.4640 1.430
α1(∠As1 − Fe − As1 ◦) 112.45 107.68 108.00 112.55 108.32 108.10 111.81 108.22 108.30
α2(∠As2 − Fe − As2 ◦) 111.44 105.84 106.80 111.54 104.70 107.00 112.91 105.42 107.20
dinter(Å) 8.5352 8.8031 8.6321 8.4926 8.6842 8.6132 8.4891 8.6524 8.5954
dintra(Å) 7.0333 6.9596 6.8746 7.4483 7.2560 7.2211 7.8551 7.8420 7.5839

Fig.7.1 shows the crystal structure of 12442 compounds. The 12442 compounds crys-

tallize in tetragonal phase with I4/mmm space group symmetry. As mentioned earlier

12442 Fe based superconductors are mixture of 1111 and 122 Fe based compounds where

one 122 compound is sandwiched in between two 1111 compounds forming conducting

Fe2As2 double layers. It has been proposed from experimental observations that (like

other iron based superconductors) different structural parameters like anion heights (i.e.,

zAs1, zAs2), ∠As − Fe − As (α1, α2), distance between FeAs-layers belonging to 1111 and

122 blocks (dinter), distance between FeAs-layers belonging to 122 block (dintra) may affect

the superconductivity of this compound to a large extent [55]. The structural parameter

dinter is exclusive to this family as 12442 compounds are mixture of two different iron

based compounds belonging to two different families. There exists two anion heights and

two ∠As − Fe − As angles as well, due to presence of As in asymmetric environment (one

As is closer to alkali metal, while the other is closer to Ca2F2 layer). We have calculated

the structural parameters from DFT based first principles calculations with two differ-

ent exchange correlation potentials – Local Density Approximation (LDA) and GGA and

compared them with the experimental parameters to know the relative suitability of the

respective potentials in electronic structure calculations. The results comparing structural

parameters derived from theoretical investigations and experimental observations are pre-

sented in Table.7.1.

A close look into the Table.7.1 indicates that the lattice parameters i.e., a(= b), c are well
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dintra

dinter

Figure 7.1: [142] Crystal structure of 12442 family of iron based superconductors.
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estimated by LDA for all the three 12442 compounds. The values of the lattice parameter

a obtained from LDA calculations are 3.8647 Å, 3.8684 Å, 3.8778 Å for KCa2Fe4As4F2,

RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 respectively. These values are quiet close to the

experimental values (of Table.7.1). On the other hand, the values of a lattice parameter

obtained within GGA are 3.8440 Å, 3.8422 Å, 3.8449 Å respectively for the three 12442

compounds. The GGA slightly underestimates the values of both the lattice parameters

(a, b). The same trend is also observed in case of lattice parameter c where the LDA

calculated values are closer to the experimental values than GGA results. Thus, LDA

describes the lattice parameters of 12442 compounds better than the GGA. Now we will

investigate into the structural parameters which are known to impact both magnetism

and superconductivity in Fe based compounds to a large extent. From Table.7.1 it is

clearly visible that the GGA calculated values of zAs1 for the three 12442 compounds are

1.4046 Å, 1.3875 Å, 1.3910 Å respectively. These GGA calculated zAs1 are closer to

the respective experimental values than that from the LDA calculated results. GGA and

LDA results follow very similar trend in case of zAs2 also. LDA largely underestimates

the anion heights while GGA results are quiet reasonable. α1 and α2 are also two very

important structural parameters for 12442 compounds. The GGA derived values of α1

(107.68◦, 108.32◦, 108.22◦) are equitable with the experimental measurements (108.00◦,

108.10◦, 108.30◦). The values are highly overestimated by LDA. While the values of

α2 are slightly underestimated by GGA, the trend of overestimation continues to remain

for LDA. The dintra and dinter are measure of intra and inter Fe2As2 bilayer coupling in

hybrid 12442 materials. These quantities are known to play important role in controlling

superconducting transition temperature. From Table.7.1 it is visible that there is a clear

trend of underestimation in the values of dinter by LDA in comparison to experiments.

On the contrary, GGA slightly overestimates dinter, although the values are comparatively

closer to experiments than that of the LDA. The GGA values tend to shift closer to the

experimental values as K is replaced by alkali metals with higher radii – Rb, Cs. In

case of dintra, LDA overestimates to a visible amount, whereas the calculated values by
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 7.2: [142] Calculated orbital projected band structures (BNSs) on different Fe-3d
orbitals for (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2 around high
symmetry points. Individual orbital contribution is shown with individual colours and the
size of the circles are proportional to orbital weight. The Fermi level is denoted by dashed
red horizontal line at zero energy.

GGA are very close (slight overestimation) to the experimental values. From the above

discussions it is conceivable that GGA performs very well as long as we are interested

in the crucial crystal parameters like zAs1, zAs2, α1, α2, dintra, dinter etc. which are known

to be directly linked with the superconductivity in Fe based superconductors. Therefore,

we have chosen GGA-PBE exchange correlation functional for our electronic structure

calculations.

The orbital projected BNSs of the three 12442 compounds are presented in Fig.7.13. The

contribution of different orbitals is denoted by assigning a colour to each orbital involved

in band formation. The weight of the orbitals to the bands is proportional to the size

of the circle. Blue, olive, green, cyan, and black colours are assigned to signify dyz,

dxz, dxy, dx2−y2 , dz2 orbitals respectively. The same colour scheme is followed throughout

the work. Just like in 1144 compounds, 12442 family also posses six hole like bands

around the Γ-point and four electron like bands around the X-point [68, 203]. In the

electronic structure of the respective constituent 1111 or 122 compounds (which makes up

12442 or 1144) three hole like bands around Γ-point and two electron like bands around

X-point is observed [204, 205]. Thus the number of bands are just the double in the

hybrid superconductors in comparison to that of the constituent Fe based compounds.
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We have calculated the projection of different atomic orbitals onto different Kohn-Sham

states to know about the orbital nature of different bands and Fermi surfaces. The orbital

projected BNS reveals mixed multi-orbital multi-band nature of all the three compounds –

KCa2Fe4As4F2, RbCa2Fe4As4F2, RbCa2Fe4As4F2. In Fig.7.13(A), we have presented the

electronic structure of KCa2Fe4As4F2 around high symmetry points. There are six hole

like bands around Γ-point crossing the Fermi level (EF), of which three lie close to the EF

and the other three away from the EF . Among the three upper lying bands two are almost

degenerate and mostly of mixed dxy, dx2−y2 character. The third one is primarily of dz2 and

dyz orbitals derived. Now, if we look into the three lower lying bands around the Γ-point

close to the EF , the two degenerate bands are mostly derived from dxz orbital with a small

contribution from dxy. The innermost lower lying band is of mixed dxy, dxz, dyz characters.

There are four electron like bands around X-point crossing the EF . The two lower lying

electron like bands are multi-orbital in nature having mixed dxy, dxz, dyz characters. Two

almost degenerate upper lying electron bands closer to the EF are mostly derived from dxz,

dyz orbitals. It is interesting to note that the electron bands do not have contribution from

dz2 orbital, although a very small contribution from dx2−y2 is visible. These two nearly

degenerate upper lying bands are at the verge of Lifshitz transition. Thus very small

electron FSs corresponding to these bands are expected. The alkali metal K ([Ar]4s1)

with atomic radius 2.43 Å is replaced with Rb ([Kr]5s1) or Cs([Xe]6s1) having atomic

radius 2.65 Å and 2.98 Å in case of RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 respectively.

Thus as one synthesizes KCa2Fe4As4F2 to RbCa2Fe4As4F2 to CsCa2Fe4As4F2 compounds

by replacing K→Rb→Cs, it should be subjected to different chemical pressures. The

reduced values of zAs1 and zAs2 (as well as larger values of ∠As − Fe − As) in Table.7.1

also indicates to the increased chemical pressure due to substitution of alkali metals with

higher atomic radius. Fig.7.13(B) clearly shows that the degeneracies of the bands (in

Fig.7.13(A)) are mostly lifted due to chemical pressure induced by Rb. The upper lying

bands above the EF are more affected than the bands below the EF . A close inspection

of the bands at Γ-point reveals appearance of a new small electron like band near 0.10
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RbCa2Fe4As4F2(B)(A)KCa2Fe4As4F2 CsCa2Fe4As4F2(C)

Figure 7.3: [142] Partial density of states of different Fe-3d and As-4p orbital derived
states for (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The Fermi
level is denoted by dotted blue vertical line at zero energy.

Ry energy above the EF . The innermost hole like band with dxy, dxz, dyz character shifts

slightly below the degenerate bands with dxz orbital character. In that way the innermost

hole like band become closest to the EF . The two degenerate bands with dxz orbital shift

slightly away from the EF . Thus there is an orbital selective self hole doping to the bands.

The electron like bands around X-point in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 seems to be very similar to

that of the KCa2Fe4As4F2. Although the degeneracy of the bands near the EF with mixed

dxz, dyz orbital characters is lifted. The degeneracy of the bands lying well above the EF

is lifted further due to substitution of K by Cs in CsCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.13(C)). The new

small band around the Γ-point above the EF which appeared in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 grows

further in size due to replacement of Rb with Cs. The degeneracy of the two hole like

bands with dxz orbital character is slightly lifted in such a way that one of the bands

is slightly pushed away from the EF and the other one is pushed slightly towards the

EF . The electron like bands near EF become more distinct in CsCa2Fe4As4F2 due to

degeneracy lifting. From the above discussions we get a clear picture about the band

structure of 12442 compounds and its modifications due to chemical pressure induced

by replacement of alkali metal with higher atomic radius. Chemical pressure induced

modifications in the BNS of 12442 compounds is milder in comparison to that for the

1144 compounds where orbital selective Lifshitz transition occurs due to this chemical

pressure (discussed in chapter 6). Similar conclusions regarding 1144 compounds are

revealed in an another study by us [141].
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In Fig.7.3 the partial DOS of different Fe-3d and As-4pz orbitals of different 12442 com-

pounds are presented. It is evident that unlike in 1144 and 112 compounds where there is a

significant contribution of As-4pz orbital to the DOS at the EF , the contribution of As-4pz

orbital at around the EF is negligible in case of 12442 compounds [137, 140, 141]. The

dominant contribution in the DOS at around the EF comes from different Fe-3d orbitals.

Out of the five Fe-3d orbitals the maximum contribution to the DOS at the EF arises from

dxy and dyz orbitals. One of the peaks in the partial DOS of dyz remain at the EF , whereas

the peak of dxy orbital partial DOS is slightly shifted to the lower energy below the EF in

case of KCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.3(A)). The partial DOS of dxz orbital at the EF lie just below

that of dxy and dyz with its peak at the EF . The contributions of dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals to the

DOS at the EF are the lowest. The peak of dx2−y2 partial DOS is slightly shifted below the

EF , whereas the nature of dz2 partial DOS is flat at the EF . It is distinguishable from the

Fig.7.3(B),(C), that the peak of dxy partial DOS shifts towards EF , whereas the dyz partial

DOS peak displaces away from the EF towards higher energy as K is replaced by Rb or

Cs respectively. There is no such visible effect on the dxz or dz2 peak in RbCa2Fe4As4F2

(Fig.7.3(b)) and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.3(c)). A gradual flattening of peak in partial DOS

(slightly away from the EF) is observed in case of dx2−y2 derived states. Therefore, discus-

sion on partial DOS of different Fe-3d orbitals signals to the fact that although the overall

nature of partial DOS variation is nearly similar in all the 12442 compounds, individual

Fe-3d states are affected differently due to presence of Rb or Cs in the compound. The

above mentioned behaviour of different partial DOS (which are different orbital derived)

demonstrates that these materials are example of orbital selective self doped systems.

The discussions regarding topology of Fermi surface (FS) is very much important in case

of iron based superconductors. It may reveal various important informations like nesting

condition, possibility of Lifshitz like topological transitions etc. Now, we will discuss

about the evolution of FSs in 12442 family of iron based superconductors. The projec-

tion of Kohn-Sham states on atomic orbitals also reveal the orbital character of different

FSs. Gradually moving from red towards blue signify decreasing contribution of any in-
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KCa2Fe4As4F2

RbCa2Fe4As4F2(B)

CsCa2Fe4As4F2(C)

Figure 7.4: [142] Calculated orbital projected Fermi surfaces (FSs) of (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2,
(B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2. Weights of the different Fe 3d orbitals for
different FSs are shown using varying colours. The "red" colour denotes ’maximum’
contribution while "blue" denotes ’minimum’ contribution.
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dividual orbital. Same colour scheme is followed throughout the current chapter. From

Fig.7.14 it is conspicuous that there are six hole like FSs around Γ-point at the Brillouin

zone centre whereas there are four electron like FSs around X-point at the Brillouin zone

corner. Thus the number of FSs in these hybrid Fe based compounds is just the double

in comparison to the constituent 1111 and 122 Fe based superconductors [204, 205]. The

FSs look like concentric cylinders with centre at the Γ-point. The outer two hole like FSs

and inner second and third hole like FSs are nearly degenerate. In the Fig.7.14(A)a, (B)a,

(C)a, we have presented the dx2−y2 orbital resolved FSs of KCa2Fe4As4F2, RbCa2Fe4As4F2

and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 respectively. In case of KCa2Fe4As4F2, the outer three hole like FSs

(of them the two outermost FSs are nearly degenerate) have large contribution from dx2−y2

orbital. The innermost FS has also small but finite contribution from dx2−y2 . When K is

replaced by Rb or Cs, orbital contribution of dx2−y2 to the innermost as well as to the sec-

ond inner FS increases. The electron like FSs have very little dx2−y2 orbital character. The

orbital evolution of dxy in the FSs is shown in Fig.7.14(A)b, (B)b, (C)c. The contribution

of dxy orbital to the hole like FSs is almost similar to that of the dx2−y2 , with its contribution

being smaller than it. But its orbital weight in the innermost as well as outermost electron

like FSs is remarkable. Fig.7.14(A)c, (B)c, (C)c, express the orbital weight of dxz onto

different FSs. It has significant contribution to the outer three hole like FSs and to all

the four electron like FSs. Specifically, dxz has dominat orbital contribution in those FSs

where the contribution from dxy is weak. The dyz orbital chip in mostly to the inner second,

third degenerate FSs in case of KCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.14(A)d). When K is replaced by Rb

or Cs, the contribution of dyz extends upto the fourth hole like FS, although its contribu-

tion to the second, third degenerate FSs decrease (Fig.7.14(B)d, (C)d). The dyz orbital has

a small contribution to the electron like FSs. Orbital contribution of the dz2 to the FSs

is shown in Fig.7.14(A)e, (B)e, (C)e. It has primary contribution to the two degenerate

outermost FSs and a small contribution to the third outer FS for KCa2Fe4As4F2 which

diminishes when K is replaced by Rb or Cs. From the above discussions the multi-orbital

nature of the FSs is palpable. Unlike the parent 1111 and 122 compounds, in 12442 com-
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Figure 7.5: [142] Upper view of the Fermi surfaces. Each hole and electron pocket is
designated with different names – α, β, γ, δ and θ, �, ζ, η respectively.

pounds the hole and electron like FSs not only posses dxz/yz orbital character, but also the

contribution from dx2−y2 /dz2 orbital are very prominent like that in 1144 compounds [209].

From Fig.7.14(A), (B), (C), it is very clear that the nesting between hole like FSs around

Γ-point and electron like FSs around M-point is negligible. This indicates to the reduced

possibility of repulsive interband pairing interaction between electron and hole like FSs

which may oppose s± symmetry of the superconducting gap.

On the otherhand, the two outer hole like FSs and inner second, third FSs are degen-

erate to each other with similar orbital characters. Thus intra-orbital interband nesting

between hole like bands is possible. Careful observation of the hole like FSs reveal that

there might be strong intra orbital intra band nesting among outer hole like FSs having

mostly dx2−y2 /dz2 character. Thus, this attraction within dx2−y2 /dz2 derived hole pocket may

support the scenario of d-wave pairing in these self hole doped compounds [210]. On

the contrary, the intra-orbital interband interaction between dxz/yz orbital derived electron

and hole FSs may favour sign changing s-wave pairing [210]. From Fig.7.14(A), (B),

(C), it is observable that dxy, dxz, and dyz orbitals have significant contributions to both

electron and hole FSs. This intra-orbital nesting between dxz/yz derived electron and hole

FSs, enhances repulsive interband interaction leading to s-wave pairing. Thus there is a

possibility of s-wave pairing also. These discussions may justify the observation of mixed
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Table 7.2: Pocket size of electron and hole like FSs
12442 compound Pocket Pocket Radius

type name (in π/a)
KCa2Fe4As4F2 Hole α 0.1404

β 0.2886
γ 0.3439
δ 0.4379

Electron � 0.0897
ζ 0.1663
η 0.2277

RbCa2Fe4As4F2 Hole α 0.1286
β 0.2812
γ 0.3160
δ 0.4164

Electron θ 0.1059
� 0.1466
ζ 0.2080
η 0.2557

CsCa2Fe4As4F2 Hole α 0.2178
β 0.2974
γ 0.3298
δ 0.4589

Electron θ 0.0932
� 0.1371
ζ 0.1883
η 0.2370
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s and d wave gap experimentally [62, 63] in 12442 compounds.

To have an idea about nesting between different electron and hole pockets, we present

sizes of the FSs in the Table. 7.2. The upper view of the FSs is presented in the

Fig.7.5. Different hole pockets with gradually increasing radius are named as α, β, γ

and δ, whereas the electron pockets are designated with θ, �, ζ and η. From Table.7.2,

it is visible that the size of the hole pockets are mostly larger than the electron pockets

for all the three compounds. The only exception is the inner hole and electron pockets.

Sizes of the calculated hole pockets are in well agreement with experiments [211]. In

case of KCa2Fe4As4F2, � electron pocket is very small (radius 0.0897 π/a) in comparison

to the outer hole pockets. But the α hole pocket which has a radius of 0.1404 π/a, may

show weak inter band nesting with �. The inner most two degenerate electron pockets in

KCa2Fe4As4F2, become distinct in case of RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The α

pocket (radius 0.1286 π/a) may be weakly nested with θ (radius 0.1059 π/a) or � (radius

0.1466 π/a) in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 due to their comparable radius. The situation is slightly

different in CsCa2Fe4As4F2 where the size of α hole pocket (radius 0.2178 π/a) is compa-

rable with the outer electron pockets ζ (radius 0.1883 π/a) and η (radius 0.2370 π/a). So

there may exist interband nesting between α and ζ or η in CsCa2Fe4As4F2. It is clear from

the above discussion that the possibility of nesting between the hole and electron pockets

is weak as the inner electron pockets are on the verge of Lifshitz transition. Our discus-

sion about the nesting from the orbital character of FSs is qualitative only. One should

always look into the spin susceptibility or nesting function to comment about nesting in

Fe based compounds rigorously and quantitatively [184].
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7.3 Effect of electron correlation and Spin Orbit Cou-

pling (SOC) on the electronic structure of 12442 com-

pounds

(A) KCa2Fe4As4F2

(a) GGA PBE (b) GGA+U  U = 1.0 eV (c) GGA+U  U = 2.0 eV (d) GGA+U  U = 3.0 eV 

(B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2
(a) GGA PBE (b) GGA+U  U = 1.0 eV (c) GGA+U  U = 2.0 eV (d) GGA+U  U = 3.0 eV 

(C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2
(a) GGA PBE (b) GGA+U  U = 1.0 eV (c) GGA+U  U = 2.0 eV (d) GGA+U  U = 3.0 eV 

Figure 7.6: [142] Comparison of calculated band structures using GGA and
GGA+U methods respectively for (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C)
CsCa2Fe4As4F2.

The effect of electron correlation on the electronic structures of the hybrid 12442 com-

pounds within GGA+U method is investigated in this section. In Fig.7.6 the evolution of

electronic band structure of three 12442 compounds with different onsite Hubbard corre-

lation (U) are presented. From Fig.7.6(A) (a), (b) it is conspicuous that as U = 1.0 eV is

incorporated, two nearly degenerate electron like bands around X-point from GGA calcu-

lation having mostly dyz character which were previously below EF , shifts just above the

EF leading to Lifshitz transition due to electron correlation. On the other hand, two nearly

degenerate hole like bands with dominant dxz character around Γ-point shifts towards the
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(A) KCa2Fe4As4F2

(a) U = 0.0 eV (b) U = 1.0 eV (c) U = 2.0 eV

ΓZ

X

Σ

(B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2
(a) U = 0.0 eV (b) U = 1.0 eV (c) U = 2.0 eV

(C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2
(a) U = 0.0 eV (b) U = 1.0 eV (c) U = 2.0 eV

Figure 7.7: [142] Comparison of calculated Fermi surfaces using GGA and
GGA+U methods respectively for (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C)
CsCa2Fe4As4F2 for different U (in eV).
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EF . If the Hubbard U is further increased to 2.0 eV the shifted electron like bands around

X-point is displaced further away above the EF (Fig.7.6(A)(c)). The degenerate hole like

bands around Γ-point which was just above the EF for U = 1.0 eV, are displaced below EF

leading to Lifshitz transition of the hole like bands. Increasing U to 3.0 eV only further

shifts the respective electron or hole like bands towards or away from the EF . Movement

of the other electron or hole bands away from the EF , is much smaller due to electron

correlation. Now if we look into Fig. 7.6 (B) and (C), it is visible that the trend of shifting

electron as well as hole like bands above and below the EF respectively due to correlation

remain same as that in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2. Correlation induced Lifshitz

transition of the electron like bands having dyz character and hole like bands of dxz char-

acter is common in all the three hybrid 12442 compounds. One important aspect of the

correlation induced modifications in the electronic structure is that it’s orbital selective in

nature. It is to be noted that only the two degenerate electron (hole) like bands around X

(Γ) point having dyz (dxz) character shift above (below) the EF inducing Lifshitz transition.

Thus, the effect of onsite electron repulsion in creating separation between orbital selec-

tive hole and electron bands with dominant dyz character and dxz characters respectively

is very similar to what happens in between the upper and lower Hubbard bands in case

of Mott-Hubbard insulators. This is a signature of orbital selective Mottness. Further-

more, the onsite correlation induced modifications in the bandwidths of different bands

are also orbital selective. We have explored the bandwidths of the hole like bands with

different orbital characters to understand the effect of onsite correlation on the bandwidth

renormalization. The hole like bands around Γ-point are named as α, β, γ and δ as shown

in Fig.7.9. The dominant orbital characters of the α and β bands near Γ-point are mixed

dxy/dx2−y2 nature, whereas γ and δ have mixed dz2 /dyz and dxz/dxy character. The Hubbard

U dependent bandwidths of different bands for the three 12442 compounds are presented

in the Table.7.3. It is evident from Table.7.3 that the bandwidths of the three bands α, β

and γ gradually increases as onsite electron correlation is increased. On the other hand

bandwidth of the δ band gradually decreases due to increased correlation for all the three
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Figure 7.8: [142] Change in total density of states of (a) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b)
RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2 with different U values in eV.

compounds. The δ band has mostly dxz character with small contribution from dxy. It is

the δ band which is pushed below the EF due to increased correlation leading to orbital se-

lective correlation induced Lifshitz transition. Therefore, the orbital selective bandwidth

renormalization is very much apparent in these compounds. This orbital selective mani-

festation of electron correlation is supportive of orbital selective pairing [212, 213, 214]

in 12442 compounds. All the results of this section is verified through various pesudopo-

tentials as well as other numerical code like CASTEP.
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Table 7.3: Bandwidth of different 12442 IBSCs

12442 compound Hubbard U Band Bandwidth

U in eV (hole like) (in meV)

KCa2Fe4As4F2 0.0 α 639

β 618

γ 1628

δ 573

1.0 α 664

β 639

γ 1647

δ 573

2.0 α 674

β 650

γ 1663

δ 555

RbCa2Fe4As4F2 0.0 α 660

β 618

γ 1631

δ 580

1.0 α 678

β 643

γ 1667

δ 583

2.0 α 692

β 650

γ 1681
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12442 compound Hubbard U Band Bandwidth

U in eV (hole like) (in meV)

δ 562

CsCa2Fe4As4F2 0.0 α 653

β 608

γ 1600

δ 573

1.0 α 667

β 625

γ 1633

δ 573

2.0 α 684

β 643

γ 1666

δ 559

Fig.7.7 shows evolution of FSs with Hubbard U for the three different 12442 compounds.

It is apparent from Fig.7.7(A)a, b that due to electron correlation two innermost nearly

degenerate electron like FSs around Γ-point vanish for U = 1.0 eV which is a signature

of correlation induced Lifshitz transition. On the other hand, the inner two hole like

FSs shrink. Therefore, there is simultaneous electron as well as hole band renormaliza-

tion induced by Hubbard correlation. Now as U is increased to 2.0 eV, two inner nearly

degenerate hole like FSs around Γ-point vanish leading to topological transition again.

Similar kind of correlation induced Lifshitz like topological transition is revealed fron

investigation of FS in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.7(B)) and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 (Fig.7.7(C)) also.

In Fig.7.8(a), (b), (c) we have presented change in the total density of states with Hub-

bard correlation in KCa2Fe4As4F2, RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 respectively. It
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α

β

γ

δ

dxy /dx2-y2(                 )
dxy /dx2-y2(                 )

/dyz(dz2                )
/dxy dxz (             )

Figure 7.9: [142] Band structure along Γ-X direction used to measure bandwidth. Hole
like bands with different orbital characters around Γ-point are marked as α, β, γ, and δ.

is clear that there is a continuous peak shift of the total DOS towards the occupied states

below the EF with increasing correlation. At U = 1.0 eV the peak shifts very slightly

below the EF . If the U is increased further to 2.0 eV, there is a visible decrease in DOS at

EF due to correlation induced Lifshitz transition of both the electron as well as hole like

bands. This decrement in DOS at EF becomes further prominent at U = 3.0 eV. Therefore,

total DOS also divulge the signature of correlation induced Lifshitz transition. This may

be one of the reasons as to why Tc decreases at or above Lifshitz transition.

Fig.7.10 depicts the comparative bandstructures of various 12442 compounds within GGA

and GGA+SOC calculations. It is very much clear that there is only a little quantitative

modifications in the electronic structure due to incorporation of SOC for all the three

12442 compounds. If we look at the bandstructure around Γ-point along the Γ-X direction,

the degeneracy of the upper lying degenerate hole like bands is lifted. Energy of one of

the bands is lowered and the other one remains same. Degeneracy of the two lower lying

degenerate bands are also lifted. Therefore, SOC leads to band splitting of the degenerate
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.10: [142] Comparison of calculated band structures within GGA and GGA
+ Spin Orbit Coupling (SOC) for (a) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c)
CsCa2Fe4As4F2 respectively.
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bands in these compounds. The band splitting due to SOC becomes more prominent in

RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 than KCa2Fe4As4F2. On the other hand, degeneracy

of the hole like bands along Γ-Z direction is also heaved. There is no appreciable changes

in the electron like bands due to SOC.

7.4 Wannier fitted band structure of 12442 compounds

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 7.11: [142] Tight binding fitted band structures of (A) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B)
RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2.

We have used the Wannier function technique [215, 216, 217, 218] to construct the maxi-

mally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) from twenty Fe-3d orbitals and obtained the

tight binding fitted low energy band structure for the three 12442 compounds. The trans-

fer integrals – ti j(R) =< φi0|HKS |φ jR >, are also calculated from the maximally localized

Wannier basis and Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian.

In Fig.7.18 we present the comparison of DFT calculated BNS with the Wannier fitted

tight binding (TB) band structure. We have analyzed the electronic structure of the 12442

compounds by performing TB parametrization of Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian by consider-

ing the following five band model –

H =
�

i

ni�i +
�

i� j

ti jc
†
i c j (1)

where �i represents the site energy of an electron at site i, ti j represents the hopping pa-
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rameter between the ith and jth sites, c†i and c j are the creation and annihilation operators

at the respective sites. We get an effective Hamiltonian like Eq.(1) by constructing twenty

maximally localized Wannier functions freezing states in finite energy window above and

below the EF . The matrix elements of the original Kohn-Sham Hamiltonians are derived

in the Wannier basis which can be directly linked to �i and ti j parameters. It is very clear

from Fig.7.18 (A),(B),(C) that we have achieved a perfect fitting between the DFT and TB

band structure in a low energy window (-1 eV to 1 eV) around the EF with the constructed

MLWFs for the three 12442 compounds.

Table 7.4: Nearest neighbor (NN) hoppings ti j (in eV) from maximally projected Wannier
function calculation

KCa2Fe4As4F2
ti j in eV dz2 dxz dyz dx2−y2 dxy

dz2 -0.487 -0.014 -0.070 -0.132 0.395
dxz 0.014 0.049 -0.232 0.017 0.005
dyz 0.070 -0.232 -0.248 -0.011 0.055

dx2−y2 -0.132 -0.017 0.011 0.093 0.240
dxy 0.395 -0.005 0.055 0.240 -0.249

RbCa2Fe4As4F2
dz2 -0.528 -0.023 -0.031 -0.136 0.397
dxz -0.023 0.033 -0.249 0.038 0.001
dyz -0.031 -0.249 -0.247 -0.010 -0.023

dx2−y2 -0.136 -0.038 -0.010 0.102 0.224
dxy -0.397 -0.001 -0.023 -0.224 -0.233

CsCa2Fe4As4F2
dz2 -0.528 -0.005 0.010 -0.128 0.390
dxz 0.005 0.044 -0.248 0.066 0.004
dyz -0.010 -0.248 -0.241 0.016 -0.010

dx2−y2 -0.128 -0.066 -0.016 0.113 0.208
dxy 0.390 -0.004 0.010 0.208 -0.223

We have presented the main diagonal nearest neighbor (NN) in plane intra as well as inter

orbital hopping parameters (ti j) in the Table - 7.4. The intra (inter) orbital NN hoppings

have been calculated by projecting the MLWFs to the atomic orbitals. From Table - 7.4

it is evident that the NN intra-orbital hopping is maximum in dz2 orbitals, whereas it is

minimum in dxz orbitals. The value of ti j increases from 0.487 eV (sign neglected) to

0.528 eV as K is replaced by Rb or Cs. The inter-orbital hopping of dz2 is maximum
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with dxy, also having moderate value with dx2−y2 . The value does not vary much due

to replacement of K with Rb or Cs. Now if we look into the dxz orbitals, their intra-

orbital hopping is very small, whereas its inter orbital hopping with dyz is quiet large. The

intra-orbital hopping of dxz remains small in all the compounds. It is notable that intra-

orbital hopping in dx2−y2 is small (0.093 eV) in KCa2Fe4As4F2 which increases gradually

in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 (0.102 eV) and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 (0.113 eV). The inter-orbital hopping

of dx2−y2 with dxy is quiet large and a decreasing trend is noticed as K is replaced with Rb

or Cs. Intra orbital hopping in dxy decreases gradually with respect to KCa2Fe4As4F2 in

Rb or Cs based 12442 compounds. Therefore, the main features observed in intra as well

as inter-orbitals hopping may be summarized as below –

i) unlike many of the iron based superconductors like LaFeAsO, BaFe2As2, KFe2As2,

FeSe, FeTe [219], intra-orbital hopping in dz2 is much larger than in dx2−y2 and inter-

orbital hopping of dz2 with other orbitals is also significant.

ii) The intra-orbital inplane hopping of dyz is nearly equal to that of dxy in KCa2Fe4As4F2,

but it becomes higher in case of RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2. There is significant

amount of inter-orbital hopping in both dyz and dxy.

iii) The intra-orbital hopping of dxy and dyz which have higher partial DOS at the EF than

other orbitals, decreases gradually as K is substituted with Rb or Cs. This might be related

to the gradual reduction of superconducting transition temperature in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and

CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The chemical pressure induced by Rb, Cs affects the hopping as well

as orbital selective superconductivity. Thus, the superconductivity in these compounds

might be tuned by influencing intra orbital hopping orbital selectively, inducing chemical

pressure on FeAs layers.

7.5 Orbital Anisotropy

To understand the general features of electronic structure we present density of states

(DOS), band structure (BS) and orbital projected Fermi surface (FS) of the three 12442
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compounds in this section. To resolve the orbital character of the electronic structure, we

have used the default representation implemented in ab initio calculations where the x

and y directions are defined to be along the next nearest Fe-Fe bonds and x, y axes are 45◦

rotated with respect to conventional axes along nearest neighbor Fe-Fe bonds. Therefore,

Γ–M direction is parallel to the kx(ky) directions in the reciprocal space. In Fig.7.12, the

orbital contribution of different Fe-3d orbitals to DOS is presented. From Fig.7.12(a),

it is noted that although all the five Fe-3d orbitals have finite constribution to the partial

DOS at the Fermi level (Fl), three orbitals i.e., dxy, dxz, dyz have significantly greater

contribution in comparison to dx2−y2 and dz2 in case of K12442. This feature of orbital

resolved partial DOS is very similar in other two compounds i.e., Rb12442 (Fig.7.12(b))

and Cs12442 (Fig.7.12(c)). Only slight peak shift of partial DOS is observed in the later

two compounds. Therefore, we have chosen dxy, dxz, dyz which would have higher impact

on physical properties due to larger partial DOS at the Fl, to discuss the orbital evolution

of BS and FS.

12442 Fe based compounds have six hole like bands around Brillouin zone (BZ) centre

and four electron like bands around BZ corner having mixed multiorbital character [142].

Of the hole like bands, two higher energy and two lower energy bands are nearly de-

generate. The orbital evolution of BS has been presented in Fig.7.13 along two different

directions of BZ (i.e., MX & MY) from BZ centre (i.e., Γ-point). The MX and MY points

are crystallographically symmetric due to tetragonal symmetry of the 12442 compounds.

The BS of all the three compounds presented in Fig.7.13(a, b, c) reveal direction de-

pendent orbital evolution of most of the bands along crystallographically high symmetry

directions. For the upper lying three hole bands, as one moves along Γ-MX direction, the

dxy orbital character gradually transforms into dyz. The lower lying two nearly degenerate

bands dominantly remain of dxz character along Γ-MX, although contribution from dxy

starts becoming significant. Another lower band which is mostly dxz in nature around the

Γ-point, starts showing increased dyz contribution along MX. In contrast, along the Γ-MY

direction, it is very much clear that orbital evolution of bands is quite different in compar-
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Figure 7.12: (Colour online) Parital density of states of different Fe-3d orbitals for (a)
KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2.
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ison to its evolution along Γ-MX. The upper three hole bands around Γ-point, transforms

from dyz to dxy before turning into dyz again at around MY along Γ-MY. On the otherhand,

the two degenerate bands around the Fl with mostly dxz character (around Γ) start showing

increased dyz nature (around MY). Another low lying band near Fl, which is dominatly dxz

around Γ-point transform into dyz along Γ-MY direction. Therefore, the orbital anisotropy

of bands is a common feature of the electronic structure of all the three 12442 compounds.

This orbital anisotropy is also reflected in the FSs of these compounds.

Figure 7.13: (Colour online) Orbital character of different bands for (a) KCa2Fe4As4F2,
(b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The contribution from each orbital is shown
with individual colour and orbital weight are proportional to size of the circles.

The orbital evoluton of FSs is presented in Fig.7.14. Theoretical studies reveal that the

12442 compounds have six hole pockets around Γ-point, of which outer two outermost

and two second-third inner most FSs are degenerate leading to four distinct hole pockets

[142]. There exists four electron pockets around the M-point out of which the two inner-

most are degenerate in case of KCa2Fe4As4F2. The experimental ARPES measurement

shows five distinct hole pockets and one small electron pocket [220]. In Fig.7.14, the 2d

cross section of the FSs along Γ-M with relative contributions from different orbitals for

the three compounds are shown. The outer two hole pockets are mostly dxy/dyz character.

The second innermost hole pocket have dominant dxz character, whereas the innermost

hole pocket is dxy/dyz in nature. Now if we look into the evolution of orbital character

of electron pockets along Γ-MX, the two innermost pockets have dominant dyz character.
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Figure 7.14: (Colour online) Calculated orbital character of the Fermi surfaces for (A)
KCa2Fe4As4F2, (B) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (C) CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The orbital nature dxy,
dyz and dxz are shown in column (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The relative contribution
of the different Fe 3d orbitals for different FSs are shown using varying colours. The
"red" colour denotes ‘maximum’ contribution while "blue" colour denotes ‘minimum’
contribution.
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On the other hand if the orbital character along Γ-MY is looked into, the two innermost

electron FSs are dominantly dxy nature. Thus, the orbital anisotropy of the BS and Fermi

pockets is very much clear from our discussions.

These kinds of orbital anisotropy on Fermi pockets may raise the possibility of anisotropy

in superconducting gap on the hole and electron like pockets. ARPES measurements

have shown Fermi surface dependent superconducting gaps [220]. A more detailed study

is necessary to detect anisotropy in superconducting gap. It is very important to note that

the orbital selective anisotropic electronic structure has been observed to lead to band

reconstruction and nematic splitting in previously existing families of iron based super-

conductors like Ca(Fe1 – xCox)2As2 [203], BaFe2As2 [204], FeSe [205] etc. In both the

systems due to transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic phase, the C4 symmetry is bro-

ken which finally leads to degeneracy lifting of dxz and dyz orbital. This degeneracy lifting

in turn leads to band reconstruction and nematic like splitting of bands. As the hybrid

12442 compounds don’t show any structural transition, it is very important to investigate

the effect of its orbital selective anisotropy on the electronic properties. These compounds

gives us a unique opportunity to explore orbital anisotropy and nematic like band splitting

in tetragonal phase without any structural transition.

7.6 Intrinsic band splitting

Nematic like band splitting is induced in 12442 compounds due to C2v (m2m) local Fe-

site symmetry in tetragonal phase. In its constituents 122 and 1111 compounds Fe atom

sits at 4d site, therefore local point group symmetry is D2d (4̄m2) because Fe layers are at

z = 1/4 and zAs1 = zAs2 (Fig.7.1). On the other hand, in case of hybrid 12442 compounds

Fe sits at the 8g site, whose local symmetry is m2m i.e., C2v as the Fe layers are displaced

from z = 1/4 and zAs1 � zAs2 (Fig.7.1) [207]. This symmetry lowering lifts degeneracy

of dxz and dyz in tetragonal phase which in turn induce intrinsic band splitting in 12442
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Γ M Γ

Figure 7.15: (Colour online) Orbital character of different bands for (a) KCa2Fe4As4F2,
(b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2. The contribution from each orbital is shown
with individual colour and orbital weight are proportional to size of the circles.

compounds.

In case of other IBSCs, it has been observed that the effect of nematic splitting (NS)

of dxz and dyz orbitals is maximum at the electron like bands around the BZ corner (M-

point) [209]. To show the nature of orbital character of the electron like bands around

the M-point, we have presented orbital resolved BS for all the three 12442 compounds

in Fig.7.16. It is conspicuous that the four electron bands crossing the Fl mostly have

dxz character. One hole like band coming from Γ-point having dyz character merges with
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the electron band. This kind of orbital anisotropy induces orbital selective reconstruction

of bands and band splitting. To discuss the splitting of bands, we have presented the

calculated BS within GGA around the M-point of the Brillouin zone for hybrid 12442

compounds in Fig.7.16. To observe detailed splitting of the bands, zoomed BS in a narrow

energy window is depicted in the inset. We have marked the bands having mostly dxz

character with "red" colour and dyz character with "blue". Fig.7.16(a) clearly depicts

that there are two nematic like splitting of the electron bands – one near the Fl, other

away from it. We have marked the two splittings as BS1 and BS2. In case of BS2, the

reconstructed upper lying electron band is denoted with black colour as it has mixed dxz/yz

nature, whereas the lower energy band is marked with red colour (zoomed inset) as it is

mostly of dxz nature. Our calculated electronic structure within GGA shows that there is

no splitting of the band near Fl (i.e., BS1 = 0.0) for K12442. But there is finite splitting

for the bands away from Fl and BS2 = 8.6 meV. In case of Rb12442 (Fig.7.16(b)), a

finite gap of 5.0 meV opens up at the electron bands. The gap BS2 around is 6.5 meV

for Rb12442. Thus as one moves from K12442 to Rb12442, BS1 increases, but BS2

decreases. Band splittings BS1 and BS2 are 10.5 meV and 5.2 meV respectively for

Cs12442. So our discussions on calculated BS within GGA reveal gradual increase in

BS1 for K→Rb→Cs12442. On the otherhand, a gradual reduction in BS2 is found for

K→Rb→Cs12442. This feature of splitting can be attributed to chemical pressure induced

orbital selective evolution of electronic structure in hybrid 12442 compounds as discussed

already in this chapter.

Spin orbit coupling (SOC) induced splitting has been demonstrated in all the Fe based

superconductors [210]. Therefore, it is necessary to include SOC for extracting the fine

features of the band reconstruction [215]. To get more detailed electronic structure which

includes SOC, fully relativistic band calculation have been performed. The results are

presented in Fig.7.17. It is quite evident Fig.7.17(a), that the introduction of SOC opens

up gap (BS1) of 14.4 meV in K12442. BS2 is also increased to 10.0 meV. Therefore, SOC

largely impacts nematic band reconstruction in K12442. In case of Rb12442, both BS1
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Figure 7.16: (Colour online) Splitting of bands around Brillouin zone corner for (a)
KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2 calculated with GGA.

Table 7.5: Band splitting (BS) of dxz & dyz

KCa2Fe4As4F2

BS in meV GGA GGA+SOC
BS1 0.00 14.4
BS2 8.6 10.0

RbCa2Fe4As4F2

BS in meV GGA GGA+SOC
BS1 5.0 6.0
BS2 6.5 10.0

CsCa2Fe4As4F2

BS in meV GGA GGA+SOC
BS1 10.5 13.0
BS2 5.2 24.0
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Figure 7.17: (Colour online) Splitting of bands around brillouin zone corner for (a)
KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b) RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2 calculated with GGA + spin
orbit coupling (SOC).

and BS2 increases to 6.0 meV and 10.0 meV respectively due to SOC (Fig.7.17(b)). The

values of band splitting is enhanced very much in GGA+SOC calculation for Cs12442

(Fig.7.17(c)). BS1 and BS2 become 13.0 meV and 24.0 meV respectively. Therefore, the

band splitting is inflated in all the three compounds due to SOC. Another feature worth

noting is that the hole like bands around Γ-point having dxz/dyz character (pink shaded)

which touches each other around the Fl in GGA calculations (Fig.7.16), are splitted in

GGA+SOC calculations. We have tabulated the GGA as well as GGA+SOC calculated

values of BS1 and BS2 for all the three compounds in Table.7.5. From the above dis-

cussions it is conspicuous that there appears finite nematic like band splitting in 12442

family of Fe based superconductors. The recently observed enhanced electroresistance in

K12442 compounds may be attributed to the nematic like fluctuations present in the com-

pound [207]. For a rigorous conclusion, same kind of experiments should be performed

on other 12442 compounds.
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7.7 Crystal field splitting

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 7.18: Tight binding fitted band structure of (a) KCa2Fe4As4F2, (b)
RbCa2Fe4As4F2, and (c) CsCa2Fe4As4F2.

Perfect fitting of the DFT and TB electronic structure has been achieved for a low energy

window with the constructed MLWFs (Fig.7.18 (a),(b),(c)).

We have investigated the crystal field splitting of the Fe-3d orbitals in the three 12442

compounds from the Wannier fitted DFT band structures. Twenty Fe-3d orbitals are used

to describe the low energy physics of the system which might be useful to understand

nematicity in these family of iron based superconductors. The electronic bands around

the EF in Fe based superconductors are mainly derived from the five Fe-3d orbitals with

mixed multi-orbital character. The FeAs layer which is common in all the families of iron

based superconductors, has tetrahedral symmetry. In general tetrahedral crystal field splits
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Figure 7.19: Calculated crystal field splitting of Fe-3d orbitals in the tight binding
parametrization for (a) KCa2Fe4As4, (b) RbCa2Fe4As4, (c) CsCa2Fe4As4 .

the d-orbitals into triply degenerate t2g level consisting dxy, dxz, dyz orbitals having higher

energy and doubly degenerate eg level consisting dx2−y2 , dz2 orbitals with lower energy. In

Fe based compounds due to the combined effect of anion crystal field and surrounding

cations, the t2g as well as eg level splits further.

In Fig.7.19 we have presented a pictorial representation of the crystal field splitting in the

three 12442 compounds with energy difference between orbitals. From Fig.7.19(a) it is

conspicuous that the five fold degenerate atomic Fe-3d orbitals split into t2g having higher

energy and eg level having lower energy due to tetrahedral symmetry of the FeAs layers.

The t2g level splits further with dyz having the highest energy and dxy having the lowest

energy. The eg level also splits into dx2−y2 and dz2 with the later having energy lower than

the former. In case of KCa2Fe4As4F2, the degeneracy of dyz and dxz is lifted, with dyz hav-
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ing energy slightly higher than dxz due to C2v symmetry of Fe atoms in the compound as

discussed earlier. There exist a splitting of 0.039 eV between dyz and dxz. Now if we look

into Fig.7.19(b),(c), it is very much evident that the dyz orbital is elevated in energy with

respect to dxz orbital. The energy splitting between dyz & dxz is 0.021 eV and 0.034 eV re-

spectively for Rb12442 and Cs12442. The energy diffrence between dxz and dxy decreases

gradually: 0.047 eV, 0.045 eV, 0.040 eV for K12442, Rb12442 and Cs12442 respectively.

These values of splitting are much lower than that in 1111 compounds like LaFeAsO and

comparable to 122 compounds like KFe2As2 [208]. Now if we examine eg levels, the

splitting between dx2−y2 and dz2 levels are quite large for all the three compounds: 0.075

eV, 0.084 eV, 0.062 eV for K12442, Rb12442 and Cs12442 respectively. This splitting is

quite large in comparison to the constituent 122 compounds, but comparable to the 1111

compounds. It is apparent that the crystal field splitting between the t2g and eg multiplet

is quite significant – 0.292 eV in KCa2Fe4As4F2 which increases further to 0.305 eV in

RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and 0.281 eV in CsCa2Fe4As4F2. These values are higher than the crys-

tal field splitting in 1111 compound, whereas significantly lower than the splitting in 122

compounds. Therefore, the effect of alkali metal ion like K, Rb, Cs on the crystal field

splitting of Fe-3d orbitals is reduced in 12442 compounds in comparison to that in 122

compounds.

7.8 Conclusions

We have presented a detailed electronic structure results on the three newly discovered

12442 compounds using DFT based first principles calculations. Our study reveals pos-

sible preference of GGA functionals over LDA functionals as far as the study of the

effect of electronic structure on superconductivity in these compounds is concerned. The

mixed multi-orbital multi-band nature of bands in all the three 12442 compounds with

most contribution from Fe-3d orbitals is evident from band structures as well density of

states. Unlike 1144 hybrid iron based superconductors, 12442 compounds have negligi-
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ble contributions from As-4pz to its electronic structure as well as density of states at the

Fermi level. Due to chemical pressure induced by replacement of K with atoms of higher

atomic radius like Rb or Cs, there is an orbital selective shift of bands and the degeneracy

of the bands lying away from the EF are lifted. Appearance of a new band around Γ-point

near 0.10 Ry energy above EF due to chemical pressure induced by Rb, Cs is perceived.

Peak shift in partial DOS of dxy (dxz) towards (away) from the EF in presence of Rb or

Cs signify orbital selective doping effect of chemical pressure in 12442 compounds. The

orbital projected FSs reveal multi-orbital character of the six hole like FSs around zone

centre and four electron like FSs around zone corner. Our results are consistent with

the electronic structure observed by recent ARPES studies [211] where large hole pock-

ets and comparatively smaller electron pockets due to the electron bands on the verge

of Lifshitz transition, are clearly visible for KCa2Fe4As4F2. Contrary to most of the Fe

based superconductors very poor nesting between the electron and hole like FSs which is

evident from our theoretical as well as experimental study, lead to an in-commensurate

neutron spin resonance mode. Effect of electronic correlation treated within GGA+U

shows orbital selective evolution of electronic structure, leading to orbital selective Lif-

shitz transition. The studies on MLWF projected, tight binding fitted band structure reveal

unique feature of intra orbital hopping. The intra orbital hopping in dz2 orbital is larger

than hopping in dx2−y2 orbital. This is in sharp contrast with other iron based compounds

where larger hopping in dx2−y2 orbital than dz2 is observed. The gradual reduction in super-

conducting transition temperature in RbCa2Fe4As4F2 and CsCa2Fe4As4F2 in comparison

to KCa2Fe4As4F2 may be associated with decreased intra orbital hopping of dxy and dyz

caused by the gradual increase in chemical pressure due to Rb and Cs. Orbital anisotropy

and nematic like splitting in three newly discovered 12442 compounds are also explored.

Direction dependent evolution of orbital character for different bands as well as Fermi

pockets are direct reflection of orbital anisotropy in these compounds. Degeneracy of

dxz/yz is heaved due to changes in local Fe-site symmetry from D2d in parent 1111 and 122

compounds to C2v in hybrid 12442 compounds. This induces orbital selective band recon-
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struction and nematic like band splitting in the tetragonal phase. Values of the splittings

are enhanced in GGA+SOC calculations in comparison to that of the GGA calculations.

More experiments are needed to confirm this for Rb12442 and Cs12442. Nematic like

splitting driven by orbital reconstruction hints towards the fact that orbital degrees of

freedom are very important in 12442 compounds. The quantitative splitting of dxz/yz is

calculated with our crystal field calculations using tight binding fitted band structure with

MLWF. The splitting is nearly equal in K12442 and Cs12442, whereas slightly smaller

splitting is observed in Rb12442. The splitting between t2g and eg multiplet have inter-

mediate values in comparison to parent 1111 and 122 compounds. Therefore, from our

discussions about crystal field splitting, it may be concluded that nematic like splitting is

inherently present in 12442 compounds due to its local structural restriction.
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Thesis Highlight

Figure 1: Schematic of the electronic structure study of iron based superconductors
revealing Lifshitz transition.
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